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U.S. Gets a Vice President , Minnesota's Hubert Humphrey
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Johnson Renews Oath as President
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS
1

1Will Lead
As Best I Can,'
America Told

i

k

'

President Asks
i Progress Without
Strife. Hatred

WASHINGTON (A — P
inaugurated to his first fu
time has come for the Unite
without strife and change
"Let us reject any am
old wounds and rekindle old
in his inaugural address,- '"
awakening nation. "
Johnson added: "I will
lead as best I can. But look
within your own hearts —
to the old promises and the
old dream. They will lead
you best' of all. "
Johnson called on the nation
to "join reason to faith and action to experience, to transform
our new unity of interest into a
new unity of purpose."
"Fer the time hss come to
achieve progress without strife
and change without hatred,"
the President said, "not without
difference of opinion, but without the deep and abiding divisions which scar the union for
generations."
Johnson said his Great Society ia not to be "the ordered,
changeless, and sterile battalion
of tbe ants."
"It is the excitement of becoming—always becoming, trying, probing, falling, resting,
and trying again—but always
gaining," he said.
If toe nation succeeds, it will
be "not because of what we
,,lu.e, but what we are; not because of what we own, but what
we believe . . . "
W« believe every man must
someday be free," he said.
"Aad we believe in ourselves."
"That is the mistake our enemies have always made," Johnson aaid. "In nny lifetime — in
depression and war—they have
awaited our defeat. Eacn time,
from the secret places of the
American heart, came forth tbe
faith they could not see or even
imagine. It brought us victory.
It will again."
Johnson said the United States
was conceived in justice, and
he said that means that all its
citizens must "share io the
fruits of the land."
"In a land of wealth, families must not live in hopeless
poverty," Johnson said. "In a
land rich in harvest, children
must not go hungry. In a land
of healing miracles, neighbors
must not suffer and die untended. In a land of learning, young
people must be taught to read
and write.
' 'For 30 ^eaxs I have believed
this injusUce to our people —
this waste of our resources —
was the enemy.
"Before this generation of
Americans is finished, this enemy will not only retreat—it will
be conquered."
The President declared that
when any citizen "denies his
fellow , saying: His color is not
mine or his beliefs are different, in that moment he betrays

esident Lyndon B. Johnson,
term, declared today the
States "to achieve progress
without hatred."
ng us who seek to reopen
hatreds," the President said
icy stand in the way of an

America, though his forebears
created the nation."
Johnson said the American
covenant "called on us to help
show the way for the liberation
of man. That is still our goal."
He said tbe modern world has
brought new meaning to that
mission. "If American l i v e s
must end, and American treasure be spilled, in countries we
barely know, that is the price
that change has demanded of
conviction," he said.
The President declared that
America's course in the world
is clear:
"We aspire to nothing that belongs to others. We seek no
dominion over our fellow man,
but man's dominion over tyranny and misery."
He said every American must
find a way to help advance the
nation's purposes.
"Without this, we will become
a nation ot strangers," Johnson
said.
Johnson said God has allowed
the nation "to seek greatness
with the sweat of our hands and
the strength of our spirit..."
"But we have no promise
from Cod that our greatness
will endure . . . , " he said. "In
each generation—with toil and
tears—we have had to earn' our
heritage again."
Concluding his address, the
President declared :
"For myself, I ask only, in
the words of an ancient leader :
'Give me now wisdom and
knowledge that I may go out
and come in before this people:
For who can judge this . Thy
people, that is so great?'"
The words are those of King
Solomon in his prayer when he
ascended to the throne of Israel
on the death of King David.
They are the 10th verse of Chapter 1, second book of Chronicles,
in the King James version of the
Bible.

Estes Held in
El Paso Jail
EL PASO, Tex. (AP ) - Billle
Sol Estes was in a four-man
county jail cell today on what
may be his last stop en route to
a federal prison.
He was driven 400 miles from
Abilene, Tex., Tuesday by Deputy U.S. Marshal William C.
Black .

PRESIDENT SWORN INTO OTF1CE . . . President
Johnson takes oath today as the nation's 36th President during ceremony at the Capitol. Administering the oath is Chief

Russ Blast Suspected

US. May Charge
Test Pact Violation

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States may charge the
Soviet Union with violating the
limited nuclear test-ban treaty
as a result of an underground
explosion last Friday in Central
Asia.
The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission said Tuesday night the
blast has produced some fallout
in the northern Pacific near Japan. Officials noted that under
the treaty , fallout is supposed to
be kept within the boundaries of
the testing nation.

by more than 100 nations, prohibits nuclear explosions in the
atmosphere, in outer space and
under water. It also prohibits
underground explosions if they
cause radioactive debris "to be
present outside the territorial
limits of the state '' ttiat is testing.
The force of the Soviet blast,
set off in the Semipalatinsk area
of central Russia, was described
by the AEC as "in the intermediate range." This means it
was equivalent to the force
to 1 million tons
The evidence to date suggests loosed by 20,000
that while the Soviet explosion of TNT.
technically violated the treaty, Last March, officials said, an
it apparently was accidental. underground American test
And, the AEC said, "the blew radioactive material into
amounts of radioactivity meas- the air and the debris was
ured to date will not produce traced over the southwestern
measurable exposures to per- part of the United States. Howsons."
ever, they said, no radioactivity
Still, Secretary of State Dean was detected outside U.S. borRusk has asked Moscow for a ders.
full explanation. Officials said
they will await a report from Three days after the incident,
the Soviet Union before deter- the Soviet news agency Tass
mining the application of the commented that if the fallout
went beyond U.S. borders the
treaty.
The treaty, signed In Moscow tre aty would be violated.
18 months ago and subscribed to At 4:30 p.m., about an hour
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HE'S FROM TEXAS
Mri. Lyndon Johnson , Vice President Humphrey and Vani.
Cliburn at Inaugural Concert.

Justice Warren. Between them are the President's wife and
Vice President Humphrey. (AP Photofax)

¦

¦

PARTYING PRESIDENT
President Johnson Dance* with Mrs . Arthur Kritn m at a
prc-inaugura l party at the State Deportment.

and a half before the AEC announcement, Soviet Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin was summoned to the State Department
and asked to obtain the information referred to in tbe
statement.

Churchill in
Quiet Sleep,
No Restlessness
LONDON (AP ) - Sir Winston
Churchill
slept
peacefully
through the night and his restlessness is gone, his doctor announced today.
A medical bulletin issued just
before noon said:
"There is little to record. The
restlessness has gone and Sir
Winston has slept peacefully
through the night and morning.
There will be another bulletin
this evening."
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Snow,Cold
Rain Over
Much of U.S.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Snow, cold and rain covered
most of the country today while
tbe Southeast began a slow thaw
from
temperatures
which
chilled Florida tourists.
Strong winds and snow swept
"an area from upstate New York
to Minnesota as a vigorous lowpressure system passed north of
the Great Lakes.
Squalls deposited up to 4 inches of snow in western New York
State. Buffalo reported 1 inch of
new snow late Tuesday.
The season's first cold snap
for Florida apparently ended as
temperatures ranged from 56 in
Jacksonville to 68 in Miami.
Scattered showers pelted the
Pacific Coast from central California northward. Heavy rains
soaked the northern half of California and snow fell in the
mountains.
Fog continued to plague part
of the Northwest, curtailing
some air travel.
Coldest areas were in the
northern Midwest and northern
New England. Temperatures
dropped below zero in parts of
tbe Dakotas and were near zero
in sections of Minnesota and
northern Maine.

WASHINGTON W) — Lyndon B. Johnson took tha
presidential oath amid stirring ceremony today — and
solemnly pledged that: "I will lead as best I can."
Before a great throng at the U. S. Capitol, the President raised his right hand, rested his left on a family
Bible given him by his mother, and repeated the old
oath to:
"Preserve , protect and defend the Constitution."
Then came the inaugural address, and the chipf
executive summoned the
nation to a war on poverty treds."
"They stand ln the way of a
and ignorance.
He called these things an seeking nation."
Unprecedented security preenemy to justice, and precautions, distasteful to the in'
dicted:
tensely warm and humanity"Before this generation loving President, were a grim
of Americans is finished, reminder of this joyous day in
this enemy will not only re- Washington of the assassination
treat — it will be conquered." that ended the life of his preHatred too must go, he said, decessor, John F. Kennedy.
racial divisions at home and The oath was administered by
dangerous suspicions a m o n g Earl Warren, white-haired chief
the nations.
justice of the United States, who
For, he said: "We are all fel- wore his black robe.
low passengers on a dot of
Earlier, House Speaker John
earth. And each of us, in the W. McCormack had given tbe
span of time, has only a mom- vice presidential oath to Hubert
ent among his companions."
H. Humphrey of Minnesota, also
On this sharp cold, but not on- swept into office in the deluge of
bearable day, Hubert Horatio votes last November.
Humphrey, the Johnson com- The ceremonies included papanion in last November's enor- triotic selections by the U.S.
mous election sweep, was the Marine Band.
The Most Rev. Robert E. Lufirst to take the oath.
At 11:57 a.m., Humphrey cey, Roman Catholic archbishop
raised his hand and swore that of San Antonio, Tex., gave tbe
"so help me God" he would invocation. He said "the fate Of
faithfully discharge the duties humanity is in our hands," and
of vice president. The oath was continued:
administered by House Speaker "We pray that Almighty God
John W. McCormack. Hum- may grant to the leader of oar
phrey laid grave stress oa the country wisdom and understanding, strength and courwords "so help me God."
Then he shook hands with the age."
President, and k i s s e d Mrs. Prayers were offered up too
by the Bev. George R. Davis of
Humphrey.
the National City Christian
Then came the President's Church,
Washington, the deturn. And here came a heart- nomination to which Johnson
tugging change in the schedule. belongs. The minister beAn official of the congressional seeched:
committee on the inauguration "Help our President, 0 God,
had been scheduled to hold the to help us keep remembering
Bible.
that we are one f amilyas a naBut the person who did hold tion, and that we are but one nait was Lady Bird Johnson, tion in a family of nations..."
clad in gorgeous American Other spiritual leaders offerBeauty red. She looked very ing prayers were Rabbi Hyman
proud; tears glistened in her Judah Schachtel of Beth Israel
eyes.
Congregation, Houston; and
As her husband, mandated
now in his own right to lead the Greek Orthodox Archbishop
nation, delivered his address the Iakovos.
Six Umoasines had brought
First Lady sat listening intently, her hands folded in her lap. the presidential party from the
White House to the Capitol. In
The schedule tad called for the first were the President, the
the President to raise his hand First Lady and Sen. B. Everett
in the age-old oath-taking cere- Jordan of North Carolina, chairmony at exactly the strike of man of the joint congressional
noon, but it turned out that tbe committee on the inauguration.
time was 12:03.
Just before Johnson took tlie
WEATHER
oath , the Marine Band played
FEDERAL FORECAST
"Hail to the Chief" while a 21gun salute boomed out over the WINONA AND VICINITY Mostly fair through Thursday.
Capitol grounds.
A
little wanner Thursday. Low
Johnson and his party had
traveled to the Capitol in a tonight 5-10, high Thursday 2025.
string of limousines.
LOCAL WEATHER
He called on his hearers, inOfficial observations for the
cluding millions of Americans
watching on every major tele- 24 hours ending at 12 m. tovision network, to "reject any day:
among us who seek to reopen Maximum, 30; minimum, »;
old wounds and rekindle ha- noon, 14; precipitati6n , trace.
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ITS THEIR DAY
Vice President Hubert Hump hrey and President Jtihnson
meet ot a Constitution Hall part y.

BIG DAY BEGINS
President Johnson walks up steps of National City Christian Church with wife and daughter , Lynda, as day begin*.

Rome Relived
At Senior High
'Delectatio'

There was an atmosphere of
ancient Rome about the Winona
Senior High School cafeteria and
adjoining rooms Tuesday night
vhen members of the high
school chapter of the Junior
Classical L e a g u e entertained
their parents and friends at an
«vening of entertainment — or
"Delectatio"—attended p y more
than 300.
The event replaced the chapter 's traditional Roman banquet
and was the first Delectatio
held since 1961.

24 Institutions Set
For Education Day
At Blair High School

BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — Representatives of 24 schools, colleges and universities are expected to meet with Blair High
School juniors and seniors the
afternoon of Jan. 27.
Parents of these students also are invited, according to
James R. Davis, guidance counselor, who arranged the conference.
¦

King 's Valley, Norden
Churc h Meetings Set

OSSEO, Wis. (Special) —
King's Valley Lutheran Church 's
annual meeting will be Thursday at 8:15 p.m. Trinity Lutheran Church of Norden at Strum
will hold its annual meeting
EACH OF the 80 students In Thursday at 1:30 p.m.
Latin classes had a part in the successful in tests of their knowpreparation of various displays ledge of mythology. Linda Kuand other projects for the open kowskl and Susan Vogel conhouse. Forty-one posters illus- ducted the tests.
trating English derivatives, Ro- During the evening Dennis
man customs and the place of Bell and Ellen Burmester , asLatin in modern life were ex- sisted by Barbara Ziebell and
hibited as were two murals, Connie Brown, conducted bingo,
three mosaics, a number of dolls games in Latin and awarded
dressed in Roman costume and prizes of candy to winners.
illustrated panels.
FOUR PANELISTS. William
There were models of Roman
Kane,
Claire Peirce, Steven Hoartillery weapons, houses, roads,
ships, writing materials, the lubar and Cheryl Mueller , tried
Circus Maximus and a water to guess the "secrets" of four
clock. The exhibit was arranged mythological characters : Bonnie
by a committee headed by Cher- Wos , Mary Grant , Tom Dunlap
yl Biltgen and Debbi Forsythe, and Elizabeth Wiczek. Barbara
assisted by Linda Pearson, Lau- Berg acted as timekeeper and
rie Bambenek , David Kulas, Kathy Kronebusch was mistress
Patty Sizemore, Patricia Jones , of ceremonies. Jean Korupp was
Richard Becker and Michael the director of this part of the
entertainment.
Herzberg.
Guests toured the realm of The final number of the evePluto and Proserpina , portray- ning's program was a Hootened by Marc Johnson and Mere- anny of Latin songs, conducted
dith Meyers, under the guidance by JCL President Susan Steof Sybils (Debbi Miller and Lois ber. Jean Korupp was accomPalecek ) and saw f a m o u s paniest and Debbi Miller solo"shades," or ghosts of Roman ist.
figures, portrayed by David Throughout the evening, the
Vickery, Michael Herzberg, chairmen of the food commitRichard Curran, George Hub- tee, Joy and Joyce Albrecht , dibard, Michael Weigel, Kathy rected the slaves who served
Kronebusch, Paul Fay, Brad cakes and "wine. " The slaves in
Underdahl, Thomas Tindal and costume, were Carole GrochowSandi Willis. This part of the ski , Kathy Thompson , Susan
program was planned and di- Jensen and Joann Biwer.
rected by Kay O'Dea and Deb- The steering committee for
the entire Delectatio consisted
bi Miller.
of members of the Latin IV
IN ANOTHER part of the hall class: Jean Korupp , Linda Kuthe Oracle of Apollo told visit- kowskl, Carolyn McCown, Debbi
ors their fortunes. Here, Jane Miller, Sherry Nako. Kay O'Dea ,
Thurley and Diane Scharmer Susan Steber and Susan Vogel.
acted as priestesses of Apollo Publicity was handled by Diand Carolyn McCown and Sher- ane Frosch, Linda Pearson ,
ry Nako were chairmen of the Kathy Kinowski, Robert Berndt
project.
and Susan Steber, under the
A number of guests wore chairmanship of Jeanne Mcmedals engraved "Summa cum Cluer . Steven Kowalsky and Dilaude" and other inscriptions ane Berndt were ticket chairindicating that they had been men.

Brigadier
Membership
Open to Girls

Lutheran Synod
Joins Council
Of Churches

The Brigadiers — American
Legion youth drum and bugle
corps — will be opened to girls.
Until now the musical organization has been limited to boys,
although in the past two years
it has had an all-girl color
guard which will continue. The
color guard won third place in
marching units in the Winter
Carnival parade Saturday.
INSTRUCTOR FOR the Brigadiers is Carl Neville, Winona
State College student; for the
girls color guard , Richard Otto.
Robert Moravec is Brigadiers
chairman .
Alvin Beeman , vice commander in charge of membership,
said that 1965 membership now
totals 829 toward a goal of 1,150.
John Prosser and Kenneth Kinowski received membership
awards, and Dean Varner , representing his captain , Roy Peterson, the "needle" award .
Ronald Hammond , vice commander in charge of activities,
said that a "hard times" party
will be held Jan . 30 and that
Al Prochowitz will enterain at
the piano again Friday from 9
to one. A Mardi Gras party
will be held in February.
Donald Gray, blood recruitment chairman , appealed (or
donors during the blcodmobile's
visit next week. A. L. Hodson
reported on the burial detail.
% Commander Lyle Haney announced that the district oratorical contest will be held Feb. 20.
A local contest will precede it
by about a week. One representative each from Senior High
School , Cotter High School and
Holy Trinity High School at
Rollingstone will be selected for
the district contest.
JOHN J. Watembach wai
honored as "Legionnaire of the
Month" by Commander Haney.
He and members of the American Legion Auxiliary were in
charge of the chicken dinner
which preceded the meeting.
At the 24-hour club annual
meeting, which f ollowed the
post meeting, Edward Lynch
was elected president and Dean
Varner vice president. Kenneth
Poblock i was re-elected secretry-treasurer; Frank Nottleman
is retiring president . Richard
Otto and Varner were elected
to the board , succeeding Arthur
Steffes Sr. and John Curtis.
Holdover board members are
M. L. Boerst , LeRoy Roth ,
Nottleman , Lynch and Poblocki .

LA CROSSE Wl — The Wisconsin Council of Churches
Tuesday received the Wisconsin-Upper Michigan Synod of
the Lutheran Church in America into membership.
Ellis H. Dana , executive vice
president of the council, said,
"The entrance of the synod into
the state council is a large
step forward in the progress
toward Protestant unity in Wisconsin."
The addition of the synod added 73,000 members to the ranks
ot the council, which now represents 421,763 members in ten
Protestant denominations.
Floyd A. Byrnelson, a Madison attorney, was elected to a
second term as council president. The council also approved
a budget of $68,025 for 1965 and
a proposed 1966 budget of $79,-

For Shopping List Sayings
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BLUE BLAZE NO. 2

FUEL OIL
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GASOLINE
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Goodview Man
To Preside at
State Meeting

A Goodview man will be presiding when the Minnesota Beer
Wholesalers Association holds
its 21st annual convention in
Minneapolis Thursday through
Saturday.
He is Walter Marquardt ,
president of the Interstate Beverage Co., Winona.
The convention of about 200
Minnesota wholesalers will be
held at the Hotel Radisson.
Speakers will include Robert
McDonald , a representative of
the Glass Containers Manufacturers Institute in New York ;
Milton Adams, Communications
Associates ; William H. Joyce,
state liquor control commissioner; Halsey Hall, sportscaster;
George Deppman, Owens-Illinois Glass, and Russ Hopkins, executive secretary of the National Beer Wholesalers Association.
Association vice president is
Eric . Norri , Virginia. L. P.
Ahles is executive secretary in
the St. Paul headquarters ,
Attending from Winona will
be Mr . and Mrs. Marquardt.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Larson and
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Hoist.
¦
RUSHFORD PATIENT
RUSHFORD, Minn.-Mrs. Odin Breuig, Rushford, is a patient at St. Mary's Hospital ,
Rochester.
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Lawrenz
Floor Samples:

LIVING ROOM BEDROOM &
DINING ROOM FURNITURE GOING!
SAVE 12% to 42%!

/

We're making sure that Spring shipments don't catch us with no place to put them; out go all tho
floor samples of '64 bedroom ond dining room furnituro al prices so low not a single on. will be
taking up naeded room when that "first robin" load appoars. So come now, save whopping sums and
enjoy Lawrenz handsomest pieces in your home)
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SEE WHAT 9c WILL BUY AT YOUR
BEN FRANKLIN STORE IN WESTGATE

• CRAYONS • STOVE MATS • POT HOLDERS
• 45 RPM RECORDS • BUTTER DISH • DISH MOP
• CEREA L BOWLS • BATTERIES • SCREW DRIVERS
• 10-02. GLASS TUMBLE RS — YOUR CHOICE . . . .
Laundry

Salad *JQc

CQc I

Baskets

JI

Bowl Z /

\

Framed Pictures

•VJi 99c

I

Hair Spray

«.. «< 59c
Prlnti A l«l.cU

Scarfs

Cry rial

Ash Trays

"•» 39c
Hastla

79c

Tubby

Potting Soil
¦

0#

Ph.*.

39C

Sugar & Creamer

"• ut 39c

19c

—

¦

f ° • 49c
M»Hi«r A Dauahtar

I

Rubber

Gloves

*}Qc

SM

Pain( by Numbor8

99c

Swing Top

Waste Basket

$1.59
———

Woh U Waar

Ruth Barry Bras

Capri Slacks

SHIRT BLOUSES

79c

.-

°"» $1.69

JL JWsVV
QQ AA
OJeUU
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^A
^«I_UU

1 35.00
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AQ AA
?f*l»UU
4A AA
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XLHaVV
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CO AA
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100 AA
lOO.OU
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R.9 . Prlc.
^255.00 Modem Stripe Sota ,
Fonm Rubber
299.00 Modern Urecn and
Brown Plaid Sofa
258.00 Modern Brown Sofa ,
Foam Rubber
249.00 Modern Green Hideabed ,
Foam Rubber
269.00 Modern Rose Beige Sofa .
Foam Rubber
126.00 M odern Green Lounge Chair ,
Won . Foam Rubber
139.00 Modern Blue and
Green Chairs
395.00 Modern Blue Sofa ,
Foam Rubber
395.00 Provincial Sofa . Brown ,
Foam Rubbor
80.00 Modern Chalra ,
Print Cover.

79c
I

I

,ALE PR.CE
C100 AA
$_w9_UU

ta.

Ea.

AA
?Aft
£40.VU
1QQ AA
lOOtUU
1QOaAA
IW
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QQ AA
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SAMPLE

«•" «-"¦*«•

SOFAS

Dinlnc RM» S»l

$149.00
».
„¦ ,
1

"*W $239.00
^

¦

.
. _ „„.,_
«..
SALE PRICE
ff AF

„
*«0. Price
$105.90 Modern Walnut
Table. Basicanna

AA
V JJeUU
<-M Af*
Z1.U0

23.95 Modern Walnut Side
chairs Basicanna

128.95 Modern Walnut
China , Basicanna
101.95 Moderr 0val Table,
"Butternut" Bonwitz
25 - 95 Modern Side Chairs ,
Butternut Bonwitz

1
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DINETTE
SETS
I ¦- <?¦.
I <?
******* ¦

I

1
Met
R*. «
H49.O0 Oak 42" Round Table
¦
With 4 Chairs
229.00 White Pedestal Table With
4 White Fiberglass Chairs

I

89c dutch Purses

tr,n- 49c ^Hn3- _Hrnt Tlll- ______i

}S S! DIN,NG R00M SU,TES

"

SAMPLE
A izrsAm.

l

4>J«>0«Vw
4 QQ AA

Double Dresser , Basicanna
105.90 Modern Walnut
S Drawer Chest , Basicanna
44.95 Modern Walnut
Panel Bed . Basicanna
153.90 Modern Double Dresser and
Mirror , Butternut Bonwilz
112.95 Modern 5-Drawer Chest ,
"Butternut" Bonwitz
59.00 Modern Panel Bed and
Frame . "Butternut" Bomvitz
146.00 Sol id Walnut
5-Drawer Chest
210.00 Solid Walnut
Double Dresser and Minor
129.00 Solid Walnut
Bookcase Bed
208,00 Solid Walnut
Triple Dresser and Mirror
71.00 Solid Walnut
Panel Bed
229.00 Solid Maple Tri ple
Dresser and M irror
¦ ¦¦¦ ¦
1

R«g JJ.00

¦# W l#Wfc ¦ f L
r
t
l

SALE PRICE

$413.00 French Provincial
3-Pc. Bedroom Suites
239.95 Modern Walnut

^^

Rag. 11.00

Saamtatt

Nylons

^
^H ^B
¦
^
/
/ j

Q(V I

ironing Board Waste Baskets
Covers

F«r Horn* G«rdn«ri

.

Slacks

na ^ar SU
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,

3 to 6x

4K ^ m
^
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USE OUR
BUDGET PLAN

BEDROOM SUITES

I

CI OO AA
4>J.£«M)U
100 AA
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183.00 Walnut Drop Leaf Table,
With < Chnir »

149.00 36x72" Table
/ and 6 Chairs
139.00 36x72 " Table
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^
"
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%

110 AA

and « chflirJ

120 0O 36x60" Table
and B Chairs
179.00 38x72 * Table
and « Chairs
_
,
. .
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Settlement
Made in Suit
Over Blaze

Settlement was reached Tuesday night io the suit for civil
damages of the Zywieki Investment Co. against H. J. Kramer
Plumbing & Heating Co., Winona, and National Heating &
Cooling Manufacturing Co, Columbus. Ohio, Clerk of District
Court Joseph Page announced
today.
Terms of settlement were not
announced. However , it was disclosed that Ross Kraning, Winona heating contractor who
was sued by Kramer - to share
any damages which might be
assessed, did not contribute to
the settlement; that is, he didn't
pay any money.
The suit arises out of a fire
Nov. 28, 1959, which destroyed
a two-story, brick building at
Howard and Center streets owned by the Zywieki Co. Zywieki
sued, claiming the fire was
caused by a defective National
boiler, improperly installed by
Kramer.
Later, Zywieki withdrew from
the case; but the Qreat Central
Insurance Co. pressed the suit
as plaintiff , hoping to recover
at least part of the $35,000 it
paid Zywieki for its fire loss.
Attorney Harry A. Stearns
Jr., St. Paul, represented the insurance c o m p a n y . Attorney
Roger T. Sahr, St. Paul, represented Kramer. Attorney Richard Allen, Minneapolis, represented the National Co. Attorney C. Stanley McMahon represented Kraning.
The jury trial began Monday
afternoon and lasted through
Tuesday.
DEFENSE LAWYERS tried
Tuesday afternoon to shake expert witness Harold E. Carder,
St. Paul, from bis positive stand
of the morning concerning the
cause of the tire that destroyed the Zywieki Co. building.
Cartier, a mechanical engineer who specialises in investigating fires, had said in a 1960
report on the Zywieki fire, "We
have in this boiler, a condition
in which fire was inevitable
within a short time."
Attorney Roger T. Sahr questioned Cartier at length concerning apparent uncertainty in
the engineer's report about the
cause of the fire. He quoted sections of the report which said
that it is generally difficult to
rule out a human cause in a
fire whose beginnings no one
has seen.
Sahr also made reference to
Cartier's investigation of the
building's wiring, which he
found poor, and the presence
of a highly explosive gas, used
to operate clothes dryers in a
first-floor laundry.
CARTIER answered to all
questions on other possible causes that he raised each as it had
icome to his mind during his investigation but that he had discarded them one by one before
coming to his conclusion that
the boiler started the fire.
There was no evidence of an
Instantaneous explosion, for instance, which would have been
the case if the gas had been
the fire 's cause, Cartier said.
Attorney C. Stanley McMahon .
representing Winona heating
contractor Ross Kraning, the
man who sold the boiler to Kramer, brought out in cross-examination of Cartier that he had
not attempted to duplicate the
conditions present in the Zywieki building for test purposes, as
he could have done.
Cartier told McMahon and the
court that he only ran tests he
was told to run, since tests are
difficult and costly. It is his business to investigate fires and
other accidents, Cartier said,
and he often testifies in court
cases. His investigation had
cost several hundred dollars, the
St. Paul man concluded.
FIRE CHIEF John L. Steadman testified briefly, attorney
Stearson was unable to get the
chief's opinion of what caused
thc fire, although Steadman
will return to testify either today or Thursday.
However, Chief Steadman did
say that he had talked with
Charles Gerth, an employe of
Kramer who helped install the
boiler , at the fire scene. Gerth
told him that the floor underneath the boiler had been so
hot a couple of days before that
lio couldn 't put his hands on it.
Gerth testified Tuesday morning that he didn 't recall the
floor underneath the boiler being hot when he and Marvin
Douglas , another Kramer employe , put a sheet of asbestos under the boiler.

Whitehall Florist
Heads Association
WHITEHALL , Wis. (S pecial)
— Kenneth Berdan , Whitehall ,
was elected president of tho Indianhead Florists Association at
thc annual meeting at May's
Greenhouse, Eau Claire. Berdan owns and operates the
Whitehall Floral & Nursery Co.
Mrs. Ed Robinson of Robinson
Flowers , Mondovi , was elected
secretary . L. M. Bernlnger,
commercial floriculture specialist from tho department of horticulture , University of Wisconsin, was featured speaker.

TWO BROTHERS ARRESTED

December Bank

Debits Up
Winona's bank debits in December climbed 13 percent from
their level in the same month
a year ago, according to statistics released today by the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis.
The debit volume during December of 1964 was $36,124,000.
It was $31,843,000 a year ago,

Chamber Head
13% Names Four
New Chairmen

uals, partnerships, corporations
and states and political subdivisions. They do not include
debits to the accounts of other
banks, the United States government and savings accounts.
The December volume of
bank debits for the state of
Minnesota increased 7 percent
from its December level a year
ago. The cumulative total for
THE CUMULATIVE total of the entire year was up 9 percent
debits for the entire year of from the comparable figure for
1964 was $365,580,000, up 9 per- 1963.
cent from the $334,781,000 reTHE 'VOLUME reported by
corded in 1963.
Bank debits, for the most the entire sample of 9th Fedpart, are checks drawn by de- eral Reserve District cities for
Eositors against their accounts December was up 7 percent
ere. Because they go mostly from its level during the same
for local goods and services, month last year, while the
their total is considered to be cumulative total for 1964 was
a fairly reliable indicator of up 8 percent from that for the
general business trends within a previous year.
A detailed report for commugeneral community.
They include all debits against nities in Minnesota and Wisconchecking accounts of individ- sin follows ($000 omitted):

Faribault '
Lewiston
Plainview
Red Wing
Rochester
St. Cloud
Wabasha
Albert Lea
Austin
Caledonia
Lanesboro
Mankato
Spring Valley
WINONA
Arcadia
Durand
Galesville
Eau Claire
La Crosse
Mondovi

%
Dec.
% Jan.-Dec.
1964 Change
1964 Change
MINNESOTA
$164,546
$17,223 + 9
+2
1,246
0
13,604 —12
3,540
36,010
+5
+12
11,940 — 3
118,225
+8
89,420
929,193
+6
+2
47,099
429,591
+12
+13
2,840
23,313
+24
+3
22,771 +12
261,240
+5
38,293
423,455
+7
+6
4,318
39,024
+13
+5
0
16,751 + 7
1,645
584,687 +14
58,495
+18
3,067 +18
34,347 +13
36,124
365,580 + 9
+13
WISCONSIN
3,332
35,967
+6
+8
4,166
49,252 + 2
+8
15,963
1,375
+13
+5
70,024
783,865 + 9
+4
89,699
961,640 + 9
+17
2,386
28,339 + 1
+8

SCIENCE TALENT SEARCH

WHS Senior Named
To Honors Group

John W. Morse, a senior at
Winona Senior High School, has
been certified as a member of
the 1965 Honors Group in the
24th annual Science Talent
Search conducted by the Science
Clubs of America.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
E. Morse, 1573 W. King St.,
Morse is one of 300 students
from schools throughout the nation from whom 40 will be selected for an expense-paid trip
to Washington, D.C. and for the
distribution of more than $34,000 in scholarships and awards.

John Morse

Authority Names
New Chairman

Dr. W. 0. Finkelnburg was
elected chairman of the Winona
Housing and Redevelopment Authority board Tuesday at the organization's annual meeting.
Joseph Krier, vice chairman,
succeeded himself in that post.
Steve Morgan, newest member
of the board, was elected secretary. All were elected unanimously at the brief meeting
which began at 1:15 p.m. at the
Winona National & Savings
Bank. Terms are one year each.
Dr. Finkelnburg s u c c e ed s
Frank Cupningham, chairman
since 1959 and a board member
since 1950. Cunningham said he
wished to relinquish the chairmanship. He operates a downtown restaurant, the Steak
Shop.
The new chairman was appointed to the board in September. He replaced Louis Goldberg, who resigned.

Galesville Building
Officers Renamed
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
—Galesville Building Realty Co.
held its 53rd stockholders meeting Monday at the offices ln
thc home of Mrs. Forrest Uhl.
Officers, all re-elected, are :
Ralph Myhre, president; Mrs.
Milford Peterson, vice president,
and Mrs. Uhl, secretary-treasurer. Reports showed a successful year, with all rental property occupied. Mrs . Uhl is business manager.

THERE WERE Ave Minnesotans listed in the honors group
now competing for Westinghouse Foundation science scholarships and awards.
Students participating in this
year's science talent search
first took a two-hour written
examination covering all fields
of science and prepared a written report on a science project.
Morse described bis project
on "Identification of Predominant Radioactive Elements " in
Ores" which was a National Science Fair entry last year.
Selection for the honors group
was made on the basis of examination scores, the project
report, recommendations by faculty members and evaluation of
a questionnaire completed by
each student.
AS A MEMBER of the honors group Morse receives a Certificate of Honor.
Notice of his selection was received by Peter-Rolf Ohnstad,
head cf the Senior High science
department.

Son of Injured
Alma Resident
Breaks Leg in Fall
ALMA, Wis. — Randy W.
Gluesing, 13, Alma, was taken
to Community Memorial Hospital, Winona, Tuesday afternoon
after his bicycyle tipped over
and he received a spiral break
of his left leg below the knee.
He was expected to return
home in a cast this noon, his
mother, Mrs. Marjorie Gleusing,
said.
The accident happened on a
city street at 4:15 p.m. near his
home at the upriver outskirts
of Alma.
Mrs. Gleusing fell Jan. 7 on
an Alma sidewalk , fracturing
the left kneecap. She was at
the Winona hospital until Saturday and now is getting around
her home on crutches.

CLUE NO. 3

Children s Treasure Hunt

The third clue for the Winona Winter Carnival Children's
Scavenger Hunt is a picture of this year's queen. It may b«
clipped from a recent issue of the Winona Dally News.
The first clue is a container. Tho second clue is a newspaper picture of last year's Miss Snowflake.
Cfu«s will be published dally through Friday. Each Item
should be placed In the container and brought to the Lake
Park Saturday morning when the treasure hunt for the $25
U. S, Savings Bond begins. Containers may be decorated for
additional prizes.
Only children from the Winona trade area who aro 12
and under may participate.

Park Deer Turned Loose

By LEFTY HYMES
Dally Newt Outdoor Writer
Tto baak Walton Leaguedear
park oo Latsch Prairie Island
Park was raided Tuesday
flight: One deer was butchered
snd the remaining sine deer
were turned loose.
Two Winona brothers wera
arrested by Game Warden Francl* Teske, WinonaCounty warden, early Ma morning and arm
being held at the Winona County Jail on the charge of having
a deer in their possession cut
of season.
One of the park deer, a big
doe, was found hanging in the
garage at their hone, Teske
said.

Four new committee chairmen were among those named
today by William F. Lang, president-elect of the Winona
Chamber of Commerce.
The new chairmen replace
those who have served two
years, the normal term of office
for chairmen, Lang explained.
NEW CHAIRMEN are Harvey Ganong, who replaces Philip Feiten as head of the agriculture committee; Richard
Alf, succeeding Mrs. A. G. Lackore as head of the education
committee; James T. Schain,
who takes the place of William
P. Theurer on the municipal
affairs committee, and Thomas
Morris, replacing Ed Czeczok
as head of the highway committee.
Lang said also that Francis
Whalen, general chairman of
the 1964 Steamboat Days celebration, will be chairman of
tbe event again this year.
Committee chairmen re-named to their posts tor another
year are Robert C. Olson, governmental affairs; William S.
Lamb, manufacturing; Al Burstein, parking; Robert P. Olson, public affairs; Emil Nescafe, sports and recreation, and
Kermit Bergland, transportation.
Bergland will be assisted by
Ted Biesanz, aviation; Douglas
Dettman .railroad, and James
Sweazey, tourist and publicity.
THE CHAIRMAN of the retail division is selected by members of that group's retail board,
and the "chairman of the membership committee is the ambassador supreme, who is selected by members of the Ambassadors.
Lang said all chairmen would
be expected to call meetings of
their committees as soon as
chamber members return forms
indicating committee on which
they wish to serve.
He emphasized that any member of the chamber may serve
on the committee of his choice,
and that chamber members are
invited to attend any committee meetings regardless of whether they are serving on the
group.

ESCAPE ARRANGED . . . Gilbert Hoesley, Izaak Walton League deer park chairman, inspects the 3- by* 4-foot hole in the
high deer fence at the deer park. Through it

HELD IN the connty Jail aret
Richard Meyers, 35, and his
brother David, 25. Their home
address is 2652 W. Sth St.
The raid was discovered by
Cliff Murray, 1221 W. 4th St.,
and several other Izaak Walton
League members who came out
of the Ike's cabin about 8
p.m. They found deer walking
around in the yard.
Investigation revealed that a
hole—big enough for a man to
climb through—had been cut in
the high fence that surrounds
the park. The cut was well toward the west end away from
the cabin. Evidence that one of
the deer had been slaughtered
also was found.

the raiders apparently took the dead doe
and through it they enticed the remaining
nine animals to escape.

Amish Couple
Injured When
Horse Breaks
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) A horse and buggy highway
accident put an Amish farm
couple In Tri-County Hospital, Whitehall, Monday. Apparently their Injuries are
serious.
Mr. and Mn. William
Mast were proceeding down
a hill on County Trunk S
onto State Highway 95 east
of Blair when the the back
strap of the harness broke,
frightening the horse so he
started to run. Tbe passengers were hurt tn the subsequent runaway.
It was reported that Mrs.
Mast had undergone liver
surgery and Mast ls on
crutches because of a broken pelvis.

New Senior
Trial Asked on
Warden Picked Check Charges
At Sf. Paul's

Trial was set for Friday In
municipal court on two bad
check charges against a* young
Richard Darby was elected Winonan.
senior warden at the 108th an- Michael G. Pehler, 23, 876 E.
nual meeting of St. Paul's Epis- 2nd St., pleaded not guilty, today
copal Church Tuesday evening. in municipal court to writing
He replaces Robert Selover.
two bad $50 checks.
Dr. C. R. Kollofskl was re- The complaints against PeMer
elected junior warden, and Dr. allege that he signed checks
Frank Van Alstine, William Mil- Nov. 24 for $52,33 and Dec. 1
ler, T. A. Rosa and Mrs. Ralph for $50 which he knew could not
Behling were elected to the ves- be cashed. The checks were
try succeeding Harold Richter, made out to Doerer's Genuine
R. M. Thomson, Mrs. H. R. Kal- Parts, 1104 W. 5th St.
brener and Dr. R. H. Wilson. Judge John D. McGill ordered
Mrs. Kalbrener was elected Pehler released on his own rectreasurer. Mr. Kalbrener is ognizance to the custody of his
chairman of ttie new rectory attorney, Robert G. Hull. Hull
committee. Myles Petersen was asked that bail be waived after
appointed head usher for 1965. the judge had set bail at $50 on
There were 169 services at St. each charge. Instead, Judge
Paul's Church during 1964 with McGill released Pehler to Hull.
31 meetings and 23 diocesan Hull told the judge that Pehmeetings, 47 private Commun- ler once operated a service staions, 380 parish calls, 10 bap- tion but is out of work now that
tisms, 11 funerals and two wed- (he station has closed. Pehler
dings. Total church attendance has no money at present, Hull
was 12,553. Thirty memorials said.
were given in 1964 and one was Trial was set for Friday at
a perpetual memorial to the 9:30 a.m.
nursery.
Harold Richter was appointed
meeting clerk. Mrs. Behling,
president of the church women ,
said the main project for tlie
women this year was redecorating and refurnishing of the ladies parlor. William Miller ,
church school superintendent, CALEDONIA, Minn. ( Spesaid 140 students were enrolled cial ) — The Caledonia Commuin the school. Hub Christen is nity Hospital -Association will
hold its annual meeting Feb. 3
choirmaster.
Completion of the new rectory in the conference room cf the
on Edgewood Road is scheduled new hospital.
on or before July 15. A budget Directors whose terms expire
of $34,900 was proposed for 1965. are: O. J. Strand, G e o r g e
Schauble, J. C. Driscoll, Herbert H. Fruechte and Mrs. B.
Indian Guide Swim A. Qualy. Anyone who has donated $25 or more to the assoFathers and sons in t h e ciation at any time is eligible
YMCA Indian Guide program to vote.
hold a monthly swim this evfr There will be reports on operning at the YMCA pool. The ation of the hospital and adjoinsession is for one hour, begin- ing nursing home for last year.
ning at 7 p.m. Tribal chiefs and A tour of the facilities will be
We-No-Nah Nation officers will conducted. Strand, association
hold a long house meeting chairman, and Alan J. HuesThursday at 8:15 p.m. A city man, secretary, urged members
librarian will discuss books on to participate in the meeting
Indians which are available for and bring friends who may be
reference from the public li- interested ln joining the assobrary.
ciation.

Caledonia Sets
Hospital Meeting

Clue No. 3

Treasure Hunt
On to our nation 's seventh chief.
Then left turn and go one block.
Optimists keep up their belief
That THEY the prize will unlock.

POLICE WERE called, as was
Warden Teske — who had been
out of the city—and an investigation was launched. Teske
said it led to the Meyers garage, where a doe was hanging,
which he identified aa tha pet
doe from the park.
Teske confiscated so automobile, found downtown, with blood
in the trunk. It is registered in
the name of Alvin Warlike.The
warden said he also found a
hand axe with blood on it, which
he believes was used to hit the
doe on the head to kill it.
From the hole in the fence
there was a track indicating
that the animal had been dragged through the snow to the
parked car. Blood spots marked
the route.
The tame doe was an easy
victim, for all the deer in the
park were quite tame, said
Teske.
Although members of the Izaak Walton League today wera
attempting to locate the loose
animals, none were found. The
big gate to the pen was opened
and baited with hay- and corn.
There is a hope that they will
return voluntarily.

WEAPON USED . . . The hand axe apparently used tq
kill the big tame doe is held by Francis Teske, warden. With
him is Cliff Murray, active Waltonian. (Daily News photos)

La Crescent Ham Helps
Get Medicine to Sick
Child in Nicaragua
LA CRESCENT, Minn. — A
little girl in Managua, Nicaragua—apparently dying from leukemia—was to get some lite
saving medicine this afternoon
because a La Crescent "ham"
operator heard a distress message Tuesday afternoon and went
to work.
Walter L. Churchill overheard
the frantic requests for the medicine, none of which was available in South America.

ill called Washington on his
own; a doctor at Red Cross
headquarters there took the re-,
sponsibility of ordering the metholtnexate sodium out from
Rochester and getting it on its
way.
Churchill kept in contact with
the missionary until he could
give him assurance that the
medicine would be sent from the
Rochester airport by Northwest
Airliner to Chicago, to be relayed to a Miami-bound plane.
A Pan American airline was to
deliver the medicine at 2:30
CHURCHILL said a radio p.m. today.
missionary said he was making
the call for Dr. Rolando Santo THE CLINIC and the RochesMaria, himself ill but promising ter Red Cross wanted to know
to get out of bed and administer who was going to pay for the
the medicine as soon as it ar- medicine, Churchill said. Apparently Washington headquarrived.
ters cleared that up.
Churchill called the Mayo
Clinic at Rochester after receiv- The message he overheard
ing the request for aid; waa re- apparently bounced off the ionoferred to the clinic pharmacy , sphere Into the La Crescent set
and then to the Rochester Red after losing contact with a CalCross office. It said authoriza- ifornia station. He has a 150tion would have to come from watt set.
Churchill moved to La CresWashington.
cent two years ago and began
With no assurance the medi- the "ham" operation. He is in
cine would get through, Church- sales and service for Bradley
^
& Brooman,
Chicago, which
makes and distributes industrial chemicals and coatings.

Bluff siding Man
Injured in Crash

BLUFF SIDING, Wis. - Marvin T. Mueller , 45, is a patient
at Community Memorial Hospital, Winona, with broken ribs
and nose, cuts and bruises received Tuesday at 1 a.m. when
his 1957 car went out of control
and hit a private driveway.
Mueller was about a block upriver from Louise's Tavern at
Bluff Siding when his car hit a
lip on the concrete. He was proceeding east. The car crossed
to the left side of the road and
hit the Wally Krett driveway , a
member of his family said.
Mueller lives on County Trunk
M above Bluff Siding.

Trial Postponed
Trial ol an assault charge
against Elmer W. Henderson,
46, no permanent address, was
postponed today ln municipal
court to Jan. 28 at 9:30 a.m. Henderson was released on his own
recognizance by Judge John D.
McGill. The defendant had been
in Jail since Saturday when he
pleaded not guilty to the charge.
Trial had been set for today at
9:30 a.m. Henderson was arrested by Rose Klu/ik , 110 High
Forest St., Saturday at 1:33 a.m.
Mrs. Kluzik accused Henderson
of assaulting her.

THE INVESTIGATION conOn.
ued today. Police and sheriff
officers were working with Teske and Warden Bart Foster of
the Wildlife. refuge.
TESKE SAID several charges
may be brought against the
brothers, including breaking and
entering during Uie night time
and taking one animal with a
value exceeding $10O. Conviction
might involve a prison term.
"The deer park, established by
the Ikes several years ago, ia
one of Winona tourist attractions that draws thousands to
Latsch Prairie Island Park each
season. As many as 30 deer
have been in the park. A dozen
fawns were bora there last
spring.

Son of Lanesboro
Resident Parades
LANESBORO , Minn. — Array
Pfc. Edwin H. Hegg, Lanesboro,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Hegg, was selected as a member of the military police units
serving the inaugural ceremonies in Washington, D.C, today.
Pvt. Hegg resides at Hawthorne,
Calif.

NOTICE

TO THE LE6AL VOTERS
Of

THE CITY OF WINONA, MINNESOTA
Notice is hereby given, that the City
Primary Election of Winona,Minnesota will
be held in said city on Monday, February
1st, 1965, at the 16 polling places in said
city between the hours of 7 o'clock in the
forenoon and 8 o'clock in the evening of
said day to nominate candidates for the
following offices:
Alderman at Large
Alderman - Third Ward
Alderman - Fourth Ward

JOHN S. CARTER
/
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( They'll Do It Every Time

By Jimmie Hatlo

ffifogaftae*

sociation. Membership is limited and by Invitation on the recommendation of two current
members.
In addition to the IPA listing,
Miss Magnus is currently included in the "Dictionary of InMiss Dorothy B. Magnus, pro- ternational Biography, " "Who's
fessor of speech and director ; Who of American Women," "Diof theater at Winona State Col- ! rectory of American Scholars ,"
lege, will become a member ; "Who's Who in the Midwest,"
of the International Platform ] "Who's Who in American EduAssociation, Cleveland Heights, ! cation" and "Who's Who in Minnesota."
Ohio.
Miss Magnus was recommend- 1
ed by the organization 's com- ;
mittee on associates to mem- ,
bership, the head of which is i
Lowell Thomas, lecturer , writ- !
er and radio commentator.
The association was founded
in 1903. Over the years mern- j
bers in politics, diplomacy, writ- : The 60-voice Luther College
ing, journ alism and the enter- ' Choir from Decorah , Iowa , will
tainrnent arts have been on the i present music ranging from the
roster, including such prominent [ classics to simple folk songs
persons as Theodore Roosevelt, : when it sings at Central LutherPresident Lyndon B. Johnson , ! an Church here at 8 p.m. SatWilliam Howard Taft , Franklin ! urday.
D. Roosevelt , J. Edgar Hoover , The group is directed by WesJohn F. Kennedy , Mark Twain j ton H. Noble, and its appear- !
and Admiral Hyman Rickover. ] ance here is sponsored by the ;
More than 10 percent of the i church' s men's Brotherhood, j
members of the U.S. Senate and j Among the members are Miss j
a sizable number of the foreign ! Marilyn Haugen and Miss Anita j
ambassadors to the United ! Larson. Caledonia , and Miss j
'
States are members of the as- i Sonia Anderson. Mabel.

New York Should
Blush for Shame

Teacher Named
To International
Platform Group

Uses Liquid From
Still to Run Car

DUNDEE, III. (AP - Treasury agents said Albert Mears,
23, arrested at a still on his
farm near Dundee told them he
didn 't sell his product , and explained: "I drink most of it. The
rest I put in my car. It makes
the car run good."

DANCE

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — They say New York has everything — but
Fri. — Young PsepUs Dance
are \ou aware there 's hardly one place in our great city that
1:30 to 11 :3ft p.m. sells pretzels with mustard on them?
Littlt Caesar
exeverybody
eats
mustard
on
pretzels!"
Philadelphia,
"In
claimed an executive of WNEW. which numbers several exSat. —Tht Jolly Polka Band
so backward in disPhiladelphians, all horrified that New ¦ York's
.
i
Sun. — Tht Bluk Bmrtntrt
covering this delicacy.
The WNEW Boys now carry I ways got along with girls, but
Roch«it«_ 'f
their own mustard when they not their mothers.
PLA-MOR BALLROOM
go pretzel-shopping. Philadel"It's the reverse with me,"
Fer RtM.v_t.o_t Call 2I2J2 .4
phia^ generally have their i; I said . "The girls don't like
pretzels-and-mustard in the late me. Their mothers do." My
afternoon . . . sort of like tea- j B. W. piped up: "Naturally, bei
time in London .
cause their mothers are your
his
The Duke of Windsor and
age."
!
Duchess ate royally but also
ravenously their first night out I TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: "I
since the operation , at the Col- remember when a quartet was
FRESH
ony with the Winston Guests: four fellows singing in a barfour
felber
shop
instead
of
m
e
of
sole,
moussel'
salad,
Italian
Iowa ; Carol Gant (2.59), Akron, Iowa;
beef bouquetierre , cold aspara- lows who looked like they nevDiana Grandgenett (2 59), Manila, Iowa;
gus , chocolate mousse , and wine er saw one. " — Buddy Greco.
(2.59),
Wo rcester.
Margaret
Manning
Mass.; Kathleen Shields (2 .591, SI . Paul ;
WISH I'D SAID THAT: "A
aplenty hut no champagne. AftKatheen Bales (2.56), Wauwatosa, Wis.;
er this feast the Duke said , "I j wife," says Vaughn Monroe ,
Rebecca Coleman (2.56), Marshall, Minn.;
Ann Dougoveto (2,56), Elmwood Park ,
I "is a person who reminds you
have to watch my diet."
III.; Jacqueline Bald (2.53), Davenport ,
LBJ' s inaugurated now but ! that her allowance isn't as big
Iowa; Patricia Hoeppner (2.53). Winona;
Jackie Kannon warns him at as her alimony wculd be."
Susan Theobald (2.53). Rochester; Mary
Ketcham (2.50), St . Paul; Diane Mostek
"Look
out
the Ratf ink Room:
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
(2.50), Niles,
III., and Juoilh Stanislav
(2.8*2), Rollingstone;
K a t he r i n e
for Nixon. He 's still audition- "The coin shortage has become A total of 132 College of Saint . Kalmes
Maixner (2.74), Owatonna; Sisler M. Da- (2.50), Rochester.
ing makeup men . . . I pre- so acute, my banker is ac- Teresa students are on the hon- vide, OSF , Rochester; Shell* Sell (2.693, ,'
Paul; Sla ter M. Brice, OSF ( l . U J ,
ferred Eisenhower, I like a , cepting all offers of a penny or roll for the college's first se- Sf.
Assisi Heights, Rochester; Ann Schwan I
man who doesn't meddle too for his thoughts. " — Hugh Al- mester, which ended Dec. 19. i (2.61), Sauk City, Wis.;
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• SEE IT NOW •
THE MOVIE THAT IS SHATTERING THEATRE RECORDS
ALL OVER THE WORLD AS ONLY JAMES BOND COULD
DO IT, IS HERE AT LAST!!!
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Westchester,
Minn.; Carol Meehan (2.
Glen Ellyn
( 5 . 7 5) ,
III,i' Mary
Blaney
III.; Barbara Vasllo.f ( 2 7 5 ) , Rochester ,
Bonnie Schroeder (2.74), Morton Grove,
(2.74),
Westport ,
III.;
Cheryl
Uccelllnl
C o n n . ; Mary Ann Dabel ( _ . _ . I, Durand;
Florence Gorman (2.69), Oak Park , III.;
Sist«r M. Michelle . OSB 1 2 . 6 8 ) , Crooks
ton,
.linn.; Sister . . . The*, OSF .2.6. ) .
Rochester; Nancy Chuchel (2.63), 456 E
3rd St .; Sheryl Frank 11. 6 3 ) , New Prague
Minn.; Clare Hunnewinkel (2.63), Villa
III.; Patricia Bltder Jilk
(2.63),
Park,
Winona ;
St
Petersburg,
12 63),
Michele Kohl
Fla.; Sister M. Chanel , OSF (2. 62) , Roch
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Louisville, Ky.:
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Norrldgc
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Karen Strenli
Mundeleln
III.;
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Fain ( 2 : 5 0 1 ,
Cllntonville
III.;
P a t r i c i n Laux
(2 50),
(2.50), 1174 W
Wis ., and Susan Tyler
Broadway.
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AT KELLY'S 1 BIG MONEY-SAVING SALE!

DEAR ABBY:

3 DAYS ONLY!

Her Problem
Is Jealousy

mam__ ->aa^amaaaaiammmatgimmmmmmm—mamm *m¦———***

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY : My problem Is jealousy. I am 24 and my
husband is 28. We've been married two years and have a
beautiful baby daughter, and we're still very much in love.
I know there is absolutely no basis for my jealousy,
but I can 't help it. Here's an example: At a party recently,
the center of attention was a blonde with a good figure,
which she showed off by wearing skin-tight red stretch pants
and a red sweater. Every man there danced with her, but
when my husband did, something inside me exploded.
I walked out and went home alone. I was hurt, humiliated
and mad. My husband came home right after me and was
shocked at my behavior. I know there was nothing to it, but
this happened orer a month ago and every time I get a
mental picture of my husband dancing with that blonde I get
all worked up inside again. Is something wrong with me? How
can 1 control cms ternoie jealousy .
JEALOUS
HEAR JEALOUS: Since we are not
all equally endowed (looks, brains,
health, money, opportunity), it is only
natural for those who lack what others
appear to have in abundance to be "jealous." You can control your jealousy by
counting your blessings. When that mental picture creeps into your mind, go pick
up your baby. Or look at your husband's
picture, and thank heavens for what you
HAVE.
ABB?
DEAR ABBY: Our landlady is the nosiest woman in the
world. The other tenants in our building have warned us
against her. They say they 've caught her going through their
drawers, closets and even reading their mail when they've
come home unexpectedly. My husband and I both work during the day, and I don't want her snooping around my
place while we're gone. She tells the tenants that she has to
have keys to all the apartments because in case it rains and
nobody is home she wants to be able to get in to close the
windows. My husband says we should give her a key. I say
LIKES PRIVACY
no. What do you say?
DEAR LIKES: If you prefer privacy to a snoopy landlady, you had better move. Because, like it or not, the
landlady has the last key.
DEAR ABBY: I read the letter from the woman signed
WANTS TO LEARN. The poor soul said she was 32 years
old, had quit school in the .th grade, and when she told her
husband she wanted to go back to school and finish her
education, he laughed at her.
Please give her my message. I am 75 years old, and I
drive 20 miles each way to go to evening school in West Palm
Beach from 7 p.m. until 10 p.m.
Tell that woman that a person is never too old to learn ,
and she should inform her husband, who never got through
the seventh grade himself, that if he wants to be a "nobody," she doesn't intend to be a "nobody" with him. (Sign
STILL LEARNING
me)DEAR ABBY : "WANTS TO LEARN" is to be commended.
I am an English teacher who teaches children in day school
and adults in night school. I have found that the average
night school student is a better student (he learns faster and
is more conscientious) than the average day school student.
It is not true that the older one is the more difficult it is
to learn. All one needs is the proper motivation . More power
A TEACHER
to our senior citizens!
Los
Angeles,
Troubled? Write to Abby , Box 69700,
Calif. For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Charges Cut
Af Hurlev

HURLEY, Wis. _B—A charge
of soliciting for prostitution
against an "exotic dancer" —
arrested in an investigation of
Hurley nightspots during the
deer hunting season — was reduced to disorderly conduct
Monday on a motion by Iron
County Dist. Atty . Alex Raineri.
Ranieri said he also would
t

move for reduction of charges
in three similar cases set for trial this week.
Raineri said t h e charge
against Martha G. Milan was
reduced because of insufficient
evidence.
She was fined $75 by Iron
County Court Judge Arne H.
Wicklund after pleading guilty to
the reduced charge.
¦
Favorite Ukranlan foods are
borsch , fruit soups , holubtsi
(cabbage leaves stuffed with
meat , rice and buckwheat grits )
and nalysnyky (cheese or fruitfilled dessert crepes).
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FAMOUS SPEED QUEEN AUTOMAI7C WASHER. You 'll
be anw-ed at the quality of
this washer at this price! Not
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SEALY MATTRESS for one
low price. Built for years of
asting comfort . Attractive
floral tick. Pre-built borders
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and strong handles for easy
turning. Full size mattress and
box spring. BOTH for $78.
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Staff King Makes
Sensible Proposal

i

.. ONE OF THE MOST »entlbU momxhendations to come before tbe current legislative session is that of State Auditor
Stafford King urging it to abolish the "dedicated fund" system of financing state activities and put all its income into the general revenue fund.
It will, he said in a report to the legislature, assure, for one thing, full payment of the state's aids to the public
schools because there will be no artificial
limitations of a special fund to require action such as that taken by Governor Rolvaag in October 1963, cutting the state aids
by 4.5 percent.
The governor, it will be remembered,
took this action because of a report by the
Commissioner of Administration that tax
collections had not met estimates of revenue for this and other state purposes.
PLACING ALL state money collacfed in

the general icvenue fund , says Mr. King,
would give the legislature full control over
^pending and prevent such occurrences as
jfiurpluses in some funds while deficits arise
in others.

X The state now has 38 dedicated funds,
including the trust and retirement funds
¦land three dealing with highway construction. These have been established by constitutional amendments and cannot be altered by the legislature.
y The anomaly of the present fund situa!tion , King points out, is that while there
!was money available for the school aids in
the overall state treasury, the governor
Sok his summary action because the books
lowed a lack of sufficient cash in the spettal. school aids fund to meet the amount
the 1963 legislature had appropriated. Legal means were available to borrow what
was needed from the flush funds, but the
governor, for political or other reasons,
chose not to do this.
THE WHOLE SYSTEM, whil* it may

have had m erit back in 'the days when the
special funds were being established, has
now become a rather senseless means of
administering money that belongs to the
people.
The taxpayers, through their payments
of levies on their property, incomes, fees
for certain services, never are aware that
a percentage of what they pay must go into
the school fund , some more into debt retirement, another bit into conservation,
and so on. Nor can they understand that
they face a tax increase to make up the
shortcomings of one fund while another is
fcursting with money that simply cannot be
used for the purposes intended during the
period covered in the law.
MANY LEGISLATORS, intent upon
doing their job in controlling spending and
taxes, become so confused by the multitudes of funds to which they are asked to
add the people's money that they have likened it to the sugar bowl budgeting of
housewives who tuck away a little for this
and a little for th at in the vain hope that
something useful can be accomplished by
what she regards as thrift. It never fails
that an emergency arises to completely destroy what she has tucked away.
This is what has been happening in
state fiscal matters, as well, although the
officials, assured by law that what is in
their fund cannot be touched by others,
can successfully prevent their special allotments from being touched.
THE PRESENT SYSTEM, according to

the auditor , saves no money for the taxpayers. Instead , he says, it "complicates and
confuses reasonable accounting practice,
and makes unrealistic both receipt and
disbursement records." In other words,
putting Uie people's money into special
funds does no good whatever and , in fa ct,
may cost the people more than the practice is worth.
Puttin g every dollar that is collected—
aside from those assigned by the constitution to specifi c purposes — into the state's
genera l revenue will simplify matters for
the legislators in determining what is going
to be spent and from what means the finances will come. If there is any doubt
that revenues actually will meet anticipations, appropriate cuts can be made before
the spending program is made into law,
since every administrative office will have
to draw Jts money from the general fund
and not from a carefully hoarded pile that
no one else can touch.
IN AN ERA WHEN stata government
spending requires nearly a billion dollars
from its people every two years, there
must be some realistic controls set up so
that the disbursement of money for which
they have worked hard is carried on for
their benefit — not a handful of bureaucrats
who have come to regard themselves as a
special group of public servants, to whom
the taxpayers must bow , no matter what
happens.
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TODAY IN WORLD AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON CALLING

Johnson Quotes

Brainwashing
On Foreign Aid

'Old Hicko ry

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON ~ "Brainwashing" — the
political technique of playing on the ignorance
or indifference of the public — seems to have
been effectively utilized in the message on "foreign aid" which PresidentJohnson has just sent
to Congress.
Many a headline in the press emphasized
the President's comment that his "request" for
$3,380,000,000 "is the smallest in the history of
the foreign-aid program" since it was started
in 1948. But a "request" for an appropriation
is far different from an actual authorization
by Congress, and what was glossed over is the
fact that the President's "request" this year is
higher than what was actually appropriated for
"foreign aid" for fiscal year 1965 as well as
for 1964, 1960, 1958, 1956 and 1955.
So a "request" for a sum which is slightly
lower than what was requested last year is not
in itself of any real significance, particularly
when it is $130 million more than last year's appropriation and $380 million more than was appropriated the year before that.
"WHAT IS MORE Important is that , while
the President used the figure of $3,380,000,000
as his "request," he inserted at the same time
in his message a separate "request" for another $750 million for aid to Latin America.
In the first part of his message, he says:
"Specifically, for fiscal year 1966 I recommend no additional authorizations for development lending or the alliance for progress; existing authorizations for those purposes are adequate."
But further on in the same message, Mr.
Johnson says:
"To strengthen multi-national aid , and further to strengthen the Alliance for Progress. I
urge the Congress promptly to approve the three
year authorization of $750 million which constitutes the United States contribution to the fund
for special operations of the Interamerican
Development Bank."
Yet the public is being told, in effect, that
the total amount the administration is asking
from Congress for "foreign aid" is only $3,380,000,000. Actually, by adding one third of the
$750 million of "multi-national aid" for Latin
America, the total "request" becomes $3,630,000,000. This is higher than the total of last
year's "request" as well as the "request" in
several of the preceding years.
A THIRD "request" by the President in his
message is not spelled out. He says the amount
asked for the Viet Nam operation may not be
enough and that he is requesting "an additional
standby authorization for military or supporting assistance which would be used only in
Viet Nam." He also warns that he will ask
Congress for -more funds if "situations should
arise which require additional amounts of U.S.
assistance to advance U.S. vital interests."
There is also an accumulation of unexpended funds from previous years which can at any
time be used for the original purpose as long as
it comes within the scope of the language of
the laws authorizing such expenditures. It is
estimated thaf $6.5 billion appropriated by Congress is nevertheless asked to keep on appropriating more money without regard to these
previously authorized but unspent sums.
The President's message, therefore, does not
tell just how much will be taken out of the
"U.S. Treasury for "foreign aid" this fiscal
year or next year. The impression is being given that spending for "foreign aid" is to be
at a record low, when this is not the case at
all.
THE PRESIDENT ls. of course, trying to
convince Con gress that the estimates this year
are much more of a "rock bottom" nature
than they have been in the past. The attitude
of Congress i_n cutting down on presidential "requests" for "foreign aid" in recent years has
brought about a much more careful study of
the "requests" before they are submitted to
Congress. Last year , when the President asked
for $3,516,000,000, Congress appropriated all
but $266 million, and Mr. Johnson explained
then that he was giving a much more realistic
estimate of the performance which could be expected among the recipient countries.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago .. . 1955

A. F. Bowman, traffic manager of the J. R.
Watkins Co., will participate in the 32nd annual
meeting of the Northwest Shippers' Advisory
Board at th« Lowry Hotel, St. Paul .
Mrs. Henry Johnson was reelected most excellent chief of Temple 11, Pythian Sisters.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1940

The history of the relief administration in
the state, eligibility requirements for those
desiring relief and details of the relief program in Wimonn were explained to the Winona
League of Women Voters hy Alex Flynn , city
relief administrator.
Installed as officers of Riverside camp No.
107, Royal Neighbors of America , were Mrs.
G. H. Olson, Mrs . Clark Guile , Mrs. G. A. Loitz,
Mrs. Oscar Bonharn , Mrs. John Hansen , Mrs.
Elton Frciderich , Miss Florence Murphy, Mrs.
Curtis Olson nnd Mrs. Lavern Kincsley.

Fifty Years Ag o . . . 1915

The Northwestern Lawyers Association has
been formed with representatives in Minnesota
and North and South D akota. Herbert M. Bierce
is one of (he directors and its representative in
Winona county. It Is organized to handle commercial business with particular attention to
fhe collection of accounts.
The price of wheat i.s still climbing.
Gua Lehman, proprietor of a restaurant on
W. Snd St., filed for the nomination of nlderman-at-larg:e.

By WILLIAM S. WHITE
WASHINGTON — One brief passage in President Johnson's State of the Union address is far bigger and more
meaningful on the inside than it looks en the outside.
This is the President's deliberately understated and oblique warning to those foreign recipients of American aid
who consistently "injure out interests, our citizens or our
establishments abroad."
"The community of nations," Johnson observed, "requires mutual respect. We
shall extend it — and we
To Your Good Health
shall expect it. In our relations with the world, we
shall follow the example of
Andrew Jackson, who said:
'I intend to ask for nothing
that is not clearly right and
to sumbit to nothing that is
wrong.' And he ( Jackson)
promised: "The honor of my
country shall never be
stained by an apology from
Dear Dr. Molner : Do
me for the statement of
children get their blood
truth or the performance of
types from the father or
duty.' "
from the mother?—J. C.
These words from Old
Hickory were personally
Parenthood is a co-operachosen by President Johntive undertaking. If both
son. For two days during
parents happen to be Type
the preparation of the State
O, the children will be
of the Union message — a
Type O. But in any other
message in which he intendcombination of Types O, A,
ed to take and did take a
B or AB the children may
largely tolerant view tohave any of two or more
ward both potential advertypes. If one parent is
saries and troublesome alType A and the other Type
lies — the President was
B, the children can be of
concerned with one point.
any possible blood type.
WHILE HE wanted to be
Dear Dr. Mplner: Is
outgoing—and notably in the
there any truth in the
area of encouraging world
saying that an unborn
trade — he wished to be
baby can be marked? I
quite certain that the net
hear so many older peoeffect of what he said was
ple say not to do certain
things or the baby will
not read to suggest that
he marked. I am 20 and
his posture was going to
pregnant , — MRS. L. C.
be one oi all give and no
take.
No, there's no truth to
Various subordinates sugthat saying, but many of the
gested various language to
older generation believe it,
this end. Finally, the Presiand they keep on worrying
younger people with it .
dent himself, reading a biography of Jackson one night
Dear Dr. Molner : My
in the White House, came
husband
tells me I have
across just what he wanted
been reading too much
and decided to quote it verRachel Carson lately but
batim.
we h a v e regularly
He associated himself with
sprayed fruit trees in our
Andy Jackson because, like
garden with a pesticide
Jackson, he intends to be
containing malathion. We
tough without being loudly
have two pet chickens
offensive in the protection
th at are permitted to
of vital American interests
roam the garden. They
eat bugs, roots and someand because, like Jackson,
times grass around the
he believes that only weak
trees. Is it possible for
men and countries consisthe spray to be washed
tently make strong threats.
off the trees onto things
He will utter no bold threats
consumed by the birds,
and issue no ultimatums,
and passed on into the
now or later. But it deep
eggs?
American interests are outIf I am being too cauraged abroad, his actions
I should appreciate
tious,
will speak far louder than
knowing it as the eggs
could words he will not in
are piling up and so is
any event speak.
my husband s temper.—
N.G.S.
IT WAS tinder this reasoning that some time ago
Miss Carson called attenhe directed all in the Adtion to a matter which deministration to cease makserves (and is getting) ating angry statements about
tention : The question of
this or that nation or situawhat long-term effects may
tion abroad. The President
result from continued use
believes that only the Presof new chemicals.
ident is really qualified to
She got listeners by overdo this sort of talking —
stating the case. Perhaps
and that not even the Presshe was justified in that
ident should let deeds march
sense. But she also frightin place of rhetoric.
ened a lot of people who
Deeds he will 'Surely emthought that "what might
ploy, if he must ; and all
happen " is the same as
the world should realize that
"what is happening." Your
chickens
are
evidently
his soft tone covers a hand
healthy, so eat the eggs.
that can be hard, indeed.
Wash fruit from your trees
All through his career the
—but that's routine anyway.
President has shunned the
Stop worrying about the
throwing down of ultimaeggs, and get your husband'i
tums, in the convictkMi that
temper back to normal.
strong opponents are only
stiffened by them and weak
opponents onl y tempted by
dignity , the maximum needthem into hysterically exed power will be applied
treme resistance.
without relenting, without
This does not mean,
apology — but also without
however, that his private
great public clamor.
boiling points is low or that
It will be done to the
he is in the least forgiving
last possible extent in the
when free world interests
backroom and not in the
are attacked or tirelessly
showroom. For Johnson alobstructed abroad. It only
so knows that "face" is an
means that he habitually
all-human and not merely
keeps the velvet glove on
an Eastern need. And ha
as long as he can, and that
does not mind allowing
even when he is preparing
others to save face so long
to draw it off he still s$es
as it is of no great cost to
no point , either in taste or
this country 's purposes and
common sense, in first
indispensable honor.
shouting all sorts of beThose who are jumpy at
ware-sirs to the adversary
the breadth of liberal innohe intends to hit with all
vation in some of {he Presihe has got .
dent's domestic welfare proposals — and this columnist
WINSTON CHURCHILL
is one of them — may In
once said that when it was
any event find reassurance
necessary to kill a man —
in tho undoubted fact that
meaning in this case an
when it comes to defending
enemy in warfare — it did
this nation 's place in the
no harm to be polite. A
world, Johnson is deeply in
paraphrase would describe
the conservative tradition.
President Johnson 's policy.
When it is necessary to
move to protect this counSTART YOUR DAY
try 's ultimate designs and
;

Answers
To Your
Questions

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

LBJ Profits hy Mistakes ,
He Can Disagree , Forget
By DREW PEARSON
(Editor 's Note—Drew
Pearson's column today
takes the form of a letter to his youngest
grandson who is named
for the 36th president of
the United States.)
Washington
Jan. 19, 1965

Dear Lyndon,
Being only four years old ,
you will not really understand this letter. But if your
mother saves it for you ,
someday you will. It's
about the man for whom
you are named, and who
this week takes office for
a full term as 36th President of the United States.
He reminds me a little
bit of you. One evening
when you were having supper with us you objected to
putting your chewing gum
in the wastebasket. Being
frugal, as the President is,
you wanted to save it on
your plate for future use .
But your grandmother is an
insistent lady and she finally won the battle.
Dutifully but reluctantly
you marched over to the
wastebasket and abandoned
your chewing gum But you
remarked : "When I grow
up and don't want to go to
the farm anymore I'm going to do what I want with
my own chewing gum. 1'
THE PRESIDENT for
whom you are named is
somewhat like that. I have
known him for a long time,
and sometimes have had
some hot , even bitter , differences with him . When he
was inaugurated ns vice
president , I remember that
Hale Bog gs gave a cocktail
party for him , and very
adroitly kept me In another
room. He was afraid that if
Lyndon Johnson and I met,
tempers would flare.
Actually, Hale didn 't hnve
to worry . Because Lyndon
and I both know that the
right to disagree is one
privilege of friendshi p.
My rows with (he President are not important personally. They may be
important as an index of
how he has ~grown . The first
was over Joe McCarthy, a
senator from Wisconsin , who
had been tearing the country to pieces with distrust
of our State Departm«nt and
our foreign policy. I wanted
Lyndon to take a strong
stand against him when
Sen. Tom Hennlngs brought
in n devastating expose of
THE WIZARD OF ID

how McCarthy had been
using the money given him
to fight communism for his
own personal speculation on
the commodity market.
BUT LYNDON said no. I
was pretty sore. But, looking back on it , McCarthy
could have been wounded
politically at that time, but
not killed And the then senator from Texas, with the
H. L. Hunts and the big oilmen on his heels, wasn't
ready to do what he wanted
to with his chewing gum.
He figured he had to bow,
temporarily, to Texas power.
There's a saying in the
newspaper profession that
a war correspondent must
live to tell his story. And,
in politics, a senator has
to be re-elected to be able
to vote.
Anyway, the man for
whom you are named waited for Joe McCarthy, then
went in for the kill. After
McCarthy had got himself
in an untenable position by
trying to undermine the
Army, Lyndon appointed a
committee
of
censure,
hand-picked so it was certain to kill McCarthy politically, and it did.
Another row I had with
Lyndon was over the natural gas bill. I used to tell
him — and also wrote about
him — that he was dominated by the gas and oil
boys . He used to ask me,
in reply, if I had ever
known Hubert Humphrey
to vote against Minnesota
dairy farmers. What he
meant was that he couldn 't
stay in office as senator
from Texas if he opposed
gas and oil.
LYNDON LOST that battle — thanks to the fact that
some ot the gas lobbyists
went too far and tried to
bribe Sen Francis Case of
South Dakota.
It was a good thing for
the country that he did lose
Jt , and Lyndon himself
knows it. Once, after he
became President and the
right wing was going after
him with its usual belowthe-belt tactics, Johnson remarked wryly that he had
had to live with these people
in Dallas and Shreveport
for years and he knew what
they were like .
lt was the first real insight I had of what the
President had been through
In his earlier Senate days ,
and how he then had to
yield to superior power , ju st
as you have to bow t . your

grandmother about parking
your chewing gum.
The way you get to know
a man is not by agreeing
with him all the time. I
haven't disagreed with the
President just for the fun
of it , however, and actually
I've agreed with him many,
many times — especially in
his latter career.
It has seemed to me that
the man for whom you are
named has grown with the
years. He has come out of
each battle stronger, wiser,
better equipped to lead.
THE JOB of being President of the United States
is probably the toughest in
the world. He presides over
a republic under a democratic system with built-in
safeguards. These are to
keep the President f rom being too strong; yet if he
isn 't strong he cannot lead.
He has to be wise in setting policy. He has to be
a salesman in getting public
support for that policy. And
he has to be an adroit politician in maneuvering that
policy through Congress.
As a newspaperman in
Washington, I have watched
a £reat many presidents,
beginning with Calvin Coolidge. But I have never
seen one better equipped
and more experienced than
Lyndon Johnson .
I think he will be one
of our greatest presidents
and you will be proud to
bear his name.
He now has the power to
park his chewing gum
where he wishes, but , having achieved that power, he
will park it in trie public
interest .
Love,
From your grandfather.
¦
FROZEN TREES FALLING
FORT PIERCE , Fla. MA freeze in the winter of
1962 is making travel risky
these days along Kings
Highway, a Fort Pierce
area feeder road for the
Sunshine State Parkway
turnpike.
Residents have complained that towering pine trees,
killed by frost, have begun
top p ling across the road.
Half a dozen already have
crashed to earth , damaging
two automobiles but causing no injuries.
The other dead trees a til I
stand , awaiting a strong
wind or settlement of responsibility for removing
them.

By Parlc.r and Hart
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Bill Merrill's

Seventy-Five Years Ago . .. 1890

More than 1,300,000 pounds of butler were
shipped over the Green Nny Railroad during
11.99 from stations along its lines.
Supt . Alvin Brnlcy hns ordered flags for
distribution to all schools in tho county nt __
cost of 30 cents to enrh school.

"Something toi
Live By " j

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1865
Snow fed fo n depth of about three inches —
the first since the middle of December.
»
And (he Word brranie flesh nnd dwelt among
tin , full of grace nnd (ruth ; we hnve beheld
hl« glory, glory aa ol (he only 8*in irom the
Father.
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Game Thursday Begins
2nd Carnival Weekend

The second weekend of Winona Winter Carnival activities
will get under way Thursday,
with two other events coming
up Friday.
A BASKETBALL GAME between the Minnesota professional football all-stars and the Galloping Gophers will be played
at 8 p.m. Thursday in the Winona Senior High School auditorium. Admission is by carnival
button.
SNOW S C U L P T U R E , on
which families have had all
week to work, will be judged
after 2 p.m. Friday. A DANCE,
at which Tony ind the Invaders,
a Sparta, Wis., area group, will
play, will begin at 8 p.m. Friday at the Red Men's Wigwam.
Admission will be by carnival
button, and buttons will be
available at the door.
Saturday's activities will include? the conclusion of the
CHILDREN'S T R E A S U R E
HUNT at 10 a.m. at Lake Park
Lodge, a SKI TOURNAMENT
at 2 p.m. at the George Goetzman farm and a children's and
youths' ICE SKATING CONTEST at Lake Winona, also at
2 p.m.
The Daily News TREASURE
CHEST final clue will be given
over radio station KWNO, at the
end of its 5:45 p.m. newscast.
The clue will be broadcast just

before 6 p.m.
Gordy Boyum's orchestra will
play for a free OLD .TIME
DANCE at the Bed Men's Wigwam at 9 p.m. Saturday. The
musicians for this event are
provided for a grant from the
trust funds of the recording industries, obtained through tbe
cooperation of Local 453 of the
American Federation of Musicians.
There will be two activities
from which te choose Sunday
afternoon. A S P O R T S CAR
GYMKHANA will be run on the
ice of Lake Winona at 1 p.m.,
and a STAGE SHOW will begin
at 2 p.m. in the Winona Senior
High School auditorium.
Featured on the stage show's
program will be Dottie West, a
country and western singer who
has appeared on Grand Ol'
Opry shows, and The Parrish
Brothers Four, a group which
originally came from Alabama
and has recently been entertaining in southern Minnesota,
Also on the program will be
Winona's Junior Ferguson and
the Country Sound-Up Boys;
The Wildcats, Red Wing; The
Country Dudes, La Cresse;
Mitch and Don, Winona; Denny
and the Drifters, Austin; Judy
Malmin, Savage, Minn.; The
Minnesota Hillbillies, Rushford;
The Centervilie (Wis.) Sunshine
Boys, and The Kevin' Gamblers,

ald Kraning, Bruce Reed, the
park-recreation department and
the United Commercial Travel- with 2963, police reported Tues- pared with 27.2 is 1968.
Tbe arrest figures compfd
day.
en.
There were 23,315 crimes list- with tbe national avaraf» «f
ed in 1964 for an increase of between 20 and 25 per cent
Minnesota!) Dead
3,535 over 1963, but police were St. Paul's crime load tail
able to maintain percentage ot year was up 10 per cent irm
Of Shotgun Blast
cases closed by arrest with 27.1 1963 with an average of 21 p«
year com- cent of its cases cleared.
READING, Minn. (AP)-Alvin cases cleared last
Larson, 44, died of an apparent
accidental shotgun blast shortly
after noon Tuesday on his farm
MuKpIt sclerosis rasnifwa (tacit in dttortsntadtaneuenlni el rt* MMCM_
near here.
Recanry depend*on reacttat-an of nary* cantor* to restore MnnMJoM«w»
tion
ol 0w body's normal pmoatuat. TMs, CNnpncOc artiaamt to Oo-aat
Larson told his wife he was
ttat ban successful In tht treatmentef to mny cam mat suftsma Mai
going outside to shoot a dog.
awWpliicMrotissmnowb- rtgi_vsi.enawlsaiec-. l-fe.
She said she heard the shotgun
discharge, but later saw the dog
Itm&IINBB
KmKalBlkf &SmSm ^^
running around. Upon investigation, she found her husband
near the corncrib. He had been
shot in the jaw.
World Famousytm
Spun Hospital
Nobles County Deputy Sheriff
tocm to tt* allicftiwanstt CM*
. tnniLh trt SatanJj otvoafm turtfiareaoao
cn^aatia&mtoltatBlafz^
c^^
Harold Tripp said Larsonapparntaratiss on MS and ctnef VRJUWIH cttaatat.
ently dropped the gun and it
SPEARS CHIROPRACTIC HOSPITAL „ „ . .
discharged. The official ruling
Cist 10HI& Jtney Sts. OE 3-1581 Oenvsr 20. Cola Dept A-3
on cause of death will be made
by the county coroner.
Reading is 10 miies northwest
of Worthington.¦

•¦-¦ ¦-¦¦ "**¦
.Ka*>y.i__v$:o:w «W-_><w*aa»»anFwwap»aa»a^^^^»»»"»»Tv-

The Parrish Brothers Four

Dottie West

Rochester.
Some of the same groups will
play during the concluding stage
show, which wi*J begin at 8 p.m.
in the high school auditorium.
They are Dottie West, Ferguson's group and —in the talent
show portion of the program—
The Wildcats and Denny and the
Drifters.
Also playing in the talent
show will be the Holiday Trio,
Owatonna; Injectors, La Crescent; Barbara Sabehl, Rochester; Scott Novotne, Rochester:

and Johnny and the Rave-Ons FERGUSON is chairman ef
and The Three Teens, both stage shows, and — along with
from Winona.
Edward Hostettler — of the
The Blue Water Four, a folk dances. Max Molock and M. J.
singing group from Winona Bambenek are in charge of the
State College and winners of the basketball game, and James
1964 carnival talent show com- Bambenek Jr., Lambert Hamerpetition, will also appear on the ski and Goetzman are in charge
program.
of the ski tournament.
Climax of the program will be Milton Knutson, Henry Muras
the drawing for a free trip to and Daniel Bambenek are in
Chicago — four days and nights charge of the gymkhana, and
for two persons. Transportation, children's activities are being
meals, lodging and entertain- arranged by M. J. Bambenek,
ment is included.
Vern Smelser, Hale Stow, Ron-

For Results Like This

Majo r Crime in
Minneapolis Up

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Major
crime increased 18.8 per cent in
Minneapolis last year compared
Advcrtlsemimt

Don't Negltct Slipping

FALSE
TEETH
Do f fcles teeth drop, sUp or wobfile

when you talk, eat, Laugh or aneesse?
Don't be annoyed aj id embarraated
bT IUCII handicaps. FASTEETH, ao
alkaline (non-acid ) j owder to sprinkle on your plates, keeps false teeth
more firmly set. Give* confident feel.
Ing of security and added comfort.
No gummy, gooey, psnty taste or feeling, att PASTEKTB today at any
drug counter.

Read DAILY NEWS ADS

WINONA
IN
NOW
VAMP FAIR
3 DAYS ONLY
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* Charming 'Early American',
containporary styles for overy decor
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hurricane lamp,
Hand-decorated
milk glass. ».77
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Pearlized , antiqued golden-fininh gloss. White
lace design. 10.77

French bristol ,
golden design.
Drum shade in
white; braid. S.77

, t

Imported German
bristol. Cocoa and
golden decoration.
DrumshBde.10.77
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everyone will beat you to it fl

amber glass
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To thc swift goes thc race, you know. So "swift"yourself to your
favorite store and try King Size Br Pepper before your friends
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You'll be glad you did. You'll discover that Dr Pepper Is not just
another soft drink. It's completely different, with a bright, frosty
taste that feels like six million dollars in the bank. Two full glasses
of it In every King Size bottle.
A real pepper-upper, tcK>. And today's active folks—those who
set the pace—need the extra energy that more-than-refreshing
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POLE LAMPS

u'^ ^iat new Mediterranean influence
center. Black and
gold cylinder ahadca.
•• Rich walnut pole,
brasa center. Walnut
.
nns.filigree panels.
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Amber glass ball
and font. Fruitwood trim. Burlap
drum shade. 10.77
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White bisque figurine. Golden fillgree mounting.
Pleatedshade.t.77
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"Charge lf" ...No money down...30 days or m6nlhs to pay

66 EAST TtflRD STREET IN DOWNTOWN WINONA

"IT'S DIFFERENT...! UKE IT!"||
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Stockton PTA -~
Card Party
To Be Saturday

Dr. Carroll Hopf
To Talk on Math
At Lewiston PTA

STOCKTON, Minn.-Stockton
PTA will bold tbe second ia a
series of three card parties Saturday at 8 p.m.
Schafskopf, 500 and canasta
will b« played. Prizes will be
won and lunch vfll be served.
The Mmes. John, Jack and Lawrente (fevering are the committee in charge.
Tom Manko, Winona, will
talk on "Cub and Boy Scout
Membership" when the PTA
meets Monday at 8 p.m. Serving committee is comprised of
the Mmes. Harold Meyers and
Melvin Brown.
¦

LEWISTON, Minn. ( Speciai)Dr. Carroll Hopf, director of
elementary education for Winona schools, will be the guest
speaker at the Thursday meeting of Lewiston PTA. He will
discuss* new methods of teaching mathematics.
Tbe meeting will begin at 8
p.m. in the High School auditorium. Mrs. Clifford Babcock
is chairman of the serving committee, assisted by the Mmes.
John Daley, Allyn Schossow,
Raymond Mohan, Ray Smith
and Lawrence Lewis.
Contributions to the Scholarship Fund are still acceptable,
a PTA member said. Presently
a list of donors will be published
in the local paper.
¦

Practical Nurses
Elect Officers

¦REAL PARTNERS — ALWAYS HAVE
BEEN* . . . Mr. and Mrs. Emu Puterbaugh,
whose 54th wedding anniversary is today,
smile happily at each other as they work
at their downtown business. Mrs. Puterbaugh

holds a baby sweater she has crocheted and
Mr. Puterbaugh has a fire extinguisher ia his
hand, such as he sells and repairs in his
business. Ihey say they have been 'real partners, always.' (Daily News photo)

Couple Wed 54 Years Still
Operating Two Businesses
By JEAN HAGEN
Dally News Women's Editor

peoole," Mrs. Puterbaugh says
fondly. "I probably wouldn't be
the person I am if I hadn't lived with them." From the grandmother she learned all the oldfashioned arts of needlework,
which have been her life-long
pleasure and hobby and now are
part of the Puterbaugh business
and livelihood.

Rx days a week, from 7:30
a.m. to 5 p.m., they work together in their place of business
downtown. Then they go home
and do their housework together. In the summer they keep a
big vegetable garden and she
cans a lot of fruit, tomatoes and SHE embroiders and makes
pickles.
fancy aprons, pillow cases, tea
Is there anything remarkable towels, stuffed toys, etc. Her
about that?
nimble fingers can contrive the
most intricate designs of croYES! Became today Mr. an cheting in the form of baby
Mrs. Ends Puterbaugh are ob- garments, doilies, lacy edgings,
serving their 54th wedding an- potholders, bedspreads* and
niversary. They are both 76 rugs. On display now at the shop
years of age.
is a vivid red, white and blue
They are the proprietors of the crocheted rug of diamond-shapP and P Fire and Safety Sales ed pieces sewed together. She
at 166 E. 3rd St., where Mr. takes orders for things she
Puterbaugh sells and does re- doesn't have on hand. "Anypair work on all kinds of fire thing you want in crocheting
extinguishers, w a s h i n g ma- I can make," she says with juschines, etc., and his wife makes tifiable pride.
and sells embroidered and cro- Mrs. Puterbaugh also makes
cheted handiwork.
Their home is at 422 W. How- some of her own clothes and
occasionally shirts for her husard St.
band.
A mora sprightly and happy
couple one seldom sees. "When "It's kind of a joke," she
about her being in the
asked how they keep so young, says,
shop.
About
a year after they
Mrs. Puterbaugh answered, "Became here from Rochester 11
cause I have always enjoyed years ago and started their
life, I suppose." Jokingly he business, Mr. Puterbaugh and
aaid, "Ifs just the orneriness their late son, Charles (Chuck),
In me!" They agreed that an
were partners, needed help.
Important factor is that they al- who
had to be there to
ways have been such good com- Someone
take care of customers while
panions.
they were out on service calls.
THEIR MARRIAGE, however, MRS. Pnterbaugh said she
did not get off to an auspicious would stay in the store if they
atart fifty-fear years ago to- would let her have half of the
day. He had broken his leg tbe display window to show her
week before and was confined needlework.
Co bed for six weeks. But hav- So the Puterbaughs work toing made their plans, they gether, bringing their lunch
went ahead anyway and the from home each day, to eat it
wedding took place at his bed- in the shop at noon.
side at the home of his parents They are members of McKinat Schaller, Iowa. The bride was ley Methodist Church. Mrs. Putthe former Miss Stella Wood.
erbaugh is a charter member of
She had an unusual childhood. Uie Women's Society of ChrisHer mother died when she was tian Service, having joined in
two months old and her mater- Rochester many years ago.
nal great-grandparents at West
"WE ARE real partners — alBranch, Iowa, brought her up.
"Thev were two wonderful ways have been," they say

happily on their 54th wedding
anniversary.
They have a daughter, Mrs.
Albert Gilbert, Horicon, Wis.,
seven grandchildren and one
great-grandchild. T h e i r son
Chuck, who died two years ago
at the age of 51, following a
heart attack, was well-known in
the area for his work with boys
in Golden Gloves boxing. "He
did a lot to keep boys off tbe
street and teach them, wholesome recreation," says his father.

New officers of the Licensed
Practical Nurses Club were
elected at the Monday evening
meeting of the group.
President is G e r m a i n e
Schwanke and other officers are
Leona Hoenk, vice president;
Mary Ann James, secretary;
Joan L e m m e r, treasurer;
Gladys Guenther, p r o g r a m
chairman; and Ardys Andress,
sunshine committee chairman.
It vas agreed to change the
meeting dates to the third
Thursday of each month, with
the next meeting scheduled for
Feb. 18.
It vias voted to send the Misses Linda Church and Lemmer
to the educational seminar at
the University of Minnesota
Feb. 23-24.
PUBLIC CARD PARTY
To-wnsend Club I will entertain at a public card party at
8 p.m. Friday at West Recreation Center. Prizes will be
awarded and lunch will be
served.
¦
MISSIONARY SOCIETY
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)The Missionary Society of the
Lewiston Presbyterian Church
will meet Friday at 2 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Roy Holmen.

The history of the "Winona
Public Library was given at
Chautauqua Club Monday evening, by Miss Alberta Seiz, head
librarian. The club met at the
home of Mrs. Lloyd Gilbert.
MISS SE1Z said a subscription
library was organized in 1857
by local people. A Mr. G. Tanner was the first president. Records were destroyed by fire
in 1862, Miss Seiz said, but in
1863 a Young Men's Literary
Association was formed. It
raised $300 and re established
the library, which continued to
grow until the 1870 inventory recorded 1,670 books.
In 1873, Miss Seiz said, tho
Winona Library Association was
Organized, but had difficulty,
which resulted in the closing of
the library because of lack of
funds.
It was ln 1877, the speaker
said, that a civic-minded group
(an outgrowth of the WLA) ,
headed by Mrs. J. B. McGaughey, Mrs. Thomas Wilson and
Miss Charlotte Prentiss, was
successful in reorganizing and
financing a new library. It was
presented to the public in 1886.
Fredrick Summers Bell was the
first president of its board of
nine members. This library operated from the Monro* School
on 4th and Lafayette streets,
the present location of the City
Hall.
THE LAFAYETTE alte was
sold in 1897, Miss Seiz aaid, and
the property was purchased on
the corner of 5tb and Johnson
streets, where the building now
in use was constructed and presented to the city by William II.
Laird.
The cornerstone was laid in
1897 and the building was

opened to the public in 1899.
with Miss Jeanette Clark as
librarian. She has served in that
capacity in the former library
since 1882 and continued to do
so until 1936.
Miss Seiz explained that the
affairs of the library are under
the direction of five board members. The library now has an
inventory of 47,000 volumes, 291
magazines, 13 newspapers, records and films. It is operated
by a staff of seven full-time and
six part-time employes.
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MODEL I

MODEL 1* SPECIAL

Viking Straight-Stitch Free Arm. Fine
. . .
.
, .
,
„
for basic sewing, darning and mending.

Newest Viking Automatic Zig-Zag. Makes
buttonholes, blind-hems, sews buttonholes ,
e( c

SAVE $20.00 to $50.00

SAVE $30.00 to $80.00
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To Talk at WSCS
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MISS SEIZ said that records
show that 44 percent of Winona
residents are registered borrayon hlond that stay* fresh
rowers and she estimated many X A favorite twecdFtcr of on
and crisp all day. Snap
white collar trim . . . peekmore Winonans use the library
for pleasure , business and re- f>^ a boo black button.. . . . and unique blaci patent belt
search.
§¦ combine to make a spring time winner .

TIIEMPKALEAU , Wis. (Special ) — Women's Society of
Christian Service of Federated
Church will meet at 2 p.m.
Thursday in the church Community Room.
Mrs. August Herring and
Mra, William Terpstra, Sparta,
Wis,, will be guest speakers.
Hostesses will be the Mmes.
flobert Johnson, Guy Carlson,
William Fredericks and Louise
Johnson.

fsALT i

> THURSDAY A FRIDAY >
STRUM, Wis. (Special) — Cir- V
ONE TABLE OF
cles of Strum Lutheran Church # Vi PRICED JEWELRY \
#
will meet Wednesday as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. George Tollefson
Charity with Mrs. Melvin T. \
103 East Third
\
Olson; Faith with Mrs. Otto An- X A A A A A A A AX
George Tollefsons they have since resided. They derson; Friendship, Mrs. Han^
have farmed most of their marCelebrate Golden
ried life in Tollefson Valley.
They had nine children, sevWedding Date
THE ENVY OF
THE IDOL OF
en of whom are living. They are
*
EVERY MAN
EVERY WOMAN
ELEVA, Wis. (Special) — The Mrs. Margaret Krewson, Eau
golden wedding anniversary Claire; Mrs. Orville Sather,
__>-NM___MMM-nKM^
celebration of Mr. and Mrs. Phillip and Orville, Eleva; Mrs. [IS&__-M_M_
George Tollefson, held Sunday I Roy Ench, Spokane, Wash., Mrs.
at Eleva Lutheran Church, was ^ Sherwin Burr, Milwaukee; and
attended by about 200 guests. Mrs. Gyle Tollefson, Eleva,
The event was hosted by the Route 2.
couple's children.
TCCMKeOURAtaMM M-IUMTOTI
There are 36 grandchildren
/3_______3^; '^__B
During a program in the af- and eight great-grandcbildren.
MM_K_M_M*aaW___MMM_KM_^^
¦
ternoon, the Rev. Calvin Larson
gave a short talk and the grand- Canada is building its first
children sang. Dennis Sather railway to reach into the Northand Lois Tollefson gave read- west Territories.
ings.
Mr. Tollefson and Ethel Embertson were married Jan. 16,
1915, at the home of the bride's
parents, the Andrew Embertsons who lived near Eleva. For
the first three years they lived
in Eau Claire and then moved
to the Eleva community, where

Libra ry Hist ory Cited
For Chautauqua Club

AUXILIARY BOARD
The executive board of tha
Auxiliary of Communitymemorial Hospital will meet at 9:30
a.m. Thursday in the hospital
solarium.

*s_tf»^^ ff / / J
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Strum Lutheran
Meetings Slated

nah Lien; Grace, Mrs. Onrte Olson; Hope, Mrs. Gotfred Gunderson; JOT, Mrs. Burnettti Otterson, and Trust with Mrs. Dc.
vid Myren at the church parlors, all at 2 p.m., and Dorcas,
Mrs. Ronald Myhers; Esther,
Mrs. Rufufl Gunderson; Hannah,
Mrs. Alice Engan; Mary, Mrs.
Hugh Sharp; Rebecca, Airs. Clifford Johnson, and Sarah with
Mrs. William Amundson, all at
8 p.m.
Junior and senior choirs will
rehearse Wednesday at 7 and
8 p.m., respectively.

Our most popular Automatic, Embroiders, monogram., buttonhole, etc.

SAVE $60.00to $100.00
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0l,r 'i|iest Automatic. Easiest to use,
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Our used machinal have been thoroughly cleaned and checked 1o
puf them in A-l running order. We g. v* ir.tfruc.ioiu and mainta in
them with our Free-Service program. Time payment plan it available.

1 —Singer walnut conioie with buttonholer

1—Now Home Zig-Zag in mahogany desk.
I
1
This one ft like ntw

X Checkmate fabric of rayon Mend . . . elegantly styled.
!>? Tailored buttons and smart o-verstitchlng give a flair
|
|to this Henry I.cr Original lhat drowses up or dresses
El down. Wear wilh brief patent belt or us a skimmer.

17.98
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BLAIR CARD PARTIES
BLAIR, Wii. (Special) - Sunnywld* Community Club will
sponsor a whist party at the i
schoolhouse at 8 p.m. Friday.
Lunch will be served and prizes
Iflvcn . A curd party will be "
held Saturday evening at the
M
Lakes Coulee School.
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¦ 1 — Singer walnut console.
f
Heavy-duty geared sewing head
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ff 2 — Zig-Zag Portables.
1
Makes buttonhole!, sews buttons, etc.

1 — Kenmore Electric Console

Your choice . . .
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Winona Sewing Machine Co.

351 Huff Street

Phone 9348

¦

Rochester Doctor
Slated to Speak
At YWCA Dinner
Dr. C. J. Bennett, Rochester,
a staff meinber of the Olmsted Medical Group, will be the
guest speakerat the 52nd annual
dinner meeting of the Young
Women's Christian Association.
The meeting, which is open
to the public, will be held Tuesday at 6:15 p.m. at the YW.
Dr. Bennett, a native of Colorado, practiced medicine for
five years at Miner's Memorial
Hospital, Letcher County, Ky.
It was his work there that led
to his interest in the Appalachian area.
His illustrated lecture will be
on tbe region, made newsworthy by. the recent "war on poverty" program of the government.
Reservations for the dinner
are to be made by calling the
YW by Saturday.

DOUBLE WEDDING . . . Mrs. Thomas
Rudnik and Mr. Rudnik, left, and Mr. and
Mrs. James Rockers are shown at their
double wedding at St Mary's Catholic
Church. Mrs. Rudnik is the former Miss

A double wedding in which headpieces and carried bouquets
two sisters became brides took of white and red roses.
place at St. Mary 's Catholic Bridesmaids were the Misses
Church Jan. 9.
Mary Lou Prondzinski and Karen Stoltz. They and the maids
THE MISSES Jenine Marie of honor wore floor-length gowns
Butlin and Patricia Ann But- of red peau de soie and carried
lin, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. cascade bouquets of white pomPeter Butlin, 1152 W. Broad- pons and red carnations.
way, both were given in marTHE MOTHER ot the brides
riage by their father.
Miss Jenine became the bride wore a blue and green blouseof Thomas R. Rudnik, son of on sheath and a corsage of tea
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Rudnik, roses.
Best man for Mr. Rudnik was
209 Adams St., and Miss Patricia was married to J ames John Koscianski and Richard
P. Rockers, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rudnick was groomsman.
Harold R. Rockers, Austin,
Mr. Rockers' best mau was
David Rockers and groomsman
Minn.
Two other Butlin daughters was Thomas Rockers.
A reception was held in the
were maids of honor. They are
the Misses Sandra Kay Butlin afternoon and early evening at
the Legion Memorial Club.
and Marsha Louise Butlin.
THE REV. Donald J. Winkels
officiated. Sister M. Conleth was
organist and soloists were Mrs.
Francis Stoltz and Mrs. William
Buranek.
Miss Jenine 's bridal gown
was of lace over taffeta and
featured a train held in place
with three buttons at the back .
Miss Patricia's gown of peau
de soie was of similar style.
They wore veils of silk illusion,
held in place by organza rose

BOTH YOUNG conples will
make their homes in Winona.
The brides are graduates of
Cotter High School. Mrs. Rudnik attended Winona State College and is a secretary at Country Kitchens, where her sister
also works.
Mr. Rudnik is a surveyor for
the Highway Department. Mr.
Rockers who works for Valley
Distributors, attended St. Mary's
College three years.

Mrs. Santelman
Elected to
Scout Board

P.E.O. Chapters
Note Anniversary
At Joint Meeting

Mrs. Lawrence Santelman,
1322 Parkview Ave. , has been
elected to the board ot directors
ot the River Trails Girl Scout
Council, according to an announcement by Mra. John R.
Hodgson, Rochester, council
president Also elected to t h e
board was Mrs. Brian Berg,
Kasson, Minn.
Mrs. Santelman, who is council second vice president, now
assumes the role of chairman
of the field meetings, encompassing all activities of troops
and their geographic groupings
in the council's 26 neighborhoods
and seven districts.
A former troop leader and
currently Girl Scout newspaper
and radio reporter here, Mrs.
Santelman has served as vice
president, president and a member of the membership-nominating committee within the former Winona Girl Scout Council.
The River Trails Council also
approved the appointment of
Mrs. Mel Ruehm ann, Mabel,
Minn, to the camp committee.
Mrs. Ruehmann, a troop leader and director of one of last
summer's camping programs, is
currently acting as a camping
consultant to troops in SouthpnKlnrn Minnesota.

Service Officer
To Speak Before
Wabdsha Auxiliary
WABASHA , Minn.-Fred Ncttekoven, Wabasha County veterans service officer, will be guest
speaker at a meeting of Wabasha American Legion Auxiliary Thursday evening.
Thc group will meet for a potluck supper at 6:30 p.m. in the
Legion Clubrooms. Those attending are asked to bring food .
The meeting will start at fi
p.m., when Mr. Ncttekoven will
discuss current veterans legislation as it affects the veteran
and his dependents.

Chapters AP and CS observed the 96th anniversary of the
founding of their P.E.O . Sisterhood Tuesday evening at a joint
meeting in the parlors of McKinley Methodist Churcli.
The program committee composed of Miss Josephine Nichols,
the Mmes. Harold Edstrom,
Judd Frederiksen and C. W.
Kiehnbaum arranged for group
singing of P.E.O. songs of long
ago
Mrs. S. A. Sawyer, president
of Chapter CS, and Mrs. R. D
Cornwell, president of Chapter
AP. presided at the tea table
The social committee for the
event was made up of the Mmes.
Edwin Spencer, E. E. Nelson,
John J. Fuller, and Lloyd S. Belville.

St. Ann 's Guild
Holds Meeting
The first quarterly meeting of
St. Ann's Guild of St. Stanislaus
Church was held Monday evening in Pacholskl Hall.
Forty members attended, after having a potluck supper
first. Members of Circle F were
hostesses.
A short business session was
held , when it was announced
that election of officers will
take place later in the year.
Cards were played and attendance prizes won by Mrs. August
Cieminskl and Mrs. Josephine
Breza.

St. Teresa Class
To Be Entertained
Teresan Alumni Association
and the Winona chapter of the
association will entertain the
senior class of the College oi
St. Teresa Jan. 28 at 8 p.m.
Dessert-coffee parties will be
held at the homes of the Mmes.
James Frankard, James Carroll and Fred Burmeister.
¦
The term equinox comes from
the Latin words for equal
night.
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Linda Eifealdt, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Eifealdt,
1751 Gilmore Ave., a member of
Senior Girl Scout Troop 615 of
which lira. L. E. Brynestad is
adviser, has been selected as
one of 24 Senior Girl Scouts in
the River Trails Girl Scout
Council to attend the Senior
Roundup in Idaho in July.

Vlck5 Palen, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Victor Palen, Caledonia, Minn., also was chosen.
Appointment of the 24 girls
from Austin, Rochester, Owatonna, Albert Lea, Blooming
Prairie, Farmington and Faribault troops was announced by
Mrs. William Whiting, Owatonna, roundup adviser trainer. She
said intensive training of the
girls has begun, to prepare them
for their experiences at the
Idaho Roundup.
Fillmore County
Each patrol must plan and
prepare its own food, organize
UCW to Hold
and maintain its own housekeepAnnual Meeting
ing and plan and perform its
PRESTON, Minn. (Special)— own program and demonstraThe annual meeting of United tions during the 10-day encampChurch Women of Fillmore ment.
County will be held Monday at Until July patrols will practice
Preston Methodist Church. A and learn skills necessary to
dessert luncheon will be served function effectively as a part
at 12:15 p.m.
Mrs. John Trelstad, Roches- of a Roundup troop. They will
ter, a member of Zumbro Lu- elect a patrol leader and assistheran Church, will be guest tant leader, develop, plan and
speaker. Four new area coun- carry out projects to share
cils will be formed at the busi- Southern Minnesota heritage
ness meeting st 1:45 p.m. Music with other girls, including midwill be furnished by members western songs and dances, reof Sumner Evangelical United gional cooking ideas and special
Brethren and Rushford Presby- legendary and folklore skills.
The National Senior Girl Scout
terian churches.
All interested women are in- Roundup occurs once every
three years. In addition to the
vited to attend.

Jenine Marie Butlin and Mrs. Rockers is
the former Miss Patricia Ann Butlin, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Butlin. (Edstrom
Studio)

Butlin Sisters Become
Brides in Double Wedding

Two Area Senior Girl Scouts
Selected for Idaho Roundup
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actual camping experience at
Roundup, the opportunity provides many facets of learning
new skills and personal adaptability, adding interest and stimulation for teenage life and
increasing the sense of belonging to a strong and unified
movement.
It is one of the most exciting
Girl Scout camping opportunities, bringing together approximately 8,500 girls and 1,500
adults from the United States
as well as from other nations
of the world wide Girl Scout
Guide movement.
Cookie sale profits will supply
patrol equipment, insurance,
travel and training expenses
for a total cost to the River
Trails Girl Scout Council of approximately $4,400 for Roundup.
Girls and their families will provide official uniforms, individual
equipment, the encampment fee
and spending money.
AUXILIARY MEETS TONIGHT
LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
—The Auxiliary to the Veterans
of Foreign Wars, Post 3888 will
meet today at 8 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Emma Thoen.
Mrs. Gloy Bennett will be hostess.
HELPING HAND CLUB
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) Helping Hand Club will meet
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. Clarence Amundson.
LEGION, AUXILIARY
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
—Fillmore County Legion and
Auxiliary will meet Thursday at
8:30 p.m. There will be entertainment by the Rushford post.
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R.W. Millers
Attending
(Spe- Inauguration

La Crescent Legion
Post,Auxiliary
Honor Officers

LA CRESCENT, Minn.
cial) — About 35 persons attended the annual potluck dinner Saturday honoring p a s t
commanders and past presidents of Gittens-Leidel Post and
Unit 595, American Legion and
Auxiliary.
Mrs. H. M. McLaird, president, and Hugh Fay, commander, were in charge of the
dinner and program. Past commanders attending were Stanley
Harris, Dr. H. L. Barton, Winston Reider, Raymond Reisdorf ,
Charles Gavin, Art Jansen,
Ralph Timm, Wayne Lattes,
Robert Boehm. and D a l l a s
Ames. Past presidents present
were the Mmes. Stanley Harris, E d w a r d Wiemerslage,
Ralph Timm, Val Anderson,
Dallas Ames, Robert Boehm,
Wayne Lottes, Art Jansen and
Charles Gavin.

Profit Announced
From Traveling
Whist Party
WHITEHALL, Wis. ( Special )
— Mrs. Kenneth Swenson, chairman of the traveling whist party, sponsored Saturday evening
by the American Legion Auxiliary, announces that a profit of
$192 was realized.
The money will be used to
help the Hutchins - Stendahl
American Legion Post furnish
a room at Tri-County Memorial
Hospital. Eleven homes and 176
players were involved in the
card party.
Tentative plans a r e being
made for a whist party to be
held Jan. 30.

Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph W.
Miller, 51 W. Sarnia St., are fa
Washington, D.C, today for tha
inauguration of President Lyndon B. Johnson. They are stopping at the Mayflower Hotel
Mr. Miller, who is chairman
of tbe board of Fiberite Corporation , and Mrs. Miller left Minneapolis Tuesday afternoon for
the nation 's capital
For the gala ball this evening,
Mrs. Miller probably will wear
a black velvet gown. Upon her
return, she will be interviewed
for a detailed account of the
spectacular event.
The Millers expect to go South
after the inauguration for a
week's vacation.
¦

Shriners Auxiliary
To Meet Tomorrow
Winona Women's Auxiliary,
Twin Cities Unit , to the Shriners' Hospital for Crippled Children will meet at 9:30 a.m.
Thursday at the home of Mrs.
D. V. Boardman, East Burns
Valley.
Members are asked to bring
scissors and a sack lunch. Dessert and coffee will be served
by the hostess.
BABY SHOWER
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) —
About 45 guests attended a baby
shower Sunday at Gordon Stalheim's home for Julie Fay,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I.
Kenneth Berg. Hostesses were
the Mmes.' Richard Erickson,
Pigeon Falls, Wis., and Stai-.
heim.
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Guggenbuehl-Mach
Nuptial Date Set

LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special ) — Mr. and Mrs. Burton
Mach , Rt. 1, La Crescent, announce the engagement of their
daughter, Miss Karen Kaye
Mach , to James Guggenbuehl ,
son of Mr. and" Mrs. George
Guggenbuehl, La Crosse. They
will be married May 1 at the
Church of the Crucifixion here.
Miss Mach is employed by La
Crescent State Bank and her
fiance; nt Northern Plastics
Company,

January Clearance
mtw n L t

Starts Friday, Jan. 22
at

Myrtle 's Dress Shop
RUSHFORD, MINN.

Don't Miss Tho Big Bargains!

UAIIE FURNITURE STORE
¦
¦
I
I
E
%# I
— Quality For Less —
350 E. Sarnia St., Hwy. 43, Overlooking Lake Winona

FREE PARKING
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Phone 4636

OPEN MONDAYS & FRIDAYS TIL 9 P.M.
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Teen-Agers Advised:
Don't Start Smoking

By GEORGE McCORMICK
Dally Newt Staff Writer
For most adults, it's too late
to decide to quit smoking, Dr.
Robert S. Fontana of Rochester's Mayo Clinic declared here
Tuesday morning.
Teen-agers, however, are in a
position to make a decision, he
asserted. Even those "who already smoke can still quit if
they want, he said, because the
habit is not yet ingrained.
DR. FONTANA, spealrfng a(
Cotter High School in the first
of three lectures on smoking and
health, said he wanted to help
prevent persons from smoking
because there is not much he or
anyone else could do to cure its
effects.
"I sincerely believe I can do
more good here than I could at
the clinic," Dr. Fontana told the
Cotter students.
The doctor, who is doing cancer research at the clinic,
where he is an instructor in
medicine for the Mayo Foundation, spoke twice early Tuesday
afternoon at Winona Senior High
School.
During the course of the day
here, he addressed approximately 2,500 students in the 7(fa
through 12th grades.
DR. FONTANA cited a recent
study that determined that the
number of cigarette smokers —
which dropped off sharply last
year when the surgeon general's report on smoking and
health was released — has
climbed back to nearly its old
level.
This is misleading, however,
he asserted. For one thing, he
said, the number of smokers
would be expected to climb aa
the population increases. Obviously, ne went on, some group
is not smoking, otherwise the
number of smokers would be
greater than it is and even
greater than its level a year
ago.
The answer is that young persons are either not going back
to the smoking habit or are not
starting to smoke, the doctor
said.
This shows, he argued, that
while older persons, whose
smoking habits .are ingrained,
cannot quit, younger persons
can.
: "That's why I'm here," Dr.
Fontana declared.

REVIEWING THE results ol warnings against smoking 's efa questionnaire completed by fects.
Cotter students, Dr. Fontana Every time such measures
noted that the majority of them are proposed , he contended,
said they knew the health haz- "the cigarette industry screams.
"You can think about that for
ards connected with smoking.
awhile
— about whether it realmost
shows
that
you
know
"It
of what I have to say today, " ly is fair," the doctor said,
speaking of unrestrained adverhe said.
tising of what he termed a
The questionnaire, devised by harmful
product.
assistant
exT. W. Ninneman,
The
doctor
showed a motion
ecutive director of the Ameriwhich brought out many
can Cancer Society's Minnesota picture
the points contained in last
division, showed, too, that "two- of
year's
thirds of you have parents — port. surgeon general's reone or more — who smoke," the The film showed, for example
doctor noted.
that deaths from lung cancer
(The statistics compiled from have increased 935 percent in
the completed questionnaires the last 20 years in this country
showed that 317 students report- alone. The film related this with
ed that at least one of their par- the increase in the number of
ents smokes, 194 said that both smokers during the same perismoke and 180 reported that od.
neither parent smokes. )
This presents a problem, the THE MOVIE p r e s e n t e d
doctor said, because young per- graphs which showed that a persons see adults — their parents son who smokes two or more
and teachers — smoking and packs of cigarettes a day has
tend to follow their example. 21 times the chance of dying
"It's sort of the adult thing from lung cancer as does the
to do to smoke — because most man who does not smoke at all.
adults smoke," Dr. Fontana A similar relationship has
been established between smoksaid.
ing and the incidence of coronTHE MAJORITY of adult ary heart disease, the film consmokers, however, would quit tended.
if they could, he contended. After the film had shown
They cannot because the habit that the amount of tar in a pack
is too strong, he said. Adult of cigarettes could cause cansmokers, he went on, know now cers when applied to the skin
that smoking is harmful.
of rats, Dr. Fontana pointed out
"The point of the matter" he that it is the inhalation of tobacsaid, "is that when they began co smoke that is dangerous.
smoking, they didn't know this." For that reason, he explainYour parents — teachers — ed, the person who started
didn't have the information you smoking by using pipes or cigars is in less danger than is
have now."
The questionnaire tbe studen ts the cigarette smoker simply becompleted, Dr. Fontana said, cause the former usually does
showed that no one snioked be- not inhale smoke.
cause he was ignorant of smok- The cigarette » smoker who
switches to a pipe or cigar ,
ing's effects on health.
(The survey's results showed, however, is usually no better off
for instance, that 645 students than he was before because he
answered "true" when asked is accustomed to inhaling smoke
whether smoking is harmful to and continues to do so, Dr. Fonhealth. Only 17 said the state- tana said.
ment was false.)
IN A QTJESTION-and-answer
Repetition of information period
after the film, Dr. Foneffects
is
about smoking's
tana
brought
out these points:
necessary, the doctor asserted.
• Surgery is the only way of
Such "sensational" information , trying
deal with lung canhe said, might shock some into cer. Notocure
or prevention for
action.
the disease has been found, and
HE DEPLORED the lack of none is imminent.
attention given such measures • There is no safe cigarette,
as labeling the tar and nicotine and it is not true that filters
content of cigarettes and the make smoking any safer. Manuscarcity of radio and television facturers of filtered cigarettes

f* *>
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HUMIDIFIERS?

SMOKING AND HEALTH . . . Results of a questionnaire on attitudes toward smoking, taken by Cotter High
School students, are examined by Dr. Robert S. Fontana of
Rochester's Mayo Clinic, who spoke on smoking and health
at Cotter Tuesday ; Philip Kohner, Cotter senior and moderator of a question-and-answer period after Dr. Fontana 's talk,
and Frank Chupita , president of the Winona County unit of
the American Cancer Society. Dr. Fontana talked at Winona
senior High School twice Tuesday afternoon, reaching about
2,500 students in the course of the day. (Daily News photo)
use stronger tobacco than do
those who make non-filter cigarettes because t h e smoker
wants the taste cf tobacco.
"Otherwise," he said , "smokers might go around smokifig
the air — which might not be
a bad idea."
• Smoking is a nervous habit, not an addiction. An addiction implies a physical need as
well as a psychological dependence.
• If a person cannot quit
smoking, he should smoke less
("That's the next best thing.")
and should smoke less of each
cigarette because the amount of
tar in the smoke increases as
the cigarette becomes shorter.
DR. FONTANA was Introduced by Frank Chupita, president
of the Winona County unit of the
American Cancer Society. Chupita, in turn, was introduced by
Cotter senior Phil Kohner, who
also moderated the questionand-answer period.
At the beginning of the program, the Rev. James A. McCauley, Cotter principal, told
the students they were there to
hear the facts on smoking so
that they could make up their
own minds whether to smoke.

bound to come, and now I have
it over with." Re-evaluate the
ground covered up to this point
of setback, and take the necessary steps to advance on. Don't
meditate on all the obstacles,
but rather, look continually at
the goal and press on. And
what do you know! You're so
busy doing, you haven't time
to meditate on failure, for you
are already beginning to succeed, proving that pessimism
and its by-product, worry, were
only figments of your idle and
wayward mind.
With your thinking straight,
all is A-OK, and success is a
sure thing. And remember, it
won't be easier tomorrow than
it is today.

Youth Corps
Pay ro Be
$1.25 an Hour
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Every once in a while you
see a sorry soul with a dark
look on life. How about joining
me while we take a firm look
at this plague of pessimism
and its by-product, worry, for
I believe both are the fruits of
a wayward mind.
A peek in the dictionary reveals that pessimism is, "The
belief that the existing world is
the worst possible; the belief
that the evil in life outweighs
the good; the tendency to expect the worst outcome in ,any.
~
circumstances ; a looking on
' 3.Llg ht
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the dark side of things. "
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feels bad when he feels good
for fear he will feel worsa
when he feels better. " In a
sense, to these, life is a waste
of time, as no matter what ,
there 's nothing to look forward
to. Trust is gene, faith is gone ,
and hope is a term for dreamers. To point out the silver lin_____B____ H
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can such a one become opti^
mistic?
I'd say to begin with , think
in terms of what you would
like to believe. If you find that
you are a pessimist and that
you have no desire to be anything else, then you are doomed , and perhap (s you deserve
yourself. But what of those
lives you touch? They too may
lack the joy of vibrant living
L
because of your unnatural hopeless
attitude in life influencing
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and think in terms of achievement. Plot a course of accomplishment and then follow tho
course to completion. The pessimist succeeds only in failure, for to be a pessimist is
lo be a doubter , and to be a
doubter i.s lo undermine HUC cess by building any effort
on a weak foundation.
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say, "I can do it , and I will. "
Now, if you are to succeed,
what is the first natural step
you must take?
Don 't hesitate to take that
OWNED AND OPERATED BY RUTH AND BOB OLMSTEAD
Now take one step nt a
step.
j
75 Eatt Third Straet
Phono 5525 I time. If you meet a tempora ry
Mjtback , say, "Good, it was

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Labor Department has decided
to pay $1.25-an-hour minimum
wage to youngsters working in
Neighborhood Youth Corps
projects under President Johnson's antipoverty program.
Organized labor had pushed
for the $1.25 rate.
Thirty-seven projects have
been approved in 23 states. The
total cost will be $24,395,000.
More than 41,000 youths between 16 and 21 are involved.
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Well, In th« first place it'* Isuilt by a fine, well-rated company
which specializes in research, development and manufacturing
direcHy involved in the field of humidity. The product reflects
this superior know

Another Yr instance: Its design allows it to permit large volumes
of cleaned air to pass thru the water panel—quietly. It is unique
in this respect, olso.
We could go on but we think you get the idea. We b&lieve
these are prime reasons why there are many thousands cf very
satisfied April users in this area today.

Isn't it about time YOU enjoyed on

NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY

79 East Third Street
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THESE MAP?, based on those of the U. S. Weather
Bureau, show the general outlook for temperature and precipitation for the next 30 days. (AP Photofax)

U.S. Freighter,
French Coastal
Tanker Collide

LE HAVRE, Franca (AP) A collision of an American
freighter and a French coaatal
gasoline tanker set the tanker
¦firt ln the foggy English
Channel Monday night and left
seven persons dead or missing.
An officer and the wife of a
crewman on the tanker, the t,062-ton Port Manech, died in the
fnferao that was fed by the cargo of high test gasoline.
Port authorities expressed
fear that five missing crewmen
were also dead, trapped in the
engineroom of the Port Manech.
The tanker was aground and
still burning furiously several
miles off Le Havre. It had been
erroneously reported at one
point that all the crewmen were
accounted for.
The American freighter , tlie .,
103-ton Lucile Bloomfield of
Galveston, Tex., caught fire after the collision,- hut the flames
were put out. No casualties
were reported among its crew
of 44.
The Lucile Bloomfield took
aboard 32 of the tanker's crew,
and , blackened by smoke, put
Into port today. Injured tanker
crewmen were hospitalized. Six
were reported in serious condition.

Sunday Accidents
Mount in Mexico

MEXICO CITY (AP) - On
glx consecutive Sundays major
accidents have occurred in
Mexico, Including a bus accident Jan. 1, the toll has reached
159 deaths.
The latest mishap occurred in
Durango Sunday. A twin-engine
plane caught fire and crashed,
killing all 10 persons aboard.
The other tragedies :
Dec. 20 — A speeding freight
train plowed into an idle passenger train near Villahermosa , in
southern Mexico , killing 45.
Dec. 27 — A bus collided with
five cars on a crowded highway,
killing 6.
Jan. 1 (Friday) — Bus overturned near Jalapa , killing 22.
Jan. 3 — Church collapsed
near Puebla, killing 57.
Jan. 10 — Another bus crash,
near Dolores Hidalgo, killing 19.

556 New Phones
Installed Here
Northwestern Bell Telephone
Co. installed 556 new phones in
Winona during 1964, bringing
the year-end total to 13,277, R.
C. Olson, manager, reported.
He also expects the current
average of 57,400 local and long
distance calls made daily to
increase in 1965.
Olson said construction work
on a $336,000 addition to the
present telephone building is
scheduled for completion this
spring. The addition will house
a new business office and additional local and long distance
switching equipmeht. During
the past year, several large and
a multitude of smaller cable and
wire additions were completed
to take care of present and
future service requirements and
more are scheduled this year.

St. Teresa Begins
Computer Class

A community service program in basic programming for
industrial and business workers
of the Winona area began at the
College of Saint Teresa Monday
evening.
The course, taught by A. C.
Nydegger of the college mathematics department, is a combination lecture and laboratory
series.
At the end of the course, the
participant should be able to
write programs for the majority
of the .problems which he wishes
to solve on a computer] sufficiently understand computer
operation to work with a professional programmer on difficult
p r o b l e m s , and understand,
adapt and use existing programs for his particular problems.
The course will also provide
a basis for further study in the
programming field, Nydegger
said.
The class has been limited to
10 persons to allow adequate
time for personal consultation
on individual programming difficulties. Equipment w i l l be
available for preparing punched
p r o g r a m-cards and arrangements have been made to obtain computer runs of some student programs.
Twelve two-hour class sessions are planned, one each
week ending the week of April
5. This course will be offered
again in the fail of 1965 if there
is sufficient interest.
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—meat that's rich In red-meated flavor—with Just the
right amount of fat streaked through (t to make the
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% 40-C.p "ROYAL" PERCOLATOR—Girhard Johnson
\ BASKET WITH $10 WORTH OF GROCERIES — Betty Kramer
\ LUX DECORATIVE WALL CLOCK —Mrs. Evelyn Stroinski
% ELECTRIC FOOD SLICER —Mrs. Clarence Sutter
"IDEAL" 10-Ft. SWIM POOL — Mrs. Robert Mul ler
J
S "GREYHOUND" COASTER WAGON -Minni. Golemki
> 4-Slic. ELECTRIC TOASTER — Warren Bergerson
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Homestead Relief
Forms Available
In Wisconsin
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Change Slow
In Congress

By JAMES MARLOW
Asiociated Press News Analyst
WASHINGTON (AP) - From
the way Democrats and Republicans in Congress have chosen
their top leaders in this new session you'd never guess the 1964
election might have bad some
political significance.
Yet, when President Johnson
drowned conservative Sen. Barry Goldwater in history's greatest plurality, Republicans lost
38 seats in the House and two in
the Senate. Was this a mandate
for change?
Apparently not among Democrats or Republicans in Congress where change is slow, maneuverings are intricate, eld
favors are remembered, friendships can be stronger than ideology, and politicians in both
houses seem slow to learn.
In the House, the depleted
Republicans threw the conservative, 64-year-old Charles Halleck out of his job as their leader—he had held it six years —
and replaced him with equally
conservative Gerald R. Ford,
51, of Michigan.
Ford's supporters gave this
reason for wanting the change:
They thought Republicans needed a younger and more forceful
"image" than the rather languid Halleck who, after his defeat, said: "That's how the ball
bounces."
Ford had been chairman of
the House Republican Conference, or caucus. Promptly
House Republicans filled it with
Melvin R. Laird, 42, of Wisconsin.
Laird , who calls himself a
"creative conservative," helped
put together the 1964 Republican
platform which so pleased Goldwater's supporters. In getting
Ford's old job, Laird beat out
Peter H. B. Frelinghuysen, 48,
of New Jersey.
Frelinghuysen,
considered
more moderate if not more liberal, than Ford or Laird, was
not discouraged. With the backing of Ford he then tried to get
the j ob of Leslie C. Arends, 69,
ol Illinois, the assistant leader
for 21 years.
The conservative Arends was
re-elected Thursday to his old
job. This was the first major
test of Ford's leadership when
he backed Frelinghuysen. So it
was as much of a defeat for him
as for the New Jerseyite.
One House Republican, Albert
H. Quie of Minnesota, a leader
of the younger members of his
party, said this setback for Ford
was "something of a disaster
for the already weakened party."
In the Senate, the Republicans
changed nothing. They kept all
their leaders, headed by Everett
M. Dirksen of Illinois. He has
become famous on television for
his prose, sometimes doleful but
always embroidered with classical allusions or nimble imagery .
But the Senate Democrats
didn 't pay attention to the election results, either, when it
came to leadership. As expected, and there was no contest,
they re-elected the mild but
popular Mike Mansfield of Montana to the top leadership job.
The fight was over the assistant leadership, relinquished by
Sen. Hubert H . Humphrey after
he was elected vice president.
Here the contestants were
Russell B. Long of Louisiana ,
John O. Pastore of Rhode Island , and A. S. Mike Monroney
of Oklahoma. Pastore and Monroney had supported far more
major Kennedy-Johnson programs than Long.
But the 46-year-old Long won
even though his native Louisiana was ore of the five Southern
states which voted against
Johnson last year. Long, however , had campaigned for the
President there.
An example of his position on
some major Issues: he voted
against the limited nuclear testban treaty, medical care for the
aged through Social Security,
civil rights , domestic Peace
Corps, federal aid to education
and foreign aid for the past several years.
Last year he called thc Supreme Court justices "screwballa" after they had ruled both
houses of state legislatures
must be based on population.
But ha calls himself an "economic liberal" and had the support of some liberals in seeking
Humphrey 's old Job. In the past

Auto Tag Praise
Turns to Kicks
ATLANTA , Ga. (AP) - When
Georgia 's new blue and white
1065 auto tags were issued al
tha first of the year, there were
compliments on their color.
But now , says Murray Chappell, director of the state motor
vehicle license unit , he's receiving about as many complaints
as he did last year over the
peach-colored 1904 tags.
"People want thc tags to
match the color ol their cars,'
he said. "Have you noticed how
many different colon the can
come in these days? "

he had joined forces with them
on some social and economic
measures.
And last year he managed
Johnson's successful Senate
fight for an fll.S-billiontax cut.
House Democrats changed
nothing. They reelected their
old leaders, starting with Speaker John W. McCormack of Massachusetts.

WHITEHALL, Wll. (Special)
Bennett 0. Anderson, Trempealeau County treasurer said be
has a limited number of homestead tax relief forms at his
office at WhitehallDeadline for
filing is April 15.
To qualify for homestead tax
relief, the person must have
been 65 years old Jan. 1, 1964,
have lived in Wisconsin the entire year prior to that date, and
the household income must not
have exceeded $3,000.
People who are on old age,
aid to the blind, or permanently

disabled aid are not eligible.
Only one person of a household
or homestead may claim the
credit.
Household income means all
income of the man and wife
plus those related who live io
the household, including social
security, veterans disability
payments, retirements, etc.
The homestead tax credit is
on 1964 taxes payable in 1965.
Payment must have been made
in lull by the time of filing the
application.
¦
All lowans applying for a
driver license for the first time
now recieve a one-year temporary permit, which is subject
to immediate invalidation for
conviction of a single moving
vfalttf mn

of 4, losing only to tbe top team,
Chippewa Falls McDonell. Wekkin and Hess won all four.
Morey and Smith, also won J
of 4 and Bauer and Ward, wen
all 4.
DURAND, Wis. (Special) - The freshman team of James
Two Durand teams compile* Forster and Mary Spindler, af7-1 records at the River Falli firmative, and Kathy Forslund
State University invitational de and Nancy Moray, negative,
bate tournament Saturday anc competed in its first Class A
tourney and came away with a
tied for second place.
One unit vas composed ol 5-8 record.
Mary Shafer and Jackie Buch Jackie Buchholtz was tbe Inholtz, affirmative, and Garj dividual leader for Durand with
Wekkin and John Hess, nega 54 points and was named a sutive. In the second unit wen perior debater. Hess, Smith and
Barbara Morey and Kennett Barbara Morey scored 51 points.
Smith, affirmative, and Myrm The Durand squad splits this
Bauer and Cheryl Ward, nega week. Two units will compete
tive,
Saturday at the La Crosse State
Shnfor nnri ¦RiipWin.fcr trnn ' University invitational and the

Durand Debaters
Win 7, Lose 1
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WASHINGTON (AP) Chairman Manuel F. Cohan of
tbe Securities and Exchange
Commissionwas reportedTuesday by tbe SEC to be recovering
satisfactorily in a hospital from
a mild heart attack suffered last
week. Cohen, named chairman
by President Johnson last July,
is 52.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Christian A. Herter, President Johnson's special aide for foreign
trade matters, plans to confer
with European leaders next
¦week in an effort to speed international trade talks, particularly those affecting tariffs and
some agricultural products.
An announcement from Hat-

SEC Chairman
Has Heart Attack
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varsity will be at Gustavus er's office Tuesdayiald he wtO
Adolphus for a two-day tourna- reviewtha prog— ef atfotiatiais started last Saptanber
ment.
¦
under the auspice*of be Gaetral Agreement on Tarifti and
Trade.
Herter Plans
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day la the Minnesota Legislature with the following bills
pertaining to game and fish put
in the hopper:

Voice of the
Outdoors

One bill by Rep. Frank De
Groat, Lake Park, would
provide a three-day nonresident fishing license for
$J.

Ski-joring
Although this newest recreation, "Ski-joring", fostered by
builders of snowmobiles, has
not to our knowledge hit the
Mississippi or its backwaters,
it is spreading rapidly elsewhere. In fact, it will be featured Jan. 30, at the St Paul
Winter carnival when a series
of snowmobile races will be
run.

Eleva District
Won't Dissolve

ELBA, Minn. (Special ) — Elba common school district voted
Another De Groat bill would against dissolving at a special
push the opening of the bass election Tuesday night.
season up to May IS, coincid- Of 92 votes cast, 29 were in
tavor of dissolving, 62 against,
ing with other openings.
and one vote was spoiled.
A bill by Rep. Don MitchOn a second ballot, 41 said
ell, Round Lake, would rethey
would favor joining St.
quire the conservation commissioner to set split sea- Charles district; five, Lewiston,
sons on ducks and other mi- and one, Plainview.
Electors were told at a public
gratory game birds. Tba
measure would require a 10- meeting previously held to disday lapse between the sea- cuss dissolving the district that
it has an assessed valuation of
sons.
over $112,000, sufficient to mainA bill proposing a later deer
hunting season was introduced
by Sen. E. J. Anderson of Frost.
Present law authorizes the conservation commissioner to set a
nine-day season between Nov. 1
and 21. The bill would have the
season sometime between Nov.
14 and Dec. 8.

Shown right 1s on? of the
modern snowmobiles, geared to provide plenty of
speed to haul skiers nearly as fast over river ice
or lake ice as a tnotorboat
does in summer over the
water. It is also, as the
picture shows, used on open
fields, such as doU courses,
where a possble (all is less
hazardous than on ice.
Common skis are used by
the riders.

tain its own school, remodel the
building or build a new one.
There are some 50 students in
the two-room school.The teachers an Mrs. Hugh Diedrich,
Plalnvlew, primary, and Mrs.
Harold Doerge, St. Charles,' upper grades.
Carl Nelson is clerk of the
board; Arnold Wendt, treasurer,
and Bernard Ellringer, chairman.

Stolen Alabama
Flag Returned
MOBILE, Ala. (AP) - A
state flag stolen Sunday from
the battleship Alabama was flying again over the enshrined
battleship today.
Detectives retrieved the flag
Tuesday and arrested three
teen-agers. Tbe boys, two 15 and
the other 14, were turned over
to juvenile authorities.
"We just wanted a souvenir,"
the youths were quoted as saying.

NATURAL GAS HEARING
MADISON, Wis. - A hearing
on application of Milwaukee
Gas light Co. for authority to
render gas service in Durand,
Prescott, River Falls, Baldwin,
Elmwood, H a m m o n d , Plum Feb! 2 at 1:30 p.m. at Madison,
City, Spring Valley and other the Public Service Commission
towns has beat postponed to announced.

TOP GRADE "A"

The snowmobiles are being has put two boys through
used extensively in northern the University of Winnipeg.
lakes for ice fishing. The fishSuggested -Laws
ermen go into isolated lakes
that cannot be reached in one The Minnesota Game Proday even by dog teams — and tection League held its 50th ancatches of walleye hava bees nual convention in St. Paul last
large, reports from Ely state. weekend, and as in the past in
legislative years, adopted a
Albert, a Chippewa guide series of resolutions that its
we had a year ago for membership would like to see
fishing, used a snowmobile enacted into laws. Here are
to run a long trapline deep a few of the resolutions that
in tbe wilderness area of should be of local interest.
Ontario. He is new able to
visit all his traps twice a
Requested legislative authority for the Conservation
week where as with a dog
team it was only once. He
Commissioner to set a split
deer season of 16 days, the
has a series of cabins —
first eight days to end not
temporary shelters he uses
when the weather is bad.
later than Dec. 15 "when
By trapping and guiding he
the best tracking snow con-

An earlier bin would remove all legislative control
and let the commissioner
set the deer season when he
saw fit.

Game and Fish Division.

ditions may be anticipated."
Urged an early duck season
split in two parts so the first
portion may commence Sept.
15 and the second portion may
end not earlier than Nov. 20
Urged legislation removing the restriction on hunting mourning doves.
Recommended that ail other
seasons and limits remain as
presently established by legislative action.
Urged removal of all restrictions on the hours for
taking trout. Opposed any
increase of resident hunting
or fishing license fees as
currently sought by the '

Supported the S h e r b u r n e
County Fish and Wildlife Refuge and public hunting grounds
project and asked the Land ExMeeting Tonight
change Commission to approve The Minnesota City Boat Club
it.
will hold an important meeting
at the L-Cove at 8 p.m. today.
Urged legislation provid- All members are urged to be in
ing for back tag numbers attendance.
¦
for all deer hunters.
In December 1964, a United
Opposed construction ot a Air Lines Caravelle jet, loaded
Northern States Power Co. plant with newsmen and guests, loadon the St. Croix River.
ed at Dulles Airport near WashReaffirmed its deposition ington, guided by tiny computhat the Conservation De- ters in the jet. The computers
partment "needs drastic re- guided the plane to the airport's
localizer beam, controlled speed
organization."
and altitude during the approach
and descent, then eased the
Bills Introduced
Monday was bill introduction plane onto the runway.
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Wisconsin Records
51st Traffic Death

I NASON ON EDUCATION

Help Teen-ager
Avoid Tensions

By LESLIE J. NASON Ed. D.
University of Southern CalifSchool days are no longer
carefree days. Perhaps they
never were, except for a fortunate tew.
With job requirements constantly changing and colleges
filled to overflowing, apprehension about the future is natural. Never has the pressure on
students to produce good grades
been so great.
A student's problems are
many. What vocation to follow? College er no college?
How to meet the expectations
of both parents and teachers?
Whether to smoke or to take
a drink?
With modern transportation
and city living, the teen-ager
has less parental supervision
and is faced with more personal decisions than ever before.

lege." The teacher probably
did not realize the harm such
a statement could do to a sensitive lad. Actually, this boy
had a high B average and was
fine colleg material. Mis father
discovered the false feelings
soon enough to rectify the situation .

EXCESSIVE FEELINGS Of
failure and inability to measure
up to demands bring severe
tensions to seme teen-agers.
Unless a boy has developed a
capacity to accept some failure , the pressure becomes intolerable and he seeks relief.
Such a boy is tempted to try
anything — even narcotics !
Narcotics give only temporary relief from such feelings.
Some try it, are disillusioned,
and get away wily singed. But
there are less fortunate ones
whose bodies develop such a
strong craving and appetite for
the narcotics that they are
"hooked" to the habit.
We try to protect our youths
with laws. And schools admonish them regarding the effects
of smoking and the dangers of
alcohol and narcotics. But more
important, we should be taking
positive steps to help teenagers avoid excessive feelings
of failure and the tensions
which make them easy prey
te outside influence.
FORTUNATELY, the Mine
developments which build a
guard against falling into wrong
habits are the ones which help
the youngster succeed better
in school and live more happily as a teen-ager.
Here are some positive steps:
PARENTS MUST NOT BE
OVER-PROTECTIVE. A child
must be allowed to fail and
still not consider himself a failure. He must be allowed to
run, jump, and climb; even
to fall and pick himself up.
ENCOURAGEMENT A N D
APPROVAL must be given for
successes. If a child knows
what to do and how to do it,
he should be expected to do a
good job. However, encouraging a boy to work harder for
A grades, when he lacks skill
in studying and feels incapable
of making A grades, can become an extreme pressure.
ACCENTUATE THE POSITIVE. A boy must have a feeling that he measures up to expectations, at least a fair share
ef the time.
I know ont boy who felt
himself a failure because when
he brought home one A and
three B's, the discussion seemed to hinge around the question why the three B's were not
A's.
Another boy abandoned plans
of going to college because a
science teacher continually referred to the whole class as
"too stupid to succeed in col-

Further Potato
j
Price Hike Seen I
WASHINGTON (AP) - The '
next several months should j
bring further increases in potato '
prices.
An Agriculture Department
survey shows that storage i
stocks of the crop held by growers and dealers on Jan. 1 were
16 per cent smaller than a year
earlier, and the smallest since
Jan. 1, 1958.
Grower prices in mid-December averaged $3.40 a hundredweight compared with $1.42 a
year earlier. The 1964 fall crop
was down about 11 per cent
from a year earlier. Fall crop
potatoes will make up most of
the consumer supply through
March.
¦
The nationwide motor vehicle
registration for 1964 is estimated at 86,193,000 by tlie Bureau
of Public Roads.

Howdoyou fiBl
Uirauyh?
meinrth
The Iron Curtain i«n 't
•oundpwof. And to the truth
is broadcast , through the air,
where it can't be (topped by
walls and guards, up to 18
hour . a day to millions of
pnplr in 11 if cUibt'A anmtrici
Behind the limn Curtain.
Will you help the truth get
through?
Send your contribution to:

Rt0o HnsEirspt,
In1988, ML VM1MR,I.f.

K.Wu-__ - »«• public *frvi» In coop*r<HoA
KilK Th* A«v*nltlrt|Council

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Wisconsin highway toll for
1965 has reached 51, or five fewer than on this date a year ago,
with the deaths of two men from
injuries received in earlier
crashes.
Bernard A. Loften, 53, of Milwaukee died Tuesday at a Waukesha hospital of injuries received Jan. 10 in a two - car
crash near Hartland. Mrs. Susan
E. Healey, 18, of Hartland was
killed in the crash.
Eugene Rhyner, 28, of rural
Wausau died in a hospital at
Wausau Tuesday of injuries sustained Jan. 13 in a car-train collision near the Marathon County
community of Weston.

In places frequented by persons
under 18 was introduced by Rep.
Lyle Parmer, St. Paul.
¦

Plan to Combat
Glue-Sniffing
Offered in Bill
ST. PAUL (AP) - Machinery
to combat the fad of gluesniffing is contained in a bill
introduced by Rep. Stanley
Enebo, Minneapolis. His bill
would make it illegal to sell
certain types of glue and
lacquer to persons under 18
without parental consent. Use of
such glue has been common
among teen-agers who sniff
fumes for their intoxicating effect. Extended use can cause
brain damage.

Pepin Crossing
Hea ring Set for
Durand Feb. 10

Climber Falls
On Store Job

SEATTLE, Wash. (AP> — In
1963, Jim Whittaker became the
first American to climb Mt. Everest. He scaled the ¦world's
highest peak without injury.
Tuesday Whittaker was released from a hospital after
treatment for a severed tendon
in his left hand. He fell on a
piece of glass in the sporting
goods store he operates.
¦
The Arizona Indians smoked
ST. PAUL (AP )-A bill ban- hollow reeds full of tobacco as
ning cigarette vending machines early as 1200 A.D.

municipal boat harbor will bet FILMS AT PETERSON
built by the village with U.S, j PETERSON, Mi_». (Special)
Government aid «_»_ ia teujunc- 1 —tbe first of 12 fflms on tho
tion with the U.S. Army Corps "Life of St. Paul," wiU be
of Engineers.
shown at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at
The village says the crossing Grace Lutheran Church here.
now is dangerous to human life
PEPIN, Wis. — A hearing and will be more so after the The public is invited.
will be conducted by the Pub- boat harbor is completed.
lic Service Commission at the
courthouse in Durand Feb. IC EWING PLANS CONVENTION
at 9 a.m. on the petition by the WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
village of Pepin for additional —Maurice Ewing, member of
protection at the grade crossing the state board of curriculum
of Lake Street and tracks of thc development, met with fhe
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy board Friday at WisconsinDells
Railroad Co.
to set up the program for fhe
The petition states the cross- annual spring convention in Aping now is used by vehicles and ril. Ewing is elementary superpedestrians to go to the railroad visor in the Whitehall school
passenger and freight depots, a district.
public beach and parking lot, a
¦
boat harbor area, and other Montreal is the world's fore¦
public premises. This spring a most French television center. •
*
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital

BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — Mr.
and Mrs. Harlan Hjerleid, Galesville, a daughter Monday at the
La Crosse hospital. Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Hjerleid , Blair , are
the paternal grandparents.
OSSEO, Wis. (Special) - At
Osseo Area Hospital:
Mr. and Mrs. David Hageness, Strum, a daughter last
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Hammerstad, Osseo Rt. 2, a son last
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Claflin,
Osseo, a daughter Saturday.
TODAY S BIRTHDAY
Susan Kay Bork , Fountain
City, Wis., 6.
¦

Two-Sta te Funerals
William H. Melby
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — Funeral services for William HM e l b y will be Thursday
at 2 p.m. at Zion Lutheran
Church, the Revs. L. H. Jacobson and K. M. Urberg officiating
Burial will be in Lincoln Cemetery, Whitehall, where the
Blair American Legion post will
conduct military services.
Pallbearers will be Edward
Gunderson, Helmer Stra.™d , Hillerd Elland , Amos Kolve, Francis Herreid, Jerome Matuson,
Donald Johnson and Ray Solberg.
Friends may call at Frederixon Funeral Home today from
3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p.m. and
Thursday morning, and at the
church after 1 p.m.
¦

JANUARY 30 ,1965

Two-State Deaths

Winona Deaths

Arthur P. Ptrman
Funeral services for Arthur
VlstUng hour*: Madlcat and surgical
patients: J lo 4 «nd T to 8:30 p.m. (No P. Perman, 840 41st Ave.,
children und»r 12.)
Maternity patlinti: 3 lo 1:30 and 7 to Goodview, were conducted to1:30 p.m. (Adult, only.)
day at Fawcett Funeral Home,
Dr. E. Clayton Burgess of CenTUESDAY
tral Methodist Church officiatADMISSIONS
ing.
Randy R. Weikel, 227 E. King Burial was in Woodlawn Cemetery. There were no pallbearSt.
Randy W. Gluesing, Alma, ers.
Wis.
Mrs. Grace Barnes, 226 E. Katharine A. McElmury
A burial service for Katherine
Howard St.
Mrs. Elva Jackman, 819 .£ W. Ann McElmury, two-month-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. KenBroadway.
neth McElmury, Skokie, HI., forW.
Sparrow,
317
W.
Ridden
mer Winonans, was held TuesSanborn St
Mrs. Thomas Blaisdell, 361 day in St. Mary's Cemetery,
Winona, the Rev. Donald ConDrtiey Cl.
Mrs. Orvis Johnson, Dover, nelly, Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart, officiating.
Minn.
Mrs. Harry Hanson, 624 Terry
Lawranca Dobberphul
line.
Funeral
services for Lawrence
Cierzan,
703%
Mrs. William
Dobberpuhl, 453 Grand St., were
E. Broadway.
Henry M. Vitse, Mabel, Minn. held .today at Watkowski FunerMarvin T. Mueller, Fountain al Home and Cathedral of the
Sacred Heart, the Bt. Rev.
City, Wis.
Msgr. H. J. Dittman officiating.
DISCHARGES '
Mark J. Webber, 76 W. 2nd St. Present in the sanctuary were
Delbert C. Sines, 744 W. Sth the Most Rev. Edward Fitzgerald, the Rt. Rev. Joseph R.
St.
Mrs. George Palubicki, 825 McGinnis and the Revs. Roy
Literski, George Moudry, J. P.
38th Ave., Goodview.
Allison J. Heisler, Minnesota Fasnacht, Kieran Rush, Richard
Lynch, Williani McClenahan,
City.
Baby boy Nelson, 468 Hia- and Martin Hopkins. The Mass
was sung by the scholasticate
watha Blvd.
John L. Vail, Lewiston, Minn. choir, St Mary's College. BurJames J. Pehler, 707V. W. ial was in St. Mary 's Cemetery.
Pallbearers were: Brothers
King St.
Raymond,
Hermes, Paul, FranMrs. John Omdahl and baby,
cis, Frederick and Fred.
361 Druey Ct.
Glen E. LaBarre, 3777 6th St ., Graveside military rites were
conducted by American Legion
G^odvi&w.
Mrs. Adolph Hicks, 464 W. members. Firing squad members: A. L. Hodson, H. M.
Howard St.
Mrs. Milton J. Ronnenberg and Lueck, H. J. Honer, Frank
Tushner, O. P. Runkel, Elmer
baby, 771 W. King St.
Hammann,
Donald Gray, ArBIRTH
Mr. and Mis. Charles Flana- thur Bard, Edwin Prosser, Alvin Beeman and Edward Lynch.
gan , 678 Main St., a son.
Bugler was Sylvester Verkins.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE

WEDNESDAY

Marvel O. Larson
Funeral services for Marvel
O. Larson, 215 W. Mark St.,
will be Friday at 1:30 p.m. at
Fawcett Funeral Home, Dr. L.
E. Brynestad, Central Lutheran
Church, officiating. Burial will
be at Highland Prairie, Minn.
Friends may call Thursday
from 7 to 9 p.m.
Mra. Louis J. Stritzel
Requiem Mass was said Tuesday at St. Agnes Catholic
Church for Mrs . Louis J. Stritzel, St. Paul, who died suddenly
Saturday morning.
The former Myrtle Fort , Mrs.
Stritzel was born April 10, 1904,
to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fort,
Fillmore County. The family
moved to Winona the same
year, and Mrs. Stritzel attended
Winona grade and high schools
before being married to Louis
J. Stritzel in 1923.
The couple lived in Winona
two years before moving to St.
Paul where Mr. Stritzel worked
for the state.
Survivors: Her husband ; one
brother, George L. Fort, Winona" two sisters, her twin, Mrs.
John (Meda) McNamara, and
Mrs. Rudolph (Ethel) Scherer,
both of Minneapolis. Her father , mother and a brother,
Clarence, have died.
Pallbearers included two nephews : Lamar Fort, Minnesota
City, and Robert Scherer, Minneapolis.

Mrs. Sophia Haag .
FOUNTAIN CITY , Wis. (Special) — Mrs. Sophia Haag, 91,
died at 10:30 p.m. Tuesday at
Community Memorial Hospital,
Winona, where she had been
a patient three weeks.
She was born in Cross Township, Buffalo County, May 10,
1873, to Christ and Barbara
(Colander) Ratz, She lived in
this area all her life .
She was a member of St. Michael's Evangelical Lutheran
Church here and of its ladies
aid.
She was married to Fred
Haag here Nov. 5, 1898. The
couple farmed in Cross Township until 1923, when they retired and moved here. Mr . Haag
died in 1937.
Survivors are : One son,
George, Fountain City ; two
grandchildren; five great-grandchildren ; two brothers, Nicholas, Plainview , and Conrad,
Fountain City, and one sister,
Mrs . Margaret Langhans, Plainview.

Joseph Shafer
EAU GALLE , Wis. (Special)
-Joseph Shafer , 85, died at
1:40 p.m. Tuesday at St. Benedict's Hospital. He had been a
resident of the St. Benedict's
Nursing Home six years.
He was born in Eau Galle
Jan. 30, 1879, to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Shafer. He married Ida
Eder April 20, 1909. They farmed in the area and she died 13
years ago.
Survivors include two sons,
Francis, Eau Galle, and Lloyd,
Red Wing, Minn.; three daughters, Mrs. Shirley ( E v e l y n )
Hutchins, Eau Galle; M i s s
Elizabeth, St. Paul, and Mrs.
Charles (Edith) Zeilinger, Flint,
Mich.; 13 grandchildren; eight
great-grandchildren ; two brothers, Fred and Edward, Eau
Galle, and one sister, Sister Zosima, Springfield , III.
Funeral services will be at 10
a.m. Friday at St. Henry's Catholic Church, Eau Galle, the
Rev. Walter Brey officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery.
Friends may call at Rhiel Funeral Home after 2 p.m. Thursday. Rosary will be recited at
8 by Father Brey.
Mrs. Lydia Pasche
ST. CHARLES, Minn. Mrs. Lydia Pasche, 80, Norton
Township, died at 10:45 a.m.
Tuesday at Preston Nursing
Home. She had been ill several
years.
She was born April 29. 1884,
in Norton Township to Mr. and
Mrs. Ferdinand Gensmer. She
lived in this area her entire
lifetime, except for living in

Now Weatherma n
Sees Mild Weather

OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATEDPRESS
High Low Pr.
Albany, snow
23 19 .03
Albuquerque, cloudy 57 42
Atlanta, clear
46" 29
Bismarck , clear ... 30 -11 ..
Boise, cloudy
32 30
Boston, cloudy
26 20
Chicago, clear
33 25 T
Cincinnati, cloudy .. 33 28
Cleveland, snow ... 28 24 .07
Denver, clear
53 24
Des Moines, clear .. 32 14
Detroit, snow
29 24 T
Fort Worth , cloudy 63 48 ..
Helena, fog
27 20
Honolulu, clear ... 79 64 ..
Indianapolis, clear 34 24 ..
Jacksonville, clear . 56 28 ..
Kansas City, cloudy 48 27 ..
LOG Angeles, cloudy 76 54 ..
Louisville, cloudy .. 39 28 ..
Memphis, cloudy .. 50 32 ..
Miami, cloudy
69 55 ..
Milwaukee, snow .. 30 25 T
Mpls.-St. P., clear .31 9 ..
New Orleans, cloudy 62 40
New York , cloudy . 25 22 ..
Okla. City, cloudy . 59 34 ..
Omaha, cloudy .... 39 22 ..
Philadelphia, cloudy 23 19
Phoenix, rain ...... 70 53 .08
Pittsburgh, snow . 31 21 .01
Ptlnd, Me., snow .. 24 13 M
Ptlnd, Ore., cloudy 43 -39 .01
Rapid City, clear .. 44 20
St. Louis, clear .... 47 26
Salt Lk. City, fog . 31 26 ..
San Fran., cloudy . 54 53 T
Seattle, rain
50 43 .01
Washington, cloudy 29 24
Winnipeg, cloudy . 2 9 -6 .,
(Trace )
AIRPORT WEATHER
(North Central Observations)
Max. temp. 28 at 4 p.m. Tuesday, min. temp. 12 at 8 a.m.
today , 18 at noon today, clear
sky, visibility 15 miles, west
wind at 7 m.p.h., barometer
30.17 and steady, humidity 49
percent.

..

Whalan Bridge
Limit Reduced;
Pupils Must Walk
LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)—Building a new baseball diamond,-teachers proposals, and the new seventon limit on the Whalan
bridge were problems discussed by the Lanesboro
school board r e c e n t l y .
Lanesboro school buses exceed the weight by approximately 300 pounds, requiring several of the children
to leave the bus and walk
across the bridge.

Charge Against
Driver Dropped

A charge of failure to yield
the right of way to a pedestrian
(causing an accident ) against
James S. Theis, 715 W. Broadway, was dismissed today in
municipal court.
City "Attorney George Robertson Jr. moved for the dismissal,
telling Judge John D. McGill
that the evidence was insufficient to warrant prosecution.
Robertson said that the statements of the pedestrian struck
by Theis' car Sept. 11 showed
some inconsistencies. As a result, it was decided to drop
the charge.
Theis had asked for a jury
when the charge was originally
scheduled for trial Oct. 20. However, a series of continuances
into January delayed trial until
today's motion to dismiss. Attorney Dennis A. Challeen represents Theis.
The woman struck by Theis'
car is Mrs . Etta J . Munson, 60,
Columbus. N. D., from 1903 un- 226 W. Sth St. Mrs. Munson
suffered a broken left ankle in
til 1914.
She was married to Paul the mishap.
Pasche Dec. 18, 1902. He died
in 1961, and, since then, she
had lived with her daughter,
Mrs. Francis Hansen, Rollingstone.
She was a member of Norton
Trinity Lutheran Church and its
ladies aid.
Survivors are: Two sons, Wal- If the Legislature authorizes
ter and Armin, both of Rolling- issuance of two additional onstone; two daughters, Mrs. sale liquor licenses in Winona,
Earl CEHa) White, Rochester, it would do so under an amendand MLrs. Francis (Irene ) Han- ment to state law instead of the
sen, Rollingstone; 12 grand- city charter.
that
children; 33 great-grandchild- City officials said today
licenses
is
the
legal
limit
of
15
ren, and one brother, John , Alimposed by a state law aptura.
the secBesides her husband, eight plying to all cities of Tuesday
brothers and six sisters have ond class. A news storythe
counerroneously reported
died.
a
for
resolution
as
asking
cil's
Funeral services will be at
2 p.m. Thursday at Norton charter amendment to allow the
Trinity Lutheran Church, Dr. issuance of new licenses.
law limits the
Paul Spaude officiating. Burial Although thenumerous
excepwill be in the church ceme- licenses to 15,
during the
tions
have
been
voted
tery.
local attorneys
Friends may call at Jacobs past 25 years,
These
have been
today.
said
Funeral Home here from 3
' upon special requests
adopted
p.m. today until noon Thursby various municipalities which
day, and at the church after 1 were similar to the Winona rep.m.
quest. There is probably no con¦
Some Viennese are still finicky stitutional obstacle to such pasabout how their coffee is pre- sage in view of the abundance
pared . They specify 15 precise of precedents, attorneys said.
proportions in which coffee and In a somewhat similar case,
milk may be properly mixed, the city of Rochester obtained
r a n g i n g from einspaenner authority to issue an en-sale li(black) to schale licht (very cense for its municipal airport
in the 1963 legislative session.
light).

Liquor Proposal
Involves Change
In State Law
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Mostly fair nnd continued
mild (at least for January ) weather is predicted for Winona
and vicinity for tonigh t and
Thursday and probably extending over the weekend.
A low tonight of S to 10 Is
predicted and a Thursday high
of 20-25. Mild with precipitation
unlikely is the outlook for Friday.

was 20, contrasting with a normal for this time of the year
of 15.
The thermometer dropped to
-7 at Bemidji today and was -8
at International Falls for the (/ FIRM, RED, RIPE
state's lows. St. Cloud had a low
of 3 and Duluth 7.
At Rochester the morning low
was 9 after a Tuesday high of
30. At La Crosse figures for the [(
FRESH, SWEET
same times were 15 and 27.

THE EXTENDED forecast for
the next five days Indicates average temperatures will be 8
to 14 degrees above normal daytime highs of 20-25 and nighttime lows of 2 below to 6 above.
Generally only minor changes
are indicated although briefly
colder weather may appear
about Sunday. Precipitation is
not expected to total more than
.10 of an inch , in light rain or
snow showers most likely about
weekend.
The temperature rone to 30
Tuesday afternoon , dropped to
» overnight and was 14 at noon
today.

WISCONSIN'S mild January
weather continued today, with
indications that temperatures
would remain above normal at
least until the weekend.
)\ GREEN, SOLID
The mercury slipped down to
4 above zero in the Superior
region during the night, but
other minlmuma in Wisconsin
ranged from 11 at Park Falls
to 22 at Milwaukee. Eau Claire
reported 12, Wausau 13, Madi- V ALL-PURPOSE
son and Beloit 17, Lone Rock 18
and Green Bay 20.
Beloit and Lone Rock topped
thc state Tuesday with 31.
Snow flurries spread over the
( NO. 1 SEBAGO
entire state during the night.

A YEAR AGO today Ihe Winona high was 36 and the low 20.
All time high for Jan. 20 was
50 in 1021 and the low -28 in
1943. Mean for the past 24 hours

IMPERIAL, C»ll_.. act the national high of 82 Tuesday, compared with thc low of 11 below
zero early today at Bismarck ,
N.D.
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MONEY CREEK ACCIDENT
MONEY CREEK, Minn. ( Special) — Loren Peterson, 7-yearold son of Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood Peterson, fractured two
bones in the lower leg in a sliding accident Sunday on the Aired Carlson farm . Mr. Peterson and family, still living in
Hokah , have purchased the
home on the Carlson place and
are remodeling it extensively.
Mrs. Ida Johnson is a surgical
patient at St. Francis Hospital, I)
La Crosse.

ACCIDENT AT WEAVER
WEAVER , Minn. (Special) A southbound car, traveling
around the bend on Highway 61
at the Winters home here, veered left out of control and jumped the ditch at the Miss Bertha
Johnson residence. The vehicle
shattered a 10-foot blue spruce. the highway, and it continued on
A wrecker was called from Kel- to La Crosse. The driver, unlogg, pulled the car back onto identified, wasn't injured.

N.

Besides her husband, one son,
two brothers and two sisters
have died.
Funeral services will be at
2 p.m. Friday at St. Michael's
Church, the Rev. Harold A. Essmann officiating. Burial will be
in Fountain City Public Cemetery.
Friends may call at Stohr
Funeral Home, Alma, Thursday
afternoon and evening and until
11 a.m. Friday, and at the
church after ll a .m.

WEATH ER
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Meisner. Warriors Dispose of Bethel
State's press produced 21
mechanical errors from the
visitors, but this was offset
by Winona's 23.
Coach Robert Campbell, for
the second consecutive game,
chose his substitutes carefully. In the first place, it wasn't
a hard job as he had only
four reserves accompanying
him on the bench. Three saw
action.
Meisner was the story. The
5-9 sophomore guard played
his best game of the season,
treating the home fans to a
sparkling array of his patented high archers. Occasionally

By ROLLIE WUSSOW
Dally News Sports Writer
An effective zone press,
selective substitution and a
24 • point performance by
flashy guard Dave Meisner
produced an 83-75 win for
W i n o n a State 's basketball
team Tuesday night at Memorial Hall. The victim was
Bethel College of St. Paul.
All three factors were instrumental in the Warriorsfourth win of the year. However Meisner's hustling and
"oh-my-gosh" shot* probably
proved most lethal for the
Royals.

he would pull from his blue
book of shots — a "wowsie"
— something in the form of
a drive through the middle,
leaving the Bethel defense
breathless.
The Cloquet, Minn., lad
punched home 14 of his 24
markers in tho second half ,
when the Warriors needed
them most. All of his points
came from the field .
The Statesmen got great
efforts from 6-5 Dave Rosenau and Tim Anderson on
the boards The duo handcuffed the Royals' 6-10 center
Don Moore.
wmmsmmtmmmmiistemM

Bethel allowed the Statesmen
to catch up at 12-11, then
held one- and two-point margins before Winona took its
first lead with 12:30 showing
on the clock at 19-18 on a
Meisner jumper.
The lead changed hands
until six minutes were left,
when Winona spurted to a 3529 lead, its best of the half,
thanks to pair of buckets by
Meisner off a long jumper
and fast break and a short
shot by Rosenau.
Bethel caught up and overtook Winona at 39-37 before
Tim Anderson scored on a

Moore, a senior who never
played more than four minutes of high school ball at St.
Paul Ramsey and then blossomed as a collegiate star
under Royal Coach Jerry
Healy — himself W — had
averaged 23.2 points a game
going into Tuesday's battle.
Rosenau and Anderson held
him to 16, nine in the first
half.
Things didn't look too rosy
for the Warriors in the first
half of play, as Bethel spurted to a 5-0 lead before Winona could muster its first
points three minutes later.

—

Alma and Durand, two Wisconsin area basketball powers,
hooked up at Durand Tuesday
night for one of the most devastating shooting displays seen
in sometime.
The result was a 93-82 victory

for Greg Green's Rivermen,
who stretched their season record to 104) and made it 21 victories in the last 22 games.
Alma used a double scoring
threat in Larry Kreibich with
35 points and Dave Antrim with
28. Durand got 26 from Dale
Harschlip.
In other games, Gale-Ettrick
finally got away from the onepoint victories, coming from
behind in the fourth quarter to
defeat Mondovi 61>54 and Plum
City ran roughshod over Pepin
by the score of 91-50.

ALMA 93
DURAND 82
Kreibich
Antrim
They shot the eyes out of
the basket at Durand Tuesday,
Alma getting the best of it for
a 93-82 victory. The win left the
Rivermen with a perfect 10-0
record. Durand is 6-4.
With both clubs parlaying
hot-shoting nights into a wild
scoring exhibition, the Rivermen pushed to a 24-20 halftime
lead, upped it to 47-37 at halftime and were on top 67-55 with
eight minutes to play.
,
Lima Sacred Heart the lead- Both teams were uncanny
er of the Bi-State Conference, from long range. Larry Kreisuffered a 65-63 non-conference bich scored 35 for Alma, most
defeat at the hands of West of his 15 field goals coming
Central Conference member from deep in the right corner.
Gilmanton Tuesday night.
Dave Antrim, rugged Rivermen
In a pair of other games center, pitched in 28 and Mike
Involving Bi-State teams, Cale- Moham 11.
donia Loretto suffered a 71-57 Durand got 26 from Dale
shellacking by Lewiston, an Harschlip, again most coming
independent, and Wabasha St. from long range, 17 from
Felix fell to Rochester Lourdes
Wayne Kralewski, 11 from Joe
76-67.
Langlois and 10 each from Dale
Walker and Jerry Buchholtz.
GILMANTON 65
LIMA
Alma shot better than 49
percent and we shot around 42
SACRED HEART 63
Lima Sacred Heart was in the percent," said Panther Coach
driver's seat for three quarters Jim Miner. "They are a terof its game with Gilmanton rific team and we are proud
Tuesday night, but the Panthers of our boys for the fight they
overcame the narrow deGcit to put up."
take a 65-63 win over the un- Alma's "B' squad stretched
beaten Bi-State leaders.
Lima led 19-17, 39-33 and 52-49 its unbeaten record to 20
straight with a 38-34 victory in
at the quarter marks.
Doug Loomis paced the Pan- the preliminary.
thers with 25 markers, while
GALE-ETTRICK 61
Jim Dieckman had 13 and Dave
MONDOVI
54
Denzer 14.
For Lima, Al Weiss had 22 A seven-point spread for Galeand Dave Bauer 21.
Ettrick should have been a
In the "B" contest, Lima took "laugher" for Coach Bob Wita 47-44 victory.
tig after five one-point decisions in nine games.
LOURDES 76
But true to form, when WitST. FELIX 67
'
Rochester Lourdes and Wa- tig s Redmen finally won one
by
more than one, they had to
basha St. Felix changed leads
at two and four points most of come from behind to do it.
the way until the fourth quar- Behind all the way, Gale-Etter , when Lourdes took com- trick outscored Mondovi 19-8 in
the final period to cop a 61-54
mand and copped a 76-67 win.
.lim Reardon's 25 points led non-conference victory.
the way for Lourdes. Larry Co- The quarter scores favored
shire and Tom Krebsbach add- Mondovi by 15-13 , 28-2R and 46ed 17 each and Jim Galuska 13. 42.
For the Yellowjackets , Bill
Glomski flipped in 24 , Doug Steve Johnson was the bip;
Kennebeck 14 and Gene Wodele gun for Gale-Ettrick , scoring
27 points. Backstopping him
13.
Lourdes also won the "B" were John Nichols with 14 and
Bill Sacia with 11.
game 31-19.
Dennis Parr netted 16 for
LEWISTON 71
Mondovi , Chuck Scharf 15 and
LORETTO 57
John Hesselman 10.
Lewiston upped its season Mondovi won the "B" came.
record to 3-7 on the year wilh
a 71-57 win over Caledonia LoPLUM CITY 91
retto .
PEPIN 50
Dean Wilde had 17, Jerry Pepin played
tho perfect host
Mueller 14, Roger Kulack 11 and
Ron Kessler ten for Lewiston.
Mike Mullvenna had 14, Gary
Sports Scores
Conway 13 and John Ernster
12 for Loretto.
NBA
TUBSDAY 'S RESULTS
Loretto won the "B" contest
Clnclnnili 101. SI. Louli tt

Gilmanton in
Win Over Lima,
Sf. Felix Bows

A BIG DEAL
KANSAS CITV f/F. - The Kansas City Athletics announced today they have obtained outfielders Jim Landis and Mike
Hershberger and a atarting
pitcher to be named later in
a three-way deal with the Cleveland Indians and the Chicago
White Sox.
THI IDOL OF
EVERY WOMAN

Detroit

101, Philadelphia 91.
TODAY'S OAMES
Clnclnnili al Dttrolt.
Boiton at Baltimore.
New York at Loi Angeln
THURSDAY'S GAME
tan Francltco at Philadelphia .

NHL

TUESDAY'S RKSULTS
No limit tchtduled.
TODAY'S OAMBl
Montreal at Toronto.
¦
oilan al Chicago.
THURSDAY 'S OAME
¦otton al Ditroll.

IHE ENVY OF
EVERY MAN

WkWKmOtj nr\wwm\
WM «HHPH
"GOLDJHNQER" mJ^W
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SEE IT NOW

FLjTfcVi'g.l

Tuesday night, but not because
it wanted to.
" The Lakers fell to Plum City
91-50.
The visitors spurted to a 148 quarter lead, were on top 3819 at halftime and 67-37 with
eight minutes to play.
Dick Fedie led the winners
with 24 points, Bob Walker got
22 and Rich Auth 20.
For Pepin, John Lawson
counted 20 and Steve Moline
11.
Pepin won the "B" game 4330

Basketball
Scores
LOCAL SCHOOLSWinoni stile M, Bethel 74.
Btlhil Froth 71, Wironi stall Froth
il.
HIAWATHA VALLEYLake City 57, Zumbrota 55.
DAIRYLAND—
Whitehall 70. Augusfa 50.
Independent* 71, Cochrane-Fountain

CIV il.
Blilr Tt, Onto 55.

Eltva-Stnim 85, Alma Ctnter 77 (OT).
NON-CONFERENCeWett Concord 74. Kenyon tt.
Eljfn 45, Dover-Eyota 52.
Preston 41, Spring Grove 5f.
Chatfield 74, Caledonia 5».
Rindelph it, Simla . 42.
Mizeppa M, Wykoff 41.
Plum City fl, Pepin 30.
.
Alma n, Durand (2.
Filrchild ff, Gnnten 4».
Gilmanton 45, Lima Sacred Heart 41.
GlIe-EtfrlcJ. 41, Mondovi 54.
Lewiston 71, Caledonia Loretto 17.
Rochester Lourdet 74, Wabasha St.
Fell) . 47.
COLLEGES
EAST
Duquetne 7J, DePaul 4».
Cornell n, Colgate »).
Harvard »1, Dartmouth TT.
SOUTH
Lo-ltvllle 12, Cincinnati lo (3 OT).
MIDWEST
Purdue 71, Not re Dame 74.
SOUTHWEST
HirdlnSlmmont (7, 51. Mary 's 41.
Henderson 75. Arkamai AIM 54.
FAR WEST
Southern Colo. V, Regis 7?
Whimer f2, Cal'Tech Sf.

Versalles Signs
$20,000 Contract

ST. PAUL MP) — A happy Zoilo
Versalles has set no specific
goal for himself in 1965, but
makes no secret of the fact
that he wants to be accepted
as the best shortstop in baseball.
He admits he didn't quite achieve that place in 1964, but "1965
is another year. "
Versalles signed his 1965 Minnesota Twins contract Tuesday,
reportedly for a raise in the
neighborhood of $5,000 to the
$20,000 level . Neither he nor
President Cal Griffith would divulge the exact figures, however.

""— • — -™—"ewwWMIW^H*»»MIM.MW_X_m««f _^Y_?lffi ^

OPENS TWO-GAME LEAD

GALE-ETTRICK WNS, PEPIN fALLS

Alma Triumphs,
Stands at 10-0
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ONE MORE SQUAWK
OUTTA YOU ANO...
HANOVER , N.H. UPl — A
chicken drew a foul Tuesday
night at the Dartmouth-Harvard hockey game.
A fan tossed a live chicken — dyed crimson, Harvard's school color — onto
the ice in the third period
and the referee assessed the
Big Green a team penalty.
Dartmouth won anyway,
5-3.

HIS 2 GOALS WIN

In the showdown battle be- dependence e s c a p e d from
tween the Dairyland Confer- Cochrane - Fountain City 73-62
ence's top two schools, Eleva- and Blair romped over Osseo
Strum copped
78-55.
an 85-77 over1
t i m e victory
a .ail
ELEVA-STRUM 85
from Alma CenALMA CENTER 77 (OT)
fr
J 0 ^f _
ter L i n c o l n ,
M ^nN *% In the top game in the area
opening a two- / f^wJPIfj Tuesday
captured
game gap be- /K lliVWW an 85-77 Eleva-Strum
overtime win over
tween first and \\\nfc||**
^ Alma Center. Should Lincoln
*ll\r \/
second place.
have won, they would have tied
In o t h e r ¥
the Cards for first place.
games, Whitehall blasted Augusta 70-50, In- The game was tied 73-73 at
the end of regulation play .
The Cardinals outscored Alma
Center 12-4 in the extra three
BIG BOUT
minutes to win. Bob Berg had
a bucket and two free throws
in the overtime for ElevaStrum, which had eight of nine
free tosses in the perio d. For
the game, the Cards hit 33 of
45 free throws for a 74 percent
clip.
Roger Tollefson and Jerry
Vetterkind led the Cards with
18, Greg Finsted had 17 and
Tim Bue and Jeff Havener had
12 each.
Dale Cummings was the whole
with 12, while Jim Abraham show for Alma Center , getting
L had ten
24 points in a little over half
.
<
Zumbrota won the "B" game. a ball game. Cummings fouled
a
5
out with three minutes left in
_

Soph Haase Is
Lake City Hero
HIAWATHA VALLEY

W U
7 1 Kasson-Manf.
t 2 SI. Charles
5 2 Stewartvllla
1 3 Cannon Falls
TUESDAY'S RESULT
Laka City 57. Zumbrota SS.

Laka City
Zumbrota
Ktnyon
Plainview

W
2
}
1
1

WEST CONCORD 74
KENYON 66

Dave Tengwall's 34 points led
Lake City jumped out in front
of the Hiawatha Valley race by West Concord past Kenyon in
a non-conference game. The
itself Tuesday
VU
score was 74-66.
night, winning
/QN^
Tengwall was trailed in the
a cliff - hanging
JHtL » scoring column by Pat Smith
57-55 v e r d i c t
>4TF A with 11 and Braatz with ten.
over Zumbrota. \if|jv_1^
wH} For Kenyon, Steve Strandemo
Prior to the \cf if$RRji
bombed home 24 and Jim King a m e , b o t h f $ __
\ j J _ W seth 21.
clubs had been ^
j t y ^M r Kenyon is now 6-4 on the
tied with 6-1
» flNfi*
year, West Concord 6-3.
I n a nonleague game involving a Hiawatha Valley school, Kenyon
fell to West Concord 74-66.

Cotter Holds
LAKE CITY 57
ZUMBROTA 55
Fifth Place
Sophomore guard Steve Haas ,

who ordinarily doesn't see much
action for Bill Holmes' Lake
City Tigers, was in the right
place at the right time Tuesday
night and when the game was
history, he was the hero.
Young Haas wound up with
four points in the Tigers' 57-55
win over Zumbrota, but the four
tallies were the most important
of the night.
Haas sank a pair of fielders
from short range in the last 40
seconds of the contest to tie
and then win the game for Lake
City.
He scored on a layup with :40
seconds left, then with six seconds remaining he pushed in a
short jumper for the decisive
margin.
Curt Herman led the Tigers

game 51-50.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
St. Cloud State, its Northern
Intercollegiate Conference basketball crown Testing uneasily
since Mankato State upset the
Huskies last week, moved to restore the regal luster Tuesday
by defeating Moorhead State 8452.
DAVE MEISNER
Mankato still leads the NIC
Counts 24 Points
with a 3-0 record, but St. Cloud
scrambled back into a tie with
Moorhead for second, both with
2-1 records.
Moorhead laid a 24 NIC record and an 11-0 season record
on the line Tuesday night ia
Moorhead. The Dragons had visions of their first NIC cage till*
in years.
That was before they ran into
the tenacious St. Cloud defense.
The Huskies finally put it on ice
when Dave Linehan hit a basket with 20 seconds left for a
54-50 lead, Izzy Schmiesing led
St. Cloud with 15 points, but
scoring honors went to Moorhead's Pete Lysaker with 17.
the third quarter.
Dave Mayer had 16 and Lee In the only othgr game TuesArtz ten for the Hornets.
day night, Winona State defeated
Bethel of St. Paul 82-76. Dave
BLAIR 78
Meisner's 24 points topped WiOSSEO 55
nona , now 4-9 ior the season.
Balanced scoring by all five Only game on tap tonight finds
starters helped cushion Blair's Minnesota-Duluth playing at Su78-55 win over Osseo.
perior, Wis., State.
Dean Dale pumped in 20 to
pace the Cardinals while Ron
Tollefson had 16, Carl Aubart
15, John McAuliffe 12 and Roger
Misch ten ,
Lyle Sell was the only consistent point getter for Osseo,
netting 24.
Osseo's "B" squad won 39-33. CHATFIELD, Minn. - Preston and Chatfield high schools
INDEPENDENCE 73
played to a 20-20 wrestling tie
COCHRANE F-C 62
here Tuesday night.
Potent second and fourth
10, Preiton »
quarter scoring by Independ- .5 —CHATFIELB
Jerry Burreton (P) die. Steve
ence provided the edge for the Rafter* (C) 5- .J IM — Jim HelverIndees to take a 73-62 win over »«n (C> pinned Jim Meyer IP) 4:45/ lit
— John Arnold CP) dec. Din Ellis (C)
Cochrane - Fountain City.
HM; IM — Dell Richter (C) dtc Jim
Utile (P) 7-4; 117 — Don Arnold (P)
The Pirates led 17-15 at the dec
Jim Skill <C) t-1; IM — Sten
end of the first quarter before Scolt (C) dec Vince Arnold (P) 14; li
—
Dennis
Dorlnlk (P) dtc Jim Keith
the Indees stomped ahead at
l-»; 145 - Mike Wooner CC) dec.
the half 39-34. C-FC outscored (C)
Ptill Kluegal (P) 44; 154 — OavW
Independence in the third peri- KmrtJon IC1 dec. Rod Oroetart ( P )
1-1;
IO — Terry Lgbtend (C) dee. Oary
od 14-12 before Carl Richards' Christopherson
(P) J-l; 17J — Darrell
Surgess
(P) pinned Dick Biortemt (C>
(Continued on Page 21)
1:01; Mvt — Bill Mengen (P) dec Bruce
ELEVA
Johnson (C) M.

Eleva-Strum Cops
Overtime Triumph

In spite of a loss (o sixthplace St. Paul Hill Saturday
night, Winona Cotter remains
in fifth place in the statewide
rankings produced by the Minnesota Catholic Education Association.
Austin Pacelli, possibly headed for an unbeaten season, is
the No. 1 Catholic team for the
fourth straight week — this time
by unanimous vote. Rochester
Lourdes is ninth.
Ttit Top Ten (with billot p»lnh and
itaion rccordi):
1. Auttln Pacelli (IW)
. IM
2. SI. Louli PanH Benlldt (1st) M
a. Mlnneapolll Dt LaSalla (IM) S-I
4, St. Cloud Cathedral (1(7)
112
7.5
3. Winona Seller (11)
_
a. Saint Paul Hill (at)
*
1. Marthall Ctntral (5»)
*-!
¦. St. John'i Prapt l i t )
H
_ . Rocheiter Lourdtf (28)
S-7
10. St. Paul tl. Agnei (27)
11»

Homuth Tallies 38 , But
Preston Tip s Grovers
In District One non-conference
action Tuesday night , Mareppa
bounced Wykoff 66-61 , Preston
squeaked by Spring Grove 61-59
and Chatfield rolled over Caledonia 76-59.
In the Spring Grove loss, Mel
Homuth rammed home 38 points
for Ihe distinction of being the
area 's top individual scorer for
Tuesday night play.

fast break, tying the score at
the half.
Early in the second 20 minutes the Warriors padded their
lead to scores of 47-42, 51-45
and 53-48 before three straight
short jumpers from the corner by Dave Bjorklund shoved Bethel in front 54-53,
Winona got the lead back on
a pair of gift tosses by Tom
Stallings, Bethel went ahead
56-55 thanks to an under-thebasket shot by Jerry Moulton.
Stallings then put Winona in
(Continued on Page 21)
MEISNER

marks.
Don Scott hit for 32 for Chatfield. He was helped out by
Doug Rowland' s 14 and Ed Tuohy's 13.
Jon Ask and Jack Hauser had
15 each and Burl Haar 13 for
Caledonia- .
Chatfield also won the "B"
game 65-28.

MAZEPPA 66
WYKOFF 61
Wykoff held a 15-pnint lead
at the end of the first quarter ,
but had that taken away from
it in thte second and third periods, suffering a 66-61 loss to
Mazeppa.
The Wykats led 21-6 at the end
of the first quarter and 30-28
PRESTON 61
at the half , before Mazeppa
SPRING GROVE 59
surged to a 56-44 third quarter
Mike Knies hit n field goal advantage.
with nine .seconds left to give
For Mazeppa , Dave Grossbaeh
n e.Mon or me
hit
25 points and Lee Kerkofl
Maple I_enf cir15. For fhe Wykats, Steve Bickcuit a fil-59 win
nese had 18, Lowell Christopherover S p r i n g
DOVER , Minn.—Dover Eyota
son 13 and Gary Nordhorn 11.
Grove of the
held
a one-point lead going into
the
junior
salvaged
Wykoff
Hoot River.
the fourth quarter of Ma game
varsity game 28-22.
Knies finishwith Elgin here Tuesday night,
ed the contest
but (he Watchmen spurted in
CHATFIELD 76
with 18 point- ,
the fourth quarter to overcome
59
CALEDONIA
to his credit ,
Chatfield and Caledonia bat- the Eagle lead and win 65-52.
while Steve Teatled
each other on even terms The score at the end of the
sum accounted
for three quarters of play, but third quarter waa 42-41.
for 16 and Bob
the Gophers outacored the War- For the Watchmen, Tom TuckHanson ten.
Homuth
Spring Grove 's Mel Homuth , riors 24-10 in the final period to er had 17, Lon Richardson 15
and Dick Sohuencman 12.
one of the men 's most consis- run away with the game.
Dale Allan paced the Eagles
tent scorers, wound up with 38. The Gophers led 23-20, 37-34
Preston won an overtime "B" and 52-4S at the other quarter with 14. Ron Zilrow added 13.

Elgin Spurt
Tops Eagles

Jays, Gophers
Draw on Mats

OUR ANNUAL JANUARY

INVENTORY
REDUCTION
SALE

AS WE ALWAYS SAY . . .

TIRES
COST
LESS

(*In Comparable Quality)

EVERY NEW TIRE IN STOCK REDUCED!

SAVE "' 50%
NO SECONDS —SERVICE INCLUDED

ONE LOCATION MAKES LOWER COSTS
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Westgate Rips 3,122 Set

They pulled out all the stops
in the American League at
Westgate Bowl Tuesday night.
The results saw one kegler just
miss a 700, a team just miss
first place and a realignment of
top ten standings.
Creating the stir -was the
Westgate Bowl team led by
John Sherman Sr. The group
handled the pins as easily as a
lumberjack saws through a forest of white pine.
SHERMAN TAGGED a 681
series to tie for third place on
the city list and the Westgate
five went into third with a 3,122
series.
Sherman counted games of
223 and 202 in his first two
games before leveling 256 the
third time around.
"And I'm still disgusted with
my first ball in the tenth frame
of my third game," he claimed.
"I needed strikes in the ninth,
two in the tenth and two pins
to get 700. I had the strike in
the ninth and buried my first
tenth-frame ball in the pocket,

JOHN SHERMAN
Wallops 681 Series

ELEVA

(Continued From Page 20)

I left the stubborn 10 pin and Annette Wieczorek 503 and
that was the difference. 1 pick- Olivia McWeeny 501.
ed up the spare and got a
Jim Ahrens was on target for
strike."
247-623 to lead Lang's to 989—
2,838 in the Four-City loop at
IT WAS SHERMAN'S career Hal-Rod. He speared games of
high and tied him with Jerry 247-179-197 in totaling the errorDureske of the Westgate Classic less set. Al Kohner cracked
circuit. Leading is Dick Nie- 592 errorles for Girtler Oil.
meyer of Ruth's in the Classic
Jerry Rozek totaled 608 for
with 704. Walt Williams' 694 is Golden Frog Supper Club in the
second.
Classic League at Winona AthSherman carries about a 180 letic Club. His team rapped
average, has been bowling for 1,000—2,958 while Paul Plait Jr .
four years and competes four was collecting 245—600 for
times weekly.
Emil's Menswear . Harvey StevHis team counted games of er tipped 557 errorles and Ches
1,035-1,016-1,071 to post the 3,122 Lilla 229.
WESTGATE BOWL: Hiawaseries that ranks behind a
3,154 from Country Kitchen and tha — D a v e Stark 's 224—599
shoved Kujak to 1,000. House
3,139 from Emil's Menswear.
The groups scratch total was of Heiieman's and KAGE snar2,963. It carried a 53-pin per ed 2,803 . Bill McCasland toppled
200-173-179—552 errorless.
game handicap.
Wenonah — B l u e Tuesday
INDIVIDUAL scores i«w Fran counted 847—2,347 behind 177
Hengei count 221-198-202—621 er- from Ruth Blanchard. Barbara
rorless (he had 30 clean frames Weinberger of Alley Capers tipand the series marked his eighth ped 436.
errorless of the season and secWorking Girls — Sandy Davis
ond no-open-frame contest), Bob paced KIS Gals to 526 with her
Schossow 169-213-212—594, Harry 219. Dorris Groth ripped 470
Brenden 189-166-173 — 528 and for Hi-Pockets and Gutter DustPaul Gardner 180-184-175—539 in ers 1,500.
National — Shorty 's thundered
addition to Sherman's 681. Sherman had only a blow in the first to 1 ,053—2,902 behind 567s from
Bob Vogelsang and Bill Richframe of his first game.
Fred Huff belted 624 for Grain ter. Jack Sherman blasted 224
Belt and Bob Dennis 600 for for Hi-Way Pure Oil.
RED MEN S CLUB : TuesdayHauser 's Black Crows. Herb
Pagel of Merchants Bank tag- nite — Milt Pfeiffer 's 174—458
paced Goltz Pharmacy to 909—
ged 565 errorless.
Helen Nelson , tuning up for 2,555.
KAD-ROD LANES: Lucky
the women's city tournament,
broke loose for 226—573 to lead Ladies r- Margo Trubl's 172—
Pool's to 930 in the Hal-Rod 483 pushed Clark & Clark to
Ladies' City circuit, Pozanc 834—2,430.
WINONA AC: Elks - Bernie
Trucking laced 2,639 and Winnie Sheridan rolled an all-spare
175 game.
In other league action , Irlene
Trimmer pounded 218—549 , Elsie Dorsch 542 , Esther Pozanc
539, Emerine Weaver 513 ,
Yvonne Carpenter 512, Ruth
Lilla 510, Meta Lilla 506, Ruth
Novotny 201—505 , Leona Lubinski 503 , Winnie Sheridan 503,

Viking Stars
Vs. Gophers:
Tons of Fun

MADISON, Wis. ui - Former
quarterback John Coatta , who
holds the Big Ten record for
passing accuracy, is returning
to the Badgers as an assistant
i
Gerson spilled 201 and his Home football coach.
Wisconsin Athletic Director :
Furniture team counted 1,007— Ivy Williamson announced Tues- i
j
2,860. Elmer Greden of Grain day that the 35-year-old Coatta
Belt crashed 560.
i will clear up affairs at Florida '

join the
successfully, outscoring Bethel 9-7 in the final minutes.
Three other Warriors finished in double figures . Stallings had 17, Anderson 15 and
Dave Goede ten.
For Bethel, Bjortlund was
high with 19. Moulton chipped
in ten.
The Warriors next test
comes Saturday when Campbell's crew treks to St. Cloud
for a battle with the awe-

MEISNER

(Continued From Page 20)
front for good with a threepoint play.
With 4:50 left to play and
the Warriors holding a 74-69
margin, Campbell elected to
hold the ball the rest of the
way. The Statesmen did so

some Huskies.
About 1,200 people saw th*
contest.
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Hickman Joins
Coaching Club
Of 400 Winners

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Bernard (Peck ) Hickman has
crew poured on the coals In
joined
the select group of colthe fourth , outscoring the Pilege basketball coaches who
rates 22-14 .
have won 400 games. The coach
Jack Helgeson whipped in 29
of the University of Louisville
points for Independence , while
became a member when his
Jack Bisek and Frank HotchCardinals edged Cincinnati 82-80
kiss had 14 each .
in three overtimes Tuesday
Dan Dittrich led C-FC with
night.
24 . Rich Abts chipped in 15.
Thursday night the Senior
A one-handed shot from the
The Pirates copped the "B"
corner
by Joe Liedtke. 6-foot-7
High
School
auditorium
will
rock
game 43-32.
sophomore from Erie, Pa., with
with tons of fun.
five seconds left in the third exWHITEHALL 70
The reason is simple : The tra period gave' Hickman his
AUGUSTA 50
Minnesota Viking Professional historic milestone in his coachWhitehall led all the way In
Football All-Stars (totaling 2,- ire career fh -t started in 1945.
a 70-50 romp over Augusta.
Now in his 21st season at
The Chieftains were led by 088 pounds) meet the Galloping
Hickm;in-co- , ehed
Keith Johnson 's 17 points. Roy Gophers in a basketball game Louisville.
teams have won 400 and lost
Annerud helped out with 12.
at 8 p.m.
1 62. including an 11-4 mark so
For Augusta , Dick Osborn had
The contest is a button event far this season.
18 and Tom Clark 11.
In other games on a national
Whitehall also won the "B" of the Winona Winter Carnival.
game.
Making the trip to Southern program, held to a minimum by
midyear exams, Duquesne endDAIRYLAND
W L
W L Minnesota for the Vikings will ed DePaul's eight-game winning
7 0 Aujwi.a
l
. tva-Slrtim
J ' be the bowlegged gnome , Bill
streak 7,1-69, Purdue downed
Alma Ctnttr
I 3 Blair
1 '
Whitehall
4 I Osieo
1 i Brown , who this year blossom- Notre Dame 78-74, Cornell made
Indtptndanca
4 3 Cochrane-FC
1 _
ed into one of thc finest full- it seven in a row by defeating
TUESDAY'S RESULTS
backs
in the NFL. For his Colgate 92-83 and Harvard
Whllihall 70, Augusta SO.
handed Dartmouth its 25th
Independent* 71, Cocfir int Foun .ilit
crunching
performances, he straight Ivy League setback 91Cil y 42.
¦lair —71. O HIO 15.
landed a spot on the West ros- 79. None of the Top Ten teams
iltvi-Slrum IS, Alma Center 77 (OT)
ter for the Pro-Bowl tilt.
in The Associated Press poll
Also coming — If he doesn't saw action.
go the wrong way, that is —
A Louisville turnout of 9,816
will be Jim Marshall , who was saw the Cardinals blow an early
elevated to the peaks of foot- 13-point lead
and rally to beat
¦
ball fame the past season by Cincinnati , a defeat that virtualsailing 60 yards with a recover- ly eliminated the Bearcats from
ed fumble — the wrong way. It the tough Missouri Valley ConWinona
State 's
freshman resulted In a two-point safety for ference race.
49ers, but
The regulation game ended
team suffered its sixth Iqss of the San Francisco
the Vikings won the game 27-22.
69-69 and neither team scored in
the year against one victory
celebrity.
Now big Jim is a
the first
overtime.
Ronald
Tuesday night in a preliminary
Others on the roster are Jerto Bethel College 's frosh 72-57. ry Beichow , Jim Prestel (a West's basket for Cincinnati
The Little Warriors trailed by "t i n y " 275-pounder) , Ed created a 76-76 tie after the seconly eight with three minutes Schrockman , Carl Eller , Larry ond OT. West again tied the
left , but couldn't muster enough Bowie , Grady Alderman and score for the Bearcats at 80-1.(1
with 18 seconds to gey in the
scoring power to overcome the Karl Kassulke.
third OT and set the stage for
i
Little Royals,
i Liedtke 's game-winning shot.
The Winonans. Jim Kasten,
Eddie Cramer with 24 points
former Winona High eager, and
was high scorer for Louisville ,
Mike Jeresek , former Cotter
now third in the MVC with a 4-2
star , paced Dick Papenfuss '
mark behind Wichita and St.
Warriors . Kasten flipped in 16
Louis. Ron Krick led Cincinnati
and Jeresek ten .
with
19.
Wcstlund hud 15 and Wellberg
Little S-fooU? Willie Somerset
14 (or Bethel.
flipped in 42 points at Pitts¦•the) Proih 177)
Winona St.
F roth (57)
If) It pl tp
burgh to lead Duquesne over Del
| It pt Ip Wellbero 4 4 1 14
Paul. He put the Dukes abend
Ka.l»rt
I 0 1 It Selander 2 7 * 7
Charlton
0 1 1 1
Haqen
J i l t
for good at 56-55 on a jump shot
Aim...
t I j } Llvmtiln . 1 0 5
from the corner with eight
Ipttht
1 0 J 4 Malyon
4 1 I »
¦
tntaicl
1 ) 1 7
Llndbert 1 4 I 7 H> THE ASSOCIATED Pit ESS minutes left.
Jtrurk
4 2 I 10 Johnion
0 1 0 l
Wilt Chamberlain was expect¦
urlian
• . 3 « Wotllund I • 1 19 ed lo come home to PhiladelDlWt
I 1 J 3 Nelson
4 I 4 »
Mtr«an
1 1 3 4 Lovill
0 1 0 1 phia today and the weary 7«iers
Jackten
0 e 1 0
were waiting at Ihe airport with
Loltig
4 0 0 1
21 It 17 72
opon arms.
. J 7 21 57
Since acquiring Chamberlain
WINO NA
1) H-57
4) )t~71 from San Francisco during last
MTHSL
week's National Basketball AsKASSON , Minn, — Knssonsociation All-Star break , the Mnntoiville 's wrestling team
short-handed
76ers
huv« won its tenth straight match
dropped three of four starts , th« game here Tuesday , a slim 20latest a 10_ -97 loss to the Detroit 19 margin over defending DisPistons Tuesday night at Tole- trict Three champion Stewartdo , Ohio.
ville.
The 7(iers , down to eight men
KASSON-MANTOAVILLB _?,
S T e w A R T V I L L* 11
as H result of the :)-for-l trade
tS MulUnhich (S) die. Gordon frotl
and Chamberlain 's belated ar- (K M) M>; lOl-Hodgo IS) dac. Aarivold
rival , fell behind in the third (K Ml; 111—Merit,..g (SI dec. Dowiy Ol
IK-MI 111 l_»- M»rv Mtlkt IK-MI
quarter , rallied to tie the score ion
dec. Barnwell (S) Hi 1*1 ~Mark Hoehn
at 111 with 4:45 tu go nnd col- (K M) die. KullU (S) 4-1) l.l-Dornun
ty IS) dec. Tllr. Murphy IK-MI Mi
lapsed in the closing minutes.
Ul-Mike Prill IK-MI d«c. DaKelc (S)
Chamberlain Is expected to 4 1 i 145- Larry Olion ( K M ) _<c . ft HI
NEED CASH
Or Mii (K-M) and
(S)
p lay against his former mates Wlnltrli liIS) 114--N.il
draw Hi Hi—Tom Firry
Thursday when Philadelphia (K M) tat. _.u__ m»n (S> 1-ti IM-Olch
FOR POWER
twalla |K-M) die. R.lbir (5) IM; Hwl
fin'ertalns the Warriors.
(i) die . Kirk Iwmion (K-M)
Oscar Robertson poured 15 of —Holgir
l-l.
TOOLS?
I
his 40 points In tho last 10 Ht
minutes, leading the Cincinnati GUKST OK HONOR
HOUSTON (AP ) — Ken Boyer
Royals past St, Uuls 10.1-!)!) In
Sell some don't
Tuesday 's other game. The loss and Tim McCarvcr of the St.
ended a three-game winning Louis Cardinals and former
needs with a
string for the Hawks , who manager Johnny Keane were
dropped in 'o .second place In the among the quests of honor Tues-- j
Daily News Want Ad. Western Division race , one-h-alf day night at Houston 's fifth an-' '
nual baseball dinner.
gnme behind Idle Los Angeles .

State Frosh
Lose Sixth

76ers Eagerly
Await Coming
Of 'The Stilt'

K-M Matmen
Top Stewies

^flg

University and
Badgers Hire Coatta ; State
Badger staff Feb. 1.
¦
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WIDA Head Cites
Gains Made in '64

Winona Industrial Development Association President K.
A. McQueen called 1964 a year
"of considerable importance"
for the group in a report given
at its annual meeting Monday.
McQueen and the other officers of WIDA were re-elected at
the board of directors meeting
that followed the annual corporate meeting. Other officers are
William F. White, first vice
president; S. J. Pettersen, second vice president, and D. F.
Przybylski, treasurer.

products at the
SURPLUS FOODS STOREHOUSE . . . ter , canned beef and other
are
stored at the
Perishables
courthouse.
and
receiving
of
charge
in

Lee Amdahl,
distributing, hauls in a supply of lard , but-

Alma locker plant until distribution.

IN BUFFALO COUNTY

47 Families Get
First Free Groceries

By RUTH ROGERS
Daily News Area Editor
ALMA, Wis. - A total of 47
households with 149 people Tuesday received the first U.S. Department of Agriculture surplus
foods coming into Buffalo County. The program was adopted
in November by the County
Board of Supervisors.
First recipients were from the
city ef Alma and the towns of
Alma , Nelson and Maxville.

THE FAMILIES presented
their certification cards in the
basement of the old courthouse
and were given their month's
allotment . Today, persons from
Fountain City and Buffalo City,
the village of Cochrane, and
towns of Buffalo, Belvidere.
Cross, Glencoe, Lincoln, Modena, Montana , Waumandee and
Milton are calling for their butter, beef , flour , etc., at the
courthouse.
Thursday morning the remaining supplies will be transported to the county highway
shop at Mondovi. There certi fied recipients from welfare
rolls and low-income families
from the city of Mondovi will
receive theirs. Friday the distribution will be to people in
the towns of Mondovi, Canton,
Gilmanton, Naples and Dover.
AS AN EXAMPLE , this is
what a household of two was
allotted : Two pounds each of
butter, lard, corn grits, peanut butter and rice; three
pounds rolled wheat; 4% pounds
dry non-fat milk; two 1-pound,
14% ounce cans chopped canned
meat; 10 pounds flour; five
pounds cornmeal; two 13-ounce
cans dried eggs; four pounds
dried beans ; two 1-pound 13ounce cans canned beef ; two
pounds bulgur (a wheat product) and 2Vi pounds cheddar
cheese.
The monthly allotments of
bulgur , flour , grits , dried milk ,
peanut butter and rolled wheat
are for two month. .
A total of 163 households and
S60 people have been certified
for January by the county wel-

fare department. They include
people on welfare rolls plus
persons in low income brackets.
Eligible for application are
single persons with gross monthly income not exceeding $110;
families of two not exceeding
$160; households of three with
not more than , $195 income; of
four , $230; five , $260; six, $310,
and seven , $335. For families of
more than seven, $30 can be
added for each additional member .
IN FIGURING eligibility of
farmers , 40 percent of actu al
gross income is used as the
base, because an estimated 60
percent of their income goes
back into the farming operation
to produce the 40 percent income.
Deliveries will be made monthly. Items of food will change
from time to time. For instance,
the supply of surplus butter now
is exhausted, said Jerome Benson , director of the county
welfare department.
Lee Amdahl, Nelson, who will
be working five to seven days
a month according to present
plans, has been engaged to receive and distribute the cases
of food coming in from one of
the five warehouses of surplus
foods in the state.
STANLEY LEER , supervisor
with the state. Department of
Public Instruction , which handles the surplus food program
in Wisconsin for the U .S. Department of Agriculture, is in
Buffalo County this week helping the program get under way.
He said 45 of Wisconsin's 72
counties now are receiving surplus USDA foods , plus seven
cities and some towns, including the Town of Wilson , Eau
Claire County.
Juneau County entered the
program in November , Marathon in December, Buffalo this
month and Clark County will
begin next month.
Jackson County started the
program about three years ago.
Distribution in La Crosse County is by the county relief department .
Distribution to Wisconsin mu-
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nicipalities started about six
years ago, Leer said .
Supplies to counties usually
are handled by public welfare
departments , he said . In cities
distribution is by their welfare
agencies. The town chairman
or clerk usually handles surplus
foods on a single township
basis.
LEER SAID when Wisconsin
adopted the program , the state
Department of Public Instruc
tion was selected to handle it
because it already was handling
USDA surplus foods for the
school lunch program and had
warehouse space at Madison ,
Milwaukee, Eau Claire, La
Crosse, Green Bay, freezer
only, and Shawano, dry storage
only.
Between July 1, 1963, and
June 30, 1964, the education department received 151/* million
pounds for distribution to municipalities under the surplus
foods program. Value of the
foods was $3% million.
Three million pounds were
received for institutions, valued
at $720,000. This went to county
hospitals that applied; the three
state colonies; state mental institutions; Wisconsin General
Hospitals; state schools for boys
and girls; Scout and YMCA and
YWCA camps , etc. No penal
institutions come under the program . Correctional institutions
for youths under 18 may receive surplus foods.
DURING t__F~same one-year
period, 3% million pounds valued at over $4% million went to
1,200 school kitchens in the state.
The education department
places its orders with the Chicago office of the USDA, which
handles surplus foods for 11
states. Orders are placed quarterly. The Chicago office calls
for bids from firms handling agricultural products. Suppliers
aer such firms as Sturm & Sons,
Manawa , where it gets butter;
L. D. Schreiber , Green Bay,
Borden's at Plymouth , Pauley
at Green Bay, and Dairy State
at Wisconsin Rapids , cheese,
and Dairy .Maid , Eau Claire,
and Dairyland Division of Pure
Milk Products Co-op, Juneau ,
packaged milk .
Law prohibits the distribution
\ of oleomargarine with surplus
I foods in Wisconsin. Purchases
of foods by USDA are made
from various funds , such as tariffs , taxes, etc .
THE CHICAGO office delivers
the orders to commercial warehouse space rented by the education department. The food
came to Alma in a semi contracted by the state Department
of Public Instruction , which
charges recipients like Buffalo
County and the other agencies
distributing the foods 1 cent a
pound. This covers transportation and warehouse rent al.
Twenty people hired by the
education department under its
state appropriation handle the
foods distribution. Gordon Gunderson is director of the program , Leer and one other supervisor spend most of their
time in the field , nnd the others are clerks at the offices in
Madison.
A Buffalo County highway department covered truck will
transport the .supplies to Mondovi Thursday and Friday .
Distributed with the foods in
Buffalo County ore directions
for using, recipes , etc., prepared by Nancy Center , home
economics agent .

BEGIN DISTRIBUTION . . . Stanley Leer, supervisor
with the state Department of Public Instruction, left, was
present Tuesday to help Lee Amdahl, Nelson, right, get the
surplus foods program under way. In front of them is a
month 's allotment for a family of two. (Daily News photo)

$97,157 Plant Gravely III
Contract OKed Eau Claire
Girl Helped
At St. Charles

ST. CHARLES, Minn . (Special) — At a special meeting
Tuesday night the St. Charles
City Council let a contract to
Floyd Larson Construction Co.,
Rochester, to rebuild and remodel its disposal plant.
The method of disposal will
be changed over to aerobic. The
contract price is $97,157. Bids
were opened a week ago.
The council authorized Springsted, Inc., St. Paul bond consultants, to advertise for bids on
a 15-year . $105,000 bond issue to
pay for the work. Bids will be
opened Feb. 17 at 4 p.m.
Springsted is making a survey on sewer rates and how the
bond issue should be handled.
The council members entered
into an agreement with the
state Department of Highways
to open bids for new lighting on
Highway 14 Feb. 9. There will
be 16 new lights between the
motel on the west end of town
and easterly to about the middle of the atheltic field. Tbe
state will pay 25 percent of the
cost.

CHICAGO Mt-A gravely ill 7year-old Eau Claire, Wis., girl
is responding to transfusions of
a special type of blood which
had been sought in a nationwide appeal, a spokesman for
Chicago's Brookings Hospital
said Tuesday.
Nancy Newman, the daughter
of Paul and Corine Newman,
was admitted to the hospital
suffering with leukemia and
chicken pox.
The hospital had specified that
Nancy needed nine pints of Apositive blood from donors over
the age of 17 who had had
chicken pox within the last 30
days.
The hospital said that even
though the public appeals were
made, adequate supplies of the
special blood were available
from blood banks.

McQUEEN, in his report, cited these accomplishments of
WIDA during the last year:
• It helped Thern Machine
Co. decide to move to a site
in WIDA's Airport Industrial
Park, and helped the firm make
arrangements to do so. This will
be the first plant built in the
park.
• It assisted Gorman Foundry Co. to acquire land in the
abandoned city dump site, which
the group hopes to develop as
the John Latsch Industrial Park.
• It brought Master Tank &
Welding Co. of Quincy, IU., to
Winona, where it is unloading
and storing propane gas tanks.
• It prepared and distributed
brochures promoting Winona
and its industrial parks.
• It carried on negotiations
with several firms, some of
which — and one especially —
are interested in establishing
plants here.
• It continued to assist already-established firms in any
difficulties they might have and
in any expansion or relocating
plans.

membership, filling -a vacancy
caused by the death of William
A. Galewski.
Three board members whose
terms , were expiring were reelected to additional three-year
terms. They are McQueen, G.
M. Grabow and William P.
Theurer.
The group, which runs on a
three-year financing program,
decided to continue its operations another three years. The
current program expired June
30.
Discussed during the meeting
was the lack of a modern industrial building which the
WIDA could show representatives of firms interested in locating here. When suitable buildings have been available, the
group noted, they have been
filled quickly.
Proposed was construction of
a 20,000 square foot unfinished
shell — with no floor or interior
fittings — which could be shown
to prospective industries and
could be completed to their specifications within 30 days.
Until it would be taken over
by- a new firm , the group pointed out, the building could be
used as a warehouse by a local
firm.

Professional
Help Urged
For Hurley

Vowe/s District
Votes Tonig ht ,
Summit Thursday

Tuition Going
Up at Carleto n

-
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(Pub. Date, Wed. Jan. 20, 194!)
AN ORDINANCE
To Amend the Code of Ihe City M
Winona, Mlnneiota . ItSt

Tha Cily Council ot the City ef Winona, Minnesota, do ordain:
Section 1. Tliat Section 1&-H through
14-17, of the Code of the City of Winona,
Minnesota, -1959, duly passed by the City
Council on September 19, 1940, which
sections pertain to food handlers, be end
fhe same art hereby amended to read
as follows :
Section 14-11. Definition of Food Handler . A food handler is any person, who,
as an employee receiving wages or as a
self-employee! person engaged In business,
handles, prepares, or serves food or drink
for public consumption, or who comes In
contact with any eating, cooking, or drinking utensils or equipment used In such
handling, preparing, or serving of food
or drink.
Section 14-12- Food Handler's Llcenst.
A food handler shall biennially obtain a
food handler's license from Hie City
This license shall
Health Department.
state the name and address ol trie person
to whom il Is Issued, the date of Issuance, and shall state that the person
named is free from Tuberculosis In a
communicable stage ; bxeept lhat a temporary license may be issued pending tht
results of the required examination.
Section 16-13. Examinations. No food
handler 's license shall be issued to any
person who has nol had a chest X-ray
examination wllhln the 30-day period preceding issuance of the license, or such
other clinical and laboralory examinations
as shall from time to time be required
or allowed by Ihe City Health Oftlcer.
Section 14-M
Availability of License.
A food handler shall carry his -food hans
license
while
working and shall
dler '
show It to the City Health Officer or the
City Health Inspector when requested to
do so.
Persons affected with
Section 14-15.
Tuberculosis.
Mo person with Tuberculosis In a communicable stage thai) work
as a food handler.
Section 16-16. Duties of Employers. Na
person, firm or corporation shall employ
Buying hours are from t a.m . to
any
person as a food handler who does
*
p.m. Monday through Friday.
not have a valid food handler's license.
There will be no call marketa during Each person, tirm or corporation employthe winter months on Friday*.
ing food handlers shall maintain a curThese quotations apply as to neon rent list of the names and addresses et
loday.
such persons together with the date of
All livestock arriving after closing time the issuance of the food handler'!license,
which
list shall be posted and available
will be properly cared «or, weighed and
for inspection by the City Health Officer
priced the following morning.
or the City Health Inspector.
HOGS
Section 14-17. License fee. Prior to IsTop butchers, 190-23O
15.6_ 16.00
suance of a food handler's license, tht
Top sows . . . .,_ •
12.JJ-13.35
person receiving lha license shall pay
CATTLB
The cattle market: Steers and heifers the sum of 11.00 to the City Treasurer.
Section 16-18.
Date of effect o. ordiweak; cows stead/.
nance. This ordinance shall ba In fore*
H igh choice
_2.i0
and
take
effect
six
months afler Its passTop beef cows
12.50
age, approval and publication.
Canners and cutters
11.25
Passed at Winona, Minnesota,
VEAL
January I*. 1945.
Tfie veal markel Is steady.
HAROLD BRIESATH,
Top choice
J7.0O
President of the City Council.
Good and choice
1.00-18.00
Attest
:
Commercial and boneri .. ».00dovwi
JOHN S- CARTER,
City Recorder.
Approved this 19th day of January, 19(1.
Hours: I a.m. to * p.m.; closed SaturR. K. ELLINGS,
days. Submit sample befor* loading.
Mayor.
(New crop barley)
No. 1 barley
$1.11
(Pub. Date, Wed. Jan. 20, 1965)

ALSO DISCUSSED was Minnesota's tax structure. The
president's report indicated that
high real estate taxes here
caused one firm to decide
against moving into any Minnesota community.
Discussion emphasized that
WIDA must continue to provide
services for industries already
here, because projections indicate that industrial growth in
THE GROUP elected James this area will be the result
Doyle, president of Watkins mainly of expansion of these
Products, Inc., to corporate established firms.

Stock Market
Averages in
Higher Ground

WINONA MARKETS
Swift & Company

NEW YORK (AP)-The stock
market averages today again
moved into record high ground.
Trading was active early this
afternoon.
Steels, after some early wavering, moved solidly ahead.
The trend was generally higher among chemicals, mail or- Froedtert Malt Corporation
(AP)
OWATONNA, Minn.
— der - retails, aerospace issues,
Reynold W. Stoltz, former sup- rails, utilities and nonferrous
erintendent of the municipal metals.
plant in Blooming Prairie, was
No. 2 barley
1.03
No. 3 barley
95
indicted on three counts late Behind It, the market had a
No. 4 barley
M
Tuesday by the Steele County string of II straight sessions
grand jury.
with more gains than losses,
Winona Egg Market
These quotations apply as of
...Stoltz was accused of embez- and there was a tendency to
10:30 a.rn. today
zlement of public funds, present- take profits. Despite this, the Grade A (lumbo)
33
ing false claims to the public popular market averages were Grade A (large)
IB
WASHINGTON (AP)-Hurley, body, and wrongfully obtaining all in gear for the third straight Grade A (medium)
Id
Grade
B
14
Wis., has been invited to apply public property .
session in all-time high terri- Grade C
10
for federal funds to hire profestory.
sional help in its drive to restore The jury took testimony from
Sentiment was bolstered by
Bay State Milling Company
two-week
several
persons
over
a
I northern ipring wheat .. . . 172
the community's economy, repgains in new factory orders for No.
acting
on
a
disclosure
period,
No. 2 northern spr ing wheat .... 170
resentatives of the Office of
housing
starts
durable
goods,
No.
3
northern spring wheat . . . . 1.66
a reEconomic Opportunity OEO said of alleged irregularities inExamNo. A northern tprlng wheat .... 1.42
and personal income.
port
by
tbe
State
Public
No.
I
wlnler wheat
162
Tuesday.
Big blocks were tra ded in a No. 2 hard
hard wlnler wheat
1.60
December.
office
in
early
iner's
Hurley Mayor Paul Santini
No. 3 herd wlnler wheat
1.54
variety of issues.
Stoltz
The
report
had
accused
No.
t
hard
wlnler
wheat
1,52
said Tuesday night he had not of
The trend was mixed among No. I rye .
1.16
by
misappropriating
$3,878.11
yet received information and ap1.14
to electrical equipments, building No. 2 rye
belonging
selling
scrap
metal
plications but that any federal
mon- materials and airlines.
assistance would be welcome the commission and taking fund.
The Associated Press average
cash
ey
from
the
general
LIVESTOCK
and that professional help in the
of 60 stocks at noon was up .5
¦
recovery effort would be desirat 334.6 with industrials up .9,
SOUTH 3T. PAUL
able.
rails up .3 and utilities up .1.
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. UTMUSDA)
PRODUCE
—Cattle 5,000; calves 2,000; slaughter
Hurley and surrounding Iron
The Dow Jones industrial steers
and helfert only moderately active,
County have been hit hard by NEW YORK CAP) — Ca- average at noon was up 105 at about
steady will.
Tuesdays decline;
the closing of area iron mines, nadian dollar today 9317, pre- 897.32.
cows and bulls sleady; vealers and
slaughter
calves
strong
higher/
and
more shutdowns are vious day .9318.
Prices were higher on the feeders steady; choiceto tl.00
95O-I.250
Ib
planned.
slaughter
steers
22
75-23.50;
mixed
high
American Stock Exchange in
good
and
choice
23.50-2275;
good
19.50(API
Chicago
CHICAGO
active trading.
choice heifers 22.O0-22.75; mixed
Mercantil Exchange — Butter Corporate bonds were mixed. 23.25;
high good and choice 21.50-2175; oood
about steady; wholesale buying U.S. government bonds contin- 18.50-21.25; utility and commercial cows
12.50-13.50; utility and commercial bulls
prices unchanged ; 93 score AA ued higher.
14.50-17.50; high choice vealers 32.0034.00; choice 2S.OO-21.00; choice slaughter
57% ; 92 A 57%; 90 B 55%; 89
calves 18.00-21.00; good and choice 94B
C55 ; cars 90 B 56,; 89 C 56.
Ib feeder steers 18 50 wllh heller end
Eggs barely steady; wholesale 1 P. M. New York scaling 769 lbs 17.00.
Hogs S.5O0; fairly active ; barrows and
ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Spe- buying prices unchanged; 70 per
Ollfs steady to strong; sows and feeder
Stock Prices
cial) — Vowels Common School cent or better grade A whites
pigs steady; 1-2 190-230 Ib barrows and
gilts 16.75-17.00; mixed 1-3 190-240 lbs
District will vote tonight on 25; mixed 25; mediums 23a4; AH'd Ch
54% Int'l Ppr 33% 1..25 to mostly 16.50; 240-260 lbs 16,00whether to dissolve and attach standards 24; dirties unquoted ; Als Chal 22% Jns k L
medium 1-2 160-160 lbs 14.50-15.75;
71-T« 16.25;
180-190 lbs 15.75-16.50; 1-3 270-300 Ib
checks 19.
to another district.
Amrada 85% Kn'ct
97 Vt sows 1375-14.25; 300-400 lbs 13.00-14.00;
Summit district in this area
63 choice 120-160 lb feeder pigs 14.00-14.50.
CHICAGO (AP ) - (USDA) — Am M&F 18% Mp Hon
Sheep 2,200; fairly active, til classes
will vote on the same question
44% Lrld
44% sleady;
ing Am Cn
Live
poultry:
Wholesale
buy
choice and prime 60-105 Ib woolThursday night. Both are closed
14'/« Mn MM
6OV4 ed slaughter lambs 22.50-23.50; good and
; roasters 23- Am Mt
prices
unchanged
choice
7065
21.50-22.00; choice
and
districts in the St . Charles area . 2fi; special fed white rock fry- AT&T
68%Mn & Ont 35 prime 101 Ib lbs
shorn lambs with fall shorn
A plat requesting attachment ers 19-19'/i.
AmTb
34 .ii Mn PL
55% pells 22.50; utility and good slaughter
6.50-7.50; choice and fancy 60-80 lb
of Lewiston Independent nnd
Ancda
58% Mn Chm 84% ewes
lambs 22.5O-J3.50; good and choice
Dublin common school district NEW YORK (AP ) - (USDA) Arch Dn 35% Mon Dak 40% feeder
J0-60 Ib 20.00-22.00,
offerings
more
than
is in the hands of the state De- — Butter
Armc St
6fi% Mn Wd
37%
CHICAGO
partment of Education. It was ample ; demand fair; prices un- Armour
46% Nt Dy
89% CHICAGO I* —(USDA)— Hogs 4,500;
butchers weak lo 25 cents lower; 1-2 190
sent in by Jesse Jestus, county changed.
AvcoCp 22% N Am Av 52 125
lb butchers 17.50-17.75; mixed 1-3
superintendent of schools , nt Cheese offerings fully ample; Beth Stl 37% Nr N Gs 60% 190-230 lbs 1475-17.50; 2-3 250-2.0 Ibl
15.75-16.50; 1-3 400-500 lb SOWS 13.00-14.00;
Bng Air
65% Nor Pac SOTe 2-3
the request of the Lewiston demand slow.
500 650 lbs 12.25-13.25.
Wholesale sales, American Brswk
8'/» No St Pw 39% Caltle 11,500; slaughter steers 25-50
school board.
cheese (whol e milk ) , single dai- Ctr Tr
4114 Nw Air
68% cenls lower; around a doien loads mostly
1,200-1,380 Ib slaughter steen 25.50;
sies fresh 40 ..-44 cents ; single Ch MSPP 30% Nw Bk
4fi% prime
high choice and prima 1,150-1,400 lbs 24.75daisies aged 40-52 ; flats aged 50- C&NW
58 Penney
67% . 5.25; good anil <holce 23.00-23,50; good
high <holce and prime 95054; processed American pasteur- Chrysler 59% Peps i
62% iO.50-22.75;
1,050 Ib slaughter heifers 23.75 34.00 ;
ized 5 lbs 39-42% ; domestic swiss Ct Svc
80% Phil Pet
57'/a choice 800-1,100 lbs 22.75-33.50; good 19.50
NORTHFIELD , Minn. <AP)~ (blocks) grade "A" 46-52; grade CmEd
55 Plsby
81 lo 2)75; ullllly and commercial cows
culler to commercial bulls
It will cost students $10O more "B" 44-50; grade "C" 43-48.
Cn CI
54% Plrd
188>/< l41)75-13.50;
.0O-lt.00.
at Carleton College next school Wholesale egg offerings am- Cn Can
50 Pr Oil
58% Sheep 400; daughter lambs strong to
25 cents higher; small lots choice and
year for all - inclusive tuition , ple to more than ample; de- Cr.t Oil
7« RCA
32% prime
around 100 Ib slaughter lambs
board and room. President John mand light.
Cnll D
57 .4 Rd Owl
27% 2375; cull to good slaughter ewes 5.50
6.50.
Nason announced the jump from
(Wholesale
selling
prices Deere
43M
47". Rp Stl
$2,500 to $2,600 would b« used based on exchange and other Douglas 32% Rex Drug 31% Ost. Pub. Date . Wed. Jan, 30, )965)
to improve faculty salaries.
volume sales.)
Dow Chm 78 Rey Tob 393/« State ot Minnesota ) si.
In Probate Court
New York spot quotations fol- du Pont 246 Sears Roe 129 County ot WinonaNo. )15.773
By Ed Dodd
low: mixed colors : standards East Kod 147% Shell Oil 5914
In Re Estate ef
L. White, Decedent
2fi-27%; checks 22%-23%.
Ford Met 55'/» Sinclair
57% OrderWanda
for Hearing on Final Account
Whites: extra fancy heavy Gen Elec 98 Socony
92
and Pellllon for Distribution .
weight (47 lbs. min.) 2 9 - 3 1 ; Gen Fda 84 Sp Rand 14% The representat Ive of the above named'
having filed her final account
fancy medium (41 lbs. average) Gen Mills 53% St Brnds 82% estate
and petition lor settlement and allow
25-26"A ; fancy heavy weight (47 Gen Mot 97% St Oil Cal 75% ance thereof and for distribution to the
thereunto entitled;
Ib.s. min) 27%-29%; medium Gen Tel
37% St Oil Ind 43% persons
IT IS ORDERED, That Ihe hearing
(40 lbs average) 25-26; Hmalls Gillette
31 St Oil NJ 90% thereof be had on Fabruary 11, 1965,
( 3t> lbs. average ) 23-24; peewees Goodrich 59 Swft & Co 59 at 10:45 o'clock A.M.. before thli Court
In the probate court room In tbe court
(31 lbs. average ) 19l/_-20V _ .
Goodyear 48% Texaco
87% house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
Browns: extra fancy heavy Gould Bat 37% Texas Ina 95% notice hereof be given by publication of
ortler In lha Winona Dallv News
weight (47 lbs min. ) 30 - 32; Gt No Ry 58% Un Pac
44 this
acid by mailed notice es provided by
fancy medium (41 lbs. average ) Gryhnd
25% U S Rub 6fi% law.
26-27%; fancy heavy weight (47 Gulf Oil 59% U S Rub 54% Dated January la,tt.1965.
D. LIBERA ,
lbs. min.) 28 - 29% ; smalls <36 Homestk 49% Westg El 42%
Probale Judge.
(Probata Cou rt Seel)
lbs , average ) 24-25; peewees (31 IB Mach 444 Wlworth 27% Harold
J. Libera,
lbs. average) 19%-_0%.
Int Harv 80% Yg S & T 46% Attorney for Petitioner.

Former Blooming
Prairie Power
Chief Indicted

GRAIN

MINNEAPOLIS (API-Wheat
receipts Tuesday 248; year ago
416; trading basis unchanged;
prices %. lower ; cash spring
wheat basis, No 1 dark northern
11 to 17 protein 1.77% - 1.84%.
No 1 hard Montana winter
1.69%-1.77%.
Minn. - S.D. No 1 hard winter
1.68%-1.74%.
No 1 hard amber durum,
choice 1.73-1.75; discounts, amber 3-5; durum 7-10.
Corn No 2 yellow 1.20%-1.21%.
Oats No 2 white 61%-68% . No
3 white 587/s-657/8 ; No 2 heavy
white 66'/8-€97/8; No 3 heavy
white 64%-67%.
Barley, cars 138; year ago
221; good to choice 1.06 - 1.34;
low to intermediate 1.0L-1.30;
feed 94-1.00.
Rye No 2 1.13%-1.17%.
Flax No 1 3.17.
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.85.

AN ORDINANCE TO VACATI
AN ALLEY
The City Council of the City of Wlnone, Minnesota, do ordain:
Section 1. That the westerly eighty,
two feet of Ihe East-West alley In Block
Fourteen of the Original Plat of the
City of Winona, Minnesota be and the
same is hereby vacated and abolished.
Section 2. This ordinance ihail take
effect and be In force from and after
Its passage, approval and publication.
Passed January IB. 1965.
Harold Briesath,
President ot Ihe City Council
Attest:
John 5. Carter,
City Recorder.
Approved January 19, 1965.
P. K. Ellings
Mayor
(1st. Pub. Date, Wed. Jan. 20, 1965)
CITY OF WINONA
Winona, Minnesota
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
FOR
NEW 1965 MODEL
Mr TON PICKUP TRUCK
Sealed Proposals marked "' i Ton Pickup Truck Bid" will bo received at the
Office ol the City Recorder, Cily Building,
until 7:30 p.m., February 1, 1955, for
furnishing the Street Department with a
new Pickup Truck In accordance with
the specifications prepared by the City
Engineer ol Winona, Minneso ta.
Specification s nnd Proposal Form may
be obtained nl the Office of tha City Engineer, City Building, Winona , Minnesota.
All bids must be submitted on Ihe proposal forms furnished .
A certified check or bidder 's bond shall
accompany each bid In an amount equal
fo at least five pcr cent (5r-r.| of the bid
made pny^bte lo thc City ol Winona,
which shall be forfeited to Ihe Cily In the
event the successful bidder fal ls lo enter
Into a contract with the City.
The City reserves the right to re|ect
any and all bids and to waive InformalHies.
Dated al Winona, Minnesota, January
la, 1965.
JOHN S. CARTER,
City Recorder
(1st. Pub. Date, Wed. Jan. 20, 1965)
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Street Department Equipment
City of Winona. Minnesota
Sealed proposals will be received until
7:30 p.m., February I, 1945, for furnishing
the City ot Winona . Minnesota, wllh tha
following listed equipment:
25,500 G.V.W. Truck wit h dump body.
All in accordance with specifications,
therefore prepared by Iho cily Engineer
and on file at his olflce.
Propojols must be accompanied by
a certified check made payable to Ihe
Cily of VVinona, In Ihe amount of five
percent
(5' ' .) of the full amount of
the bid.
The right to relect any and all bids
Is hereby reserved .
Mall or deliver /ill bids fo
JOHN S. CARTER,
Cily Recorder
(1st. Pub. Date, Wed. Jon. 20, 1965)
Stole ot Minnesota ) ss .
Counly of Winona
) in Probale Court
No. 15,9. 9
In Re Ettala Of
Delta Morrison, Decedent,
Order for Hearing on Petition for Probate et Will , Limiting Time to File
Claims and tor Hearing Thereon
Jeonclfe Morrison havlno filed a petition lor Ihe probale of Ihe Will of said
decedent and tor the appointment of
The Merchants National Dank ot Winona as Executor, which Will Is on tile
In this Court ond open to Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED . That tbe hearing
thereof be had on February II, 1965,
at U;0O o'clock A .M., before Ihls Court
In the probate courl room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
obleclloni lo Iho allowance of said will.
If any, bo filed belore inld lime ot hearing; thai the time wllhln which creditors of said decedent moy tile their
claims bo limited In four months from
Ihe date hereol. nnd lhat the claims
so filed be heard on Mny 21, 1965, at
11:00 o 'clock A.M., belore Ihls Courl
In Ihe probate court room In Ihe court
house in Winona, Minnesota, and lhal
notice hereof be given hy publlcallon of
this order In Ihe Winona Daily News
and hy mailed notice as provided by
law.
Dated January IJ, Mb.
E. D. LIBF- RA,
Probnta Judge,
(Probate Courl Seal)
Streater , Murph y a. Brosnahan,
Attorntye for Pelllloner,

Auto Servlca, Repairing

Want Ads
Start Here

j
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BLIND

AD*
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NOTICE
Thli rewspaper will be re«pomlbl_
Ineor.tcl insertion ol
ont
only
for
any classified advertisement published In thi Want Ad taction. Check
your ta and call 3331 If i correction mutt bt madt.

Card of Thanki

In Mamoriam
IN LOVING MEMORY Of Elmer f. Buck
j r . husband and father , who passed
away Jan. 20. 1961.
Some day ( sometime, his hand we'll

clMP

And never i«y farewell.
Wife Jean,
Sons Michael and Carl
IN LOVING MEMORY of our dear husband, fathtr tnd grandfather, Joseph
Rinn. who passed away Jan. 20.
Days of tadnati come o'er us.
Secret tears do often flow
But memory keeps you ever near us
Tho' you left us 6 years ago.
Sadly missed by Wile,
Children & Grandchildren

4

FIND SOMETHING? Be sure to read the
"Lost" ads In Classification t la quickly
find the owner.
CAR KEYS—with license tag. lost last
wee* on Sth , between Center and Lafayette. Rtwtrd. Ttl. 4039.

Personal*

7

WE DON'T KNOW what went on at that
Llqusr Dealers Convention but the Innkeeper was not available for comment
this morning. (Even the mice behaved
better than that! ) Signed: F riday.
(Courtesy of Ray Meyer, WILLIAMS
HOTEL.)
LOOK TO fhe rainftow for d.pendable
watch, clock and electric raw repair.
RAINBOW JEWELSY, 114 W. 4lh,
IF carpets look dull and drear, remove
tha spots as thev appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooe r, %i.
R. D. Cone Co.
YOUR FIRST BITE will tell you th at you
have come to lha right place for taste
tempting, nourishing meals planned fo
satisfy even the most fussy appetite.
Bring the whole family to RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd St. Open 24 hours
a day, except Men.
^—A FALL on fht Ice and a lull needs repairs; «4Mi W. 3rd, on your left up tht
stairs. Bellinger, Tailor.
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? Men or woman your drinking creates
numerout problems. If you need and
went blip, contact Alcoholics Annony
rnoui. Pioneer Group c/o General De
livery, Winona, Minn.
TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELTS
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS

COLTZ PHARMACY

224 E. 3rd

INCOME TAX Trouble? Will do lob for
you. Reasonable ftei. Til. »-3497.

Plumbing, Roofing

21

FOR THAWING froztn witir pipti. Til.
St. Charlti 932-3440. St. Ch arles Welding & Machine.
•

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged stweri and drains
Ttl. 9509 or 6434
1 year guarantee

SOAAMERS —
We wish to express «/r sincere thanks to
all who helped make the 50th Anniversary of our wedding such a memorable,
event. A special thanki for tht lovely
floral Bifti, cards, to the ladles who assisted with the open house, the many
remembrances and various tcts of ktndnest; they were all greatly appreciated.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sommers

Lett and Found

14

RELAX and live longer . . , it! ut fake
cart er your rug cleaning problems.
¦
Call for free estimate! and learn about
this economical time and energy savtr.
WINONA RUG CLEANING SERVICE,
IM W. 3rd.

FOR-

E- _t, n, 13, 17, 90. tt, 93, 95

r.

Business Services

'

UNCALLED

10 Business OpportunlMss

FREE PICKUP and delivery whin wt
install a new battery in your car.
FIRESTONE STORE, 200 W. Jrd.

Tel . 2547

CALL SYL KUKO WSKI

Jerry 's Plumbing

82? E. 4th

Tel. 9394

SEWER AND DRAIN CLEANING
EXPERT PLUMBING REPAIRS

SANITARY

PLUMBING fc HEAriNO
141 E. 3rd St.
Tel. 2737
ECONOMY can cost you money! It may
bt very axpemlvt to thank you art
saving money by tlnk. rln-g with your
plumbing. Let experts repair the small
and tavt tha big.

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN
PLUMBING 8. HEATING
207 E. 3rd
Tel. 3703

Help Wanted—Female

26

WE HAVE AN opening for a lady preferably between 35 and 45 years. Requirements: Must be a good typist; be able
to handle business by telephone; filing
and general olflce duties. Apply In person only to Ray E. Gorsuch, Credit
Bureau, 48V_ E. 4th.
BAR GIRL neaded by downtown business,
Must be 21, previous e xperience not
essential. Tips good, pleasant working
conditions, our employees know ol this
ed. Wrltt E-92 Dally Nevrs.
RURAL HOUSEWIVLS
AVON Cosmetics offers excellent earning
opportunity for you . . . working In
your own community. Write Helen Scott,
Box 744, Rocheiter. Mlnm.
Don't hurst work. Let It Find you! Lat
us talk to you In the prl vscy ot your
own home about opportunities in Tupperware plastic houseware parlies,
Commission. Car necessary, but not
experience. We train. Earn as you
learn. Cell your neares-f dlifrlbulor:
M I
. M SALES
103 S. Wabasha, St. Paul.
Tel. 227.2MS
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BODY MAN WANTED — Experienced.
Plenty of work. Incentive plan, A-l
shop. Call or write Jack: Seward, Viking
Chevrolet Co., 917 Grand Avi., St,
Paul. Tel. Capitol .3403.
EXPERIENCED LOG
cutter wanted.
Lloyd H, Rothering, Rt. 1, Box 165,
Fountain City, Wis. Tel. 697-4897.
MARRIED MAN on dairy farm, separate
2-bedroom living quarters, experience
and references require*). Donald Behnken, Eyota, Minn.. Tel Rochester 2825911.

42

FREE—3 ftmilt dogs, 1 Retrlevtr, \ part
retriever, pert Btagle. Year old. Partly
trained. Tel. J-1245.

Horses, Cattle. Stock
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NOTICE: At our regular ilia Frl., Jan.
23, we will hava a complate herd of
24 milch cows and hard lire, plus our
usual run of livestock. Herd to bt
told at 1:30. Lanesboro Sales Commission.
REGISTERED HOLSTEIN bulls, serviceable , dams to 800 lbs. butterfat. Priced
reasonable. Francis Schneider, Plainview, Minn,
PUREBRED HOLSTEIN BULLS, from 2
months to 15 months old, dams with
records to 700 lbs. butterfat; also purebred Poland China boar, 450 lbs. f . &
B. SchmlWcnecht, Cochrane, Wis. (Hi
mlley N. ot Waumandee).
REGISTERED HEREFORD bulls and
heifers, I months old, $150 and up.
Queen Highland Hereford Farm, North
Rldgt, La Crescent, Minn.

~
NEW MEDIFURAN
FOR MASTITIS
IS HERE!

Animal Health Center

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

DEKALB JO week old pullets, fully vaccinated, light controlled, raised on slat
floors. Available year around. SPELTZ
CHICK HATCHERY , Rollingstone, Minn.
Tel. 1685-2311.

Wanted—Livestock
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HOLSTEIN SPRINGING COWS and halters wanted, also open and bred hellers. E. E. Gremelsbach, Inc., Lewiston,
Minn. Tel. 4161.

Dale,

Wed. Jan. 20, 1945)

AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND
THE COM OF THB CITY OF
WINONA, MINNESOTA, ItSt
The City Council of the Cily ol Winona,
Mlnnesola. do ordain:
Section 1. That the classification In
the Zoning Ordinance of Lots Eighteen
(111. Nineteen (19), and Twen ty (20) of
Block Thirly-one (31) of Hamilton 's Addition to the City of Winona, lie and It
tiereb y i . changed from an M-l zone
lo an R-2 lone; and that the zoning
map ol the cily be changed accordingly.
Section 2. Thli ordinance shall be
fn force and fake effect from and
after Its passage, approval and publication.
Passed at Winona, Minnesota January
It, 19. 5.
Harold Briesath,
President of the Cily Council.
Attest:
John S. Carter.
City Recorder.
Approved January 19, 1945.
R, K . Elllngi
Mayor
(1st Pub. Date, Wed., Jan. 4, 1965)
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Wlnons
) In Probate Court
No. 15,643
tn Re estate Ol
Hannah Anderson, also known is
Mri. Ed. C , Anderson. Dc<adent .
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition (or Dlitrlbutlon.
The representative of thl above named
estate having filed her (Innl account
end petition for settlement and allowance thereol and for distribution fo Ihe
person s thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED. Thit the hearing
thereof be had on January 29, 1965, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probate court room In the court
house In Wlnone , Mlnneiota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication
ol this ordir In tha Winona Dally News
and by mailed nollce as provided by
lew .
Dated January 4, 1945,
E. D. Libera
Probata Judge
(Probatl Court Seal)
William A. Lindquist
Attornty for Ptlttloner
(Ut Pub. Date. Wed., Jin. 13. 1945)
State of Mlnnaiola ) si.
Counly of Winona
) In Probata Court
No. I5,?50
In Re Bilali 04
John J, Orlikowskl, alio known ti
John i, Oroikowikl, Oicedenf.
Order for Htarlng on Flnil Account
and Peflflon for Dlitrlbutlon.
The representative of Hie above named
estate having tiled his final account
and petition for satiiument and allowance thereol and for dlilrlfcutlon fo the
ptrgons thereunto entitled)
IT IS ORDHRED. Thai the hearing
thereof be had on February 5, 19*5, at
H i t s o'clock A.M., baton this Court In
the probate court room In tha court
house In Winona. Minnesota, and that
notice hereof bt given by publication
ot this order In Tht Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice at provided by
law
Dated January 12, 1965,
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge
. Problte Court Seal)
Harold J . Libera,
Attorney for Petitioner.

FROZEN SILAGE??

Men selected will attend our
n a t i o n a l sales training
school, followed by actual
field training as applied by
successful and experienced
salesmen .
This is your opportunity for
a career in a highly successful business.
Write Mr. JoJin Pagelkopf
c/o A. E. Rlchey Associates
1202V4 7th St. N.W.
Rochester , Minn .
Business Oppo rtunities
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NURSING HOME — 7* bad . In Winona
County. Stale licensed. S^rlnklered
Owner telling due lo health. May be
teen and terms d licussed by uppolntmciit only. Write Box 33, Liwlston,
Minn.

Standard Oil
SERVICE STATION
Available
FOR RENT
In Galesville, Wis.
Due to the Illness of
the present operator,

Bud Hammond.
Moderate investment required. We will help you finance business and train
you with pay.
For further particulars
Call or Write
Bud Hammond
Standard Oil Dealer
Galesville, Wis.
(Replies confidential)

Throw that pick or grubhoe
away. Use a 3 H .P. RotoHoe, Digs deeper faster,
more palatable feed , no wiring or cords, no frost buildup on walls, economical
price.

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"BREEZY ACRES"

South on New Hwy. 14-61
Hay, Grain, Peed

50

BALED OAT STRAW — No rain. Excol
lent quality. Curtis Persons, St. Charlei,
Minn. (3 miles N. on Hwy. 74)
OATS AND HAY for sale) also 6.50x13
tire chains, used twice. Arnold or Gene
Radtk e, Rt. 7, La Crescent, Minn.
HAV FOR SALE - Will deliver. D L.
Wrl0l>t, St. Charlei, Minn., Tel. M34391.

Articles for Sals

"
"

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
Coal . Wood, Olher Fuel 63

SLAB WOOD
Good dry lak slabi.
BRUNKOW'S SAW MILL
& LUMBER YARD
Trempealeau, Wis.
Tal. 534-6316
i

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

64

SPECIAL—2-pc, living room suites, sofa
and matching chair wifh foam cushions.
Choice of brewn. beige or turquoise
nylon frieze. Reg- S219.9S. now J13..9S.
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
302
Mankato Ave. Open evenings.
CLOSE-OUT SALE at BURKE'S FURNITURE. Kroehler sota and matching
chair reduced S3, and $50. Choice ol
brown, green or beige. Now only S199
w.t. af BURKE'S FURNITURE MART,
3rd & Franklin.

Good Things to Eat
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Guns, Sporting Goods

66

RIFLE MODEL 1O0, 243 Winchester. See
at Baab's Standard Service, Jet. U-61.

Household Articles

67

Musical Merchandise

70

We Service and Stock
Needles for All

RECORD PLAYERS
Hardt's Music Store
118 E. 3rd SI.

Morning . . . Noon
And N i g h t . . .
They're Eight!

GIBSON & EPIPHONE
GUITARS
(The 2 tops in frets)

Gibson & Epiphone
Banjos

FOfl LOWEST PRICES on new and uied
aiipllancei tee Fran. Lilla A. Soni, 761
G, Ith. Open avinlnoi.

Complete
Instruction Program
(Contact Mr, Kruger )

Wanted to Buy

HALj|iA\RD
6^ta«i

AMPLIFIER for electric oultar wanted,
Tel. iit-WJ.
. Sea U» For Best Prices
Scrip Iron, Wstel, Wool, Raw Fur*
M & W IRON & METAL CO.
201 W. 2nd St.
Tal. 3004
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
CO. pays highest pricks for scrap
iron, metals, hides, wool tnd raw fur.
222 W. Jnd.
Tel. 20*7
Closed Saturday!
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for screp iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw furs and wool!

Sam Weisman & Sons

INCORPORATED
450 W. 3rd
lei. 5S47

Rooms Without Meals

Telephone 8-2921

SLEEPING ROOM for gentleman. In private home. 2!« Market. Tel. Wll.
EXCELLENT ROOM, 4 bltxks from WSC.
6 blocks from high school, garage. Til.
9326.
ROOM FOR RENT—lit Washington. Tel.
4542.

ROOMS FOR MEN. wilh or without
housekeeping privileges. Tel. 4859.
<M"

Apartments, Flats

SNOW PLOW SEASON

Tel. 8-27U
75 W. 2nd
Open Friday Evenings

Winona Truck Service
IHC TRUCK SALES
& SERVICE
65 Laird
Tei. 4738

I

FIVE AND THREE room apts., gas heat,
separate balh. Inquire at 752 W. Mark.
DOWNTOWN location, 3 rooms, I bedroom, heat and hot water f urnished.
SM, adults. Tel. 4210 from I a.m. to 3
p.m.

Apartments, Furnished
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Houses for Rent
NEW TWO-BEDROOM
Tel. 2290 or 5751.

95
home

for

rent .

14 MILES S. on Hwy. fl. 2-bedroorn
home, attached garage, bullt-ins, ga;
heat. Available Mar, 1. Tel. Dakota 6433070.

Wanted to Rent

96

98

I40-ACRE FARM near La Crescent, with
large spring, suitable for trout . Modern 4-bedroom home. Vacenl. J13.9O0.
CORNFORTH REALTY, La Crescent,
Minn. Tel. 695-2106,
223-ACRE DAIRY farm. 4 miles N.E. of
Dover, Minn. 177 acres tillable. Born
cleaner, room for 3< milk cows, modern
home, excellent aet ot bulldlnps. The
Douglas Berlsch Estate, St . Charles.
See Hugh Rose, administrator.

Tel. Rushlord 864-9381
or
Reuben Olsrwi, Utica
Tel. SI. Charles 932-3795

73

USED ZIG ZAO portable , like new . Only
WO. WINONA SEWINO CO., 551 Hutt
St. Tel. mt.

74

Westinghouse

11 a.m.
Well-kept home. 4 rooms
and bath , will be sold at
auction, sale subject to approval of the court.
Inspection Thursday Evening, Jan. 21, 7 p.m. or by
contacting Trust Dept., Winona National & Savings
Bank .
Terms : 10% day of sale ,
balance to be paid when
deed and abstract are furnished.
Alvin Kohner , Auctioneer

f
*( L y

Houses for Sale
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Prompt Service
Real Estat e Sales
& Loans
FRANK WEST AGENCY
173 Lafayette

Top Loading Washer
and Dryer Set

601 Main St .

17" BUILT-IN OVEN
Antique copner-tono
colored floor,
$120

ll?,50O
. 114. 100

D. Three-bedroom, fireplace,
family room. In Wincrest

lli . .00

1°. Downtown duplex, low down
payment
. JI..00
H. Colltoevlew. three-bedroom,
two baths, femlly room,
knotty pine kltdien with
. 124.900
tx. lll- .ni
I. Assume Ol lean, pay down only
S4O0 on this threebedroom rambler
117 .SOO
AFTER HOURS CALL:
W. L. (Wlb) Metier IIH!
Leo K-oll 4311
Laura Flik J i l t
Sob lelever 7137

Tel . 5802

75

FAMOUS ALADDIN blue flame kerosene
heeler _, Ne imcke, no _ m«H. burnt 21
houre on I gallon. Alio rangei. gti or
oil heetera, Service and parte. RANGE
Oil BURNER CO, M7 E. Slh SI. Tel.
747t. Adol|>l. Mlciialowtkl.

One ol the finest we have seen. A
one owner low mileage beauty . Musi
be seen to be apprcciatco. >-uUy
equipped Including air conditioning,
power steering and brakes, new snow
tires, runs like a lop with Its regular
gas V-8. Looks and runs like new.

(WOB

*. Q

l
O"^Tel. M«
|
CfcV- ^
M C*nUr St 1

$500

HAVE YOU SEEN THE
NEW '65 OPEL KADETT?
WE NOW
HAVE 2 IN STOCK

W ALZ

Only $1395

NYSTROM'S

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday Nights

Chrysler ¦ Plymouth
On_ n Frldav Niohts

Is Your Old Car
On Its Last Legs?
1956 CHEVROLET
2-door sedan
fi cylinder , automatic transmission, radio , h e a t e r ,
whitewall tires, real sharp .

Make Us Prove It!
The Finest Anywhere
1963 FORD Country Sedan
station wagon 4-door , V-3,
250 h .p. motor, standard
shift. Sharp.
1963 CHEVROLET N o v a
sport coupe, 6 cylinder, 3speed. Sharpie.
1959 BUICK LeSabre 4-door,
clean , one owner. Only
$895.
1963 PLYMOUTH Valiant 2door, 6 cylinder , low mileage, full guarantee.
1963 VOLKSWAGEN 3 seater bus, new motor. Save
$300.
1960 DODGE 4-door, 6 cylinder , standard shift. Really
clean, priced right.
1962 FORD station wagon,
4-door, V-8, Fordomatic.
Perfect and look at this
special price, $1350.
1965 MUSTANG hardtop , V8, Cruisomatic, p o w e r
s t e e r i n g , demonstrator, 4000 miles. Big savings.

1956 OLDSMOBILE 88
4-door sedan
Radio, heater, V-8, automatic transmission , a real
sharpie .

W INON A UTO
"

IV SALES £

Tel. 2849

Open Mon. & Fri. Eve.
3rd & Mankato Tel. 8-3649

Lincoln Agency, Inc.
Real Estate—Insurance

LOOKING FOR ECONOMY, GOOD LOOKS,
RELIABLE T R A N S PORTATION , L O W
COST, this is y o u r
chance.

1 STORY . . .
LIKE NEW
You can move right into this
completely remodeled 3 or
4 bedroom home, 500 block .
East. All new plumbing including lovely new modern
bath , electrical wiring, plastering, roof , sidewalks, spacious kitchen. You must see
this home to appreciate it!
Only $11,500 . . . See it today! We 'll arrange financing.
2 STORY - SPACIOUS
ROOMS

1 962 CHEVROLET
2-door

6 cylinder, standard transmission, radio, heater.

IT'S 5 MINUTES AWAY
This lovely 3 bedroom nearly new rambler with attached garage. Picturesque location w i t h spacious yard .
Charming kitchen . Delight ful living room , newly carpeted , ojien dining room . A
real buy . . . under $19,000.

VwliS^CHIVR0 _IT^(0.
105 Johnson
Tel . 2396
Open Friday Night Until 9:00

'63 FORD V-8
Convertible

$2495

M

_

^

40 Years in Winona

Lincoln-Mercury-Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Friday Evenings
and Saturday p.m.
¦

..

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER. Cily and stata licensed
and bonded. 25! Liberty St . (Corner
E. Sth and Llbtrl/1 Tel . 4980.
AUCTION I I I Household, Livestock or
General. LYLE L. BOBO. Rt. 3. Houston, Minn. Tel . Hokah M4-2101. Licensed & Bonded.

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales
CARL FANN, JR.
AUCTIONEER, Bonded end Llcemed.
Tel. «447J*1?
Rushford, Minn.

(gEGKDg)

JAN. 23—Sal.. 12:30 p.m. t miles W . o*
Caledonia, Mirm., on Counly Road IJ
(Beaver Rlda.l. Mrs. Oscar Launf - Cn,
owner; Schrotder Bros., auctlone-eri)
Thorp Sales Co., clerks.
JAN. 23—Sat. 12:30 p.m. Furnltura Auction, 514 Libert y St ., Charles Blumann
Estate, owner, Alvin Kohner , luctiontfr ; Ralph Hengei. clerk .
JAM . 25-Mcn. 11:00 a.m . ' _ mile M. nf
Eleva on 93 lo "U" , then 2 miles E.
and N. on "U" peter Jaskowskl . owner;
Zeck & Heike, auctioneers! Northern
Inv. Co., clerk .

. :¦ (:• ¦. ' /.insftivi-::: .*£;:- _>.i-»;-w:x . .{X.X. -~ .-•*'...

¦ .

• ¦ ¦ >*

¦¦• ' ¦' ¦*¦* - ¦*.!»...• Jl

FURNITURE

*

Located at r>14 Liberty St., Winona

<

; AUCTION \
(

AGE NCY

J

Advertise Our Prkei

HEN7 OR SALE - Trailers ind limp•r». LEAHY'S, Bu<f»lo City, Wlj. Tel.
Cochrane 341-25]].

Everett J. Kohner
15« Walnut . Tel , M710. afler hours .114

No payments until
spring.

^. We

10x35 J-btdroom trail ar
PACEMAKER
home, priced to sell. For salt or rent.
Tel. tils.

Auction Salts

Power s t e e r i n g , power
brakes, radio, Cruisomatic
transmission , many other
extras . Driven less than
10,000 miles. Buy now when
you can get a good one .

¦ ¦
• . :. -,-/.. ¦ _ .:¦ . . ¦:•

l

"Your Ford Dealer "
St. Charles, Minn.

Mobil* Homei, Trailers 111

IF YOU WANT
THE BEST
Glamorous 3 bedroom splitlevel home in excellent
West location . Completely
carpeted living roorn, dining room and spacious family room, 2 lovely ceramic
tile baths. Knotty pine kitchen with stove and distiwasher . $24,900. Move right in.

O & J MOTOR CO .

rf S$*zz&2

Ideal family home with 3
bedrooms, lovely modern
bath , spacious living room ,
charming dining room , nice
kitchen with eating area ,
full basement , garage. Call
now . . . You 'll like it!

AFTER HOURS

B Aparffntnf Housm.
Cenrtal location

Blue in color , radio, heater,
bucket seats, 4-spced transmission , runs good , Try this
one today.

RAMBLE R /""\ DODGi"

0

A. Three-bedroom brick,
near Lincoln Sct-\ool

Two-Door Refrigerator
and Freezer
Freezer 101 Ib. capacity.
$199.95

Fury
9-Passenger Wagon

RESIDENCE PHONES:
E. J. Hartert . . . 3973
Mary Lauer . . . 4523
Jerry Berthe . . . 8-2377
Philip A. Baumann . . . 9540

January Specials

$300

1956 VOLKSWAGEN
2-door

1960 PLYMOUTH

We will either list it for sale
or purchase it outright.

c\0^

Automatic Washer
$179.95

$695

CHEVROLET—1M3 Super Sport convertible. John Halvorson, Tel. St. Charles
932-4073 eveninos or Lewiston 2371 days.

CALL US
FOR
FREE APPRAISAL
& CONSULTATIONS
on the sale
of your home.

Pat Heise . . . 5709
W
Tel. 23M
Gordon Weishorn . . . 4W. 4
C^, Vj "^
130 Cenler St,
•aZMamatmmmmmmmmtimtmmr 1" mt
LINCOLN

25" DRYER $99.95

1959 OPEL
2-door sedan
4 cylinder, 3-speed transmission, radio, heater , blue
ln color, 30 miles to the
gallon.

FORD-1949 %-ton pickup, V-S, heevy
duty steel box, cattle rick and grain
box combination. Very cood shape, May
be seen at 217 W. 2nd, after 5.

* *

Tel. 5240 or 44O0

(BOB

TRY ONE OF OUR
LITTLE
SAVERS!

PLVMOUTH-1964. Belvedere passenger
Station Wagon. 6.000 actual miles. Reason for Mlllng, being transferred. Tel.
3134.

iltf i'V' 'w ' ^ - r '

3 t £ /lk *

COME

FORD—1M2 Fairlane *door, «yllfid«r,
straight stick. 1-owner car. 21,000 actual
miles. Tet. 67J4.

90

THIRD E. ISlVi—4 rooms and bath, modern, oil space heater furnished. Tel.
2915 or 6067.

WINONA ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION
CO.
OK USED FURNlTuliESTORS

will toon I* here. Put your mow
plow on lay by now at WINONA F I R E
_, POWER CO. S4 E. Jnd. Tel. SOtS.
(Acrota from tha naw parking loll.

VENABLES

ONLY $2395

Rooms for Housekeeping 87

BOYUM AGENCY

Sewing Machines

Stoves, Furnaces, Part*

86

401 ACRES, 247 optn. 4-bedroom house,
modern, new 3 car oarage. New milkhouse, new tlio. Terms. Many olher
ftrms. S50 per acre tnd up.

Guitar Center

110 W. 3rd

81

Farms, Land for Sale

SEC OUR SELECTION ot used refrigerators, TV sets and rangai. tt t> B
ELECTRIC. IW E. Ird.
373 E. Jrd St.
We Buy
We Sell
Furniture—Antiques- Tool*
and oth«r itemi.
Til. a-3.01

77

TYPEWRITERS and add!r>g machines
for *ale or rent. Reasonable rates,
free delivery. See us for all your office supplies, desks, filet or office
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 5222.

WANT TO RENT NOW 4 or 3-bedroom
home, by owner ol new store opening
In Miracle Mall. Tel. 2118.

Slightly Marred

THIS IS THE MONTH lo drasi up your
home Indoori wllh Elllolt'i Vinyl Super
Satin Latex point. Exciting new color
schemes, goes on UK* a breaie, wonderfully scrubbable. PAINT DEPOT, 1 . 7
Center St.

Typewriters

FURNISHED 3-room apt. Reasonable. Tel.
3196 or Inquire 451 E. 9lh St.

WALNUT VENEER bedroom lit, 3 pc,
vanity, bod, bureau; Admiral floor
model I V j 4 Cosco bar itools In red )
blond coffee table and end table j girl's
winter coat sot and other clothing,
iliei 6 to 6«. Tel Cochrane 348-2544
alltr 7.

AMANA FREEZER, cltart typa, 12 cu. ft.
Special Jina.08 . SCHNEIDER SALES,
3._ . 6th St., Gtfvw.

YOUR ONE-STO P Typewriter end Buel* ness Ms<hlne Htedquartert. Wt lervlce all types ot machines, itock ribbons for any make tnd size typewriter,
WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE
161 E. 3rd.
Tel. 1-3300.

ONE ROOM wllh kitchenette and prlvfte
bath at 75 E. Sth. All utilities furnished.
Call at side doer.

Display Models

TWO BELTONE Primrose haarlng aide,
1 lor aach ear, can be purcheied teparit. ly, like new. Purchased new | year
ago lor S600, Private party will aell for
IM. Tel. 4593,

77

TWO-ROOM furnished apt., woman preferred, available Feb. 1, 225 Washington.

CHROME DINETTE SET, extra leaf,
gray. Good condition . Leo E. McCormick, Lewlslon, Minn.

SCAITER RUGS _ 2. x48, IO0% rayon,
11..I. BAMBENEK'S, Vlh (. Mankato.

SAT., JAN. 23

57 Typewriter*

Articles for SaU

57 Specials at the Stores

NEW LADIES flats, Regularly to I6.9S.
ndw 11.49. Sizes 4, 5, and 6 Baraaln
Cenler. 253 E. 3rd.

514 Liberty St.

When you hava a crisis In hlrlnp personnel lat the Dally News
Classified Ads help you. Call 3321.

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A real good auction market for your FOR "a |ob well done feeling" clean
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
carpets with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
weeks, hogs bought every day. Trucks
shampooer, SI. H. Choate & Co.
available Sale Thurs. Tel. 2667.

SAVE 20%
TED MAIER DRUGS

AUCTION

"Sir, the firm's facing a crisis — I'm resigning!"

FRESH EGGS—Henry Jacobs, Minnesota
City, Minn., Tel. 9631.
ROWEKAMP'S Chicks, Ghostley Pearl 63,
White Rocks. Day old and started up
to 20 weeks. ROWEKAMP'S HATCH- POTATO PRICES ara going up so buy
your potatoes now. WINONA POTATO
ERY, Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 57.1.
MARKET, 118 Market.

TRI-BAN

(Pub.

REAL ESTATE

BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enjoy the
comfort of automatic personal care.
Keep full
service—complete burner
cara. Budget planned and guaranteed
PUREBRED HOLSTEIN bulls, servlceprice. Order today from JOSWICK'S
able and younger, reasonable. Eugene
EAST END COAL & OIL CO., Ml E
Schneider, Plainview, Minn.
Bth. Tel. 3389.
PUREBRED Duroc boart, also Landrace
boars. Clifford Hoff, Lenesboro, Minn
(Pilot Mound).

you WANT to buy, tell or trade
b«We to tee Shank, HOMEMAKETt'S
EXCHANGE, SSI B. Jrd.

now for the largest selection of
clean used cars in
V t.o*n.

r. ULTRA-MODERN 4-bedroom, 1-floor
home. Lota of built-in features, Cempltfely air conditioned. Gat heal. Slg
lot. 1 mile from city limits on blacktop road. Full price .$21,000. ABTS
109
AGENCY, INC., Realtor*. 159 Walnut Used Can
St. Ttl. M365 or after hours: E. R.
Clay a-2737) Bill Zlebell 4*54; E. A. STUDEBAKER-l. J7 . rwMent, rtralflW
stick, V-8, winterized. Will not turn
Abts 3184.
down any reasonable offer. 152M W.
Howard, Apt. 4.

WANT TO BORROW Sl«,0O0, first mortgage, good credit and raftrenctt. Wrltt
E-M Dally News.

For Rats & Mice .

Mutual of Omaha Insurance
Company, due to an expansion program, has openings
for 2 full time representatives in Winona County. Men
whose living standards require $7,000 or 38,000 a year.

I.

41

(1st. Pub. Dale, Wed. Jan. 20, 1965)
OUR EXPANSION off«rt opportunity.
Are you reliable, want to associate
State of Minnesota ) is.
with a good company, like fo travel?
County of Winona
) In Probat* Court
We
furnish paid training, trailers, year
No. 15,978
around contract and do tha selling.
In Rt Estate Of
48
You
furnish 1960 or later tractor. Farm Implements
Str* Fuhlbrutggt, also known at,
Wrllt Mayllower-Hodg Ins, Winona.
Sarah Fuhlbruegge, Decider!.
CLEARANCE PRICES. No. 80 IH comOrder for Hearing on Pellllon for Adbine, No. 46 IH baler, 2 No. 60 IH
ministration, Limiting Tlmi to File
plows, 2 IH hay conditioners, Meyer
Claims and for Hearing Thereon
SALES
PROPOSITION
hay conditioner. All new machines.
Rebecca S. Fuhlbruegge having filed ATTRACTIVE
open In Winona, Minn, area with AAA 1
Kalmes Impl. Co., Allura, Minn.
herein a petition tor general administrarated
Texas
Refinery
Corp.
Pint
year
tion stating that said decedent died
earnings should be up to, and exceed, FORD LOADER; Slarllno barn cleaner,
intestate and praying that Winona Na110,000. Direct, tpiclaity sales experiModel 1WJ. Tel. Fountain City 8687tional and Savings Bank be appointed
ence and knowledge of heavy equipment
3816.
administrator;
helpful but not necessary. Sales an to
IT IS ORDERED, That thl htarlng
farmers, contractors, truckers, light
Sei Ihe new 12 Ib. model XL 11.
thtreof be had on February 11, 1W5,
Industry and other heavy equipment
HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
at 11:00 o'clock A.M., before this Court
owners and operators. Free insurance
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
In tha probate court room In the court
and retirement benefits. If you're beTil. S4SS
2nd
4
Johnson
house In Winona, Minnesota; lhat the
tween 30 and 55 years of age. own an
time within which creditors of said
automobile and can handle a permanent
decedent may file their claims be limitsales position, tend resume to L. J.
ed to fou r months from the date hereof,
Lanlnghem, Sales Manager, 916 Cranand thaf the claims so filed be heard
ford Dr., Hunt. Texas. Personal interon May 21, 1945, at 11:00 o'clock A.M.,
view! arranged.
belore this Court In the probate court
room In the court house In Winona,
Minnesota, and that notice hereof be
Animal Health Center
given by publication of this order In
thi Winona Dally News and by mailed
notice as provided by law.
MARRIED, to assume established terriDated January l», 1965.
tory. This route produced In excess ol
E. D. LIBERA,
16,400 net last year. Send work record
Probate Judge.
and qualifications lo *E-97 Dally News.
(Probate Court Seal)
Streater, MurpHy S. Brosnahan,
Attorney! for Petitioner .

ROUTE MAN

T»l. au.

109
'-

SHOP VENABLES LOT

151-inch WB, CIA. 84-inch,
2-speed rear axis, 4-apeed
transmission, V-30* 8 cylinder engine, 8.25 x 20 10-ply
tires, new paint, in A-l condition.

Hll KE'S ADDITION-i-year-old, Wxi
room rambler, hot water heat, double
garage,
combination
wlndowt, 4th
batament bedroom, recreation room.
T«l. 7ST7.

Quick Money . . .

REGISTERED German Shepherds, mother, 4 6-wteks old puppies and stud.
Cheap. Phillip Waletzkl, Rf. I, Altura,
(Bethany).

1962 International
1600

FIFTH W.-AII mbdern 3-bedroom hoire,
carpatad. m bafti. Take over contra<t.

on any irfictta of value . . .
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE
131 E. 2nd St.
Tal. 313)

Oofls, Pefi, Supplies

Trucks, Tract's, Trailer* 108 UMd Car*

D. OWNER TRANSFERRED. RtdiKoral•d. 2-txdroom hom« with spare room
that could make 3. Large living roorn,
dining room, and kltcftan big enough
for washer, dryer and deep freeze. New
Lennox gu fvirnice. choice eatt central
location on bui line. Full price 110,500.
AfcTS AGENCY, INC., Realtor!, It9
Wmliwt St. Tal. H365 day or una:

PLAIN N0TE-AUTO- . URNlTURB
170 E. Ird
Ttl, 3»15
Hra. t a.m. to! p.m., Sat. t l.m. ta noon

Wanted to Borrow

99

t-n».

LOANS STS?

TED MAIER DRUGS

LMU1C3

HOUM» fer Sil»

LEAVING TOWN, must tell our h_n»
at 3S7 tt. 7th at ¦ reductd prlc*. Tel.

40

Jl Dr. Naylor 's Teat Dilators, 79c.

HAVE "YOU EVER THOUGHT
ABOUT SELLING AVON?
It costs nothing
ta find out the details.
Write Helen Scott, Box 764. Rochester.

Help Wanted—Male

Money to Loan

Cuts milking holding time 12 houn.
Milk ctn be used In 48 hours.

RAINBOW SALES
3206 Bloomington Awe .. Mpls.
Tel. PA 1-2411

STRICTLY BUSINESS

37

LOCKER PLANT, grocery, mitts. Heavy
river tradt In lummtr. Modem Hying
quartan, kitchen, wall-to-wall carpeting
living room ind dining ane, J badroomi, bath ind utility. Muit ba iten
to apprtcltti, Willing tc flnince, might
contldtr trade. Tal. (667-3331. Write Box
1«, Fountain Clfy, wit.

S&turday * January 23
Starting at 12...0 p.m. '

*

Lunch on grounds.

GE 2-door refrigerator , like new; GE upright freezer ,
like new; GE 4-burner electric stove; ' oval shape china
cabinet; drop leaf dining table with 4 chairs; H E
W i l l . PAY Hir.MEST CASH PRICES
portalile 21-inch TV; Whirlpool automatic washer and
Kill YOUR C I T Y I' R O P F . H I Y
dryer; Speed Queen mangle; hide-a-bed ; 2-pc. living room
"HANK" JEZEW SKI
suite; overstuffed chair ; upholstered rocker; spool bed ,
(Wlnonn 't Only Rem E. tat* Buyiri
Ttl. MJS anrt Itfii
complete; wheel chair, like new ; studio couch; library
P.O . Box 3<?
table; metal top kitchen tnblc; 4 cnn« seat chairs ;
hamper ; Singer sewing machine ; swivel desk chair; wall
Motorcyclai, BicycU*
107
* mirror ; 13x10 ft. rug ; 9x12 ft . rug; GE electric roaster:
¦ meta)
cart ; 3 pressure cookers : pop-up toaster; 2 electric
USCO (1ICYCLES -- all t l i e . K O L T E R
BICYCLE SHOP, A01 /Wnnkaln. Tel.
irons; hotplate ; Hoover upright vacuum; some wall ttiir>
5M5.
rors ; GE electric mixer ; large vise , like new ; pota •ltd
WE ARE PROUD u, have Hire* big locapans
including some copper bottom ware ; small tablet
j
tlom now In La Crcma, Eiau Claire and
and benches ; dishes and many other items.
Wlnont ti ont ot tin largest Honda . 1
Wanted—Real Estate

102

Otalirt In fht U.S . ROBB BROS. Motorcyclt Shop, Ml t, 4t»i .

Trucks, Tract' *, Trtilert 108
TRAIL I K S
Bull! . . . Repaired . . . Rehmlt
BURG'S, JVM W. <th.
Tel. <»11

.¦
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1 MOTE: The home will be sold at auction at 11 a.m. Q
!

CHARLES BAUMANN ESTATE, OWNER
|
1
Alvin Kohner , Auctioneer — Ralph Hengei , Clerk
' 7 X^ . X.77 ..^.X:7x..7.x ;'<• .¦ . .77.7 .' .UV;Wr WIB_3
.. - .:

By Roy Gran*

BUZ SAWYER

^
DICK TRACY
____

____ ^_

!
^M*—<¦
!¦¦

¦!
¦
WIW
Mill
!¦
IH
W J—M ^

BY ChwUr Gould

¦

I ¦— .^ » ¦ ¦. !¦ ¦ J 11

_

¦I ¦¦»
- — III ¦

By Mor. Walkor

BEETLE BAILEY

THE FLINTSTONES

By Hanna-Barbera

By Don Sharwood

DAN FLAGG

BLONDIE

By Chic Young

LI'L ABNER

STEVE CANYON

APARTMENT 3-G

By Al Capp

By Milton Canniff

By Alex Kotnky

j FANTASTIC VALUES IN WOOL, NYLON AND ACRILAN j

( FROM THE FINEST MILLS LIKE DOWNS, BARWICK, TREND, WORLD, AND OTHERS. I
1 HAND-PICKED FOR QUALITY , COLOR AND EXTRA VALUE! COME IN! SHOP AND 1
f COMPARE! IT'S TIME TO BUY!
I

"BURNETT" BY BARWICK

Nylon, 14'xl4'8" . Honey Beige.
Reg. $194.40. SALE PRICE

___A
(1
3> JLQU

"ROCK POINT" BY MONARCH

REX MORGAN, M. D.

By Dal Curtis

Acrilan. 12' Wide. Beige Tweed.
Reg. $11.95 Sq. Yd. SALE PRICE . . . .

£¦» Qg"
4># _9«9

"COLOR KEYS" BY DOWNS

Nylon. 12x137 " . Beige Tweed.
Reg. $162.00. SALE PRICE

Ny lon.

£10C
«? A_ fcJ

"BRAVA" BY BARWICK
12' Wide.

Reg. $8.95.

Brown Tweed.

SALE PRICE

££ /[F"

Sg. Yd. $
01
.3

"GRAND MANNER" BY DOWNS

All Wool. 15'xl4'5 " . Antique Beige.
Bog. $31 1.17. SALE PRICE

NANCY

By Ernie Bushmiller

(4AA
?XUU

"COLOR KEYS" BY DOWNS
$70

g^6 ^^-

"COLORMATE" BY WORLD

Nylon.

9'8 'xl2' .

Beige Tweed.

R.„.» t ,0. SAIE PRICE

£"T C AA

$75.00

C M 0
V NEL
Ny,nI vJl* ," !'I,!!.
« Ac
Reg. $6.95. SALE PRICE
Sq. Yd. 3uK4D
"TAHOE" IMPORTED

All Wool
15 Wide. Beige 2 Tone. # A QQ
Reg. $8.95. SALE PRICE
Sq. Yd. 3*f_ JJ
MARY WORTH

By Saunders and Ernst

"CORONA" IMPORTED
G"°"7, toi 94
Reg. $6.95. SALE" PRICE .""'
... .
Sq. Yd. Jl*f B«!r«F
^
,
"BAY ANNA" BY MONARCH

o" wrL "X.,. V::J''

Acrilan. 15'xl07" . Earth Beige.
Reg. $197.10. SALE PRICE

"ORBIT" BY TREND
12' W ide. Brown

Nylon.
Reg. $6.95. SALE PRICE

C
l CC
3>JL3D

Tweed.
£ A QQ
Sq. Yd. ^*f ¦
JJ

"AKRA TUFT" BY E'CON

Acry lic.
12' Wide. Sandalwood.
CC >IC
Reg. $6.95. SALE PRICE . . . . Sq. Yd. $3n*t9

"BON VOYAGE" BY MONARCH

Acrilan. 12x24'. Olive Bronze.
Reg. $414.40. SALE PRICE

COQC
*?_CZJ3

"OPERA HOUSE" BY DOWNS

Acrilan. 12xl9'6'r . Olive Green.
R eg . $286.00. SALE PRICE

£OAA
4>_LUU

"SADDLE RIVER" BY HIGHTSTOWN

All Woo l.

Reg $8 95

Blue-Green.
CC HE
Sq. Y d. epD_33

12' Wide.

SAt| PR ,CE

"HERITAGE" BY MONARCH
12'x23'2 ". Mint Green.
If OCA
„
g
.
$338.18.
SALE PRICE
3>Z5U
K
"METEOR" BY TREND
Acrilan,

Nylon.

&* pp
$_L9!>

12'xl8'»". Aqua.
SAIE PRICE

R„s . J2J3.75.

"FIRST CLASS" BY Y,,
DOWNS

g^^,^Sq, $6.95
«6LEM flV0N» By BARW|CK
.,

¦ *.
*.
^^
G~
°
"
""
S, V, $5.99
g^ srPRICE
., .

"BAY *HNA" BY MONARCH

Acrilan. 14'9"x21'3" . Earth Beige.
Reg. $415.00. SALE PRICE

<tOTC
J>_bf D

__¦ „ .„ Pl> Mftll Jtnn —
iiOAV
BAY ANNA BY MONARCH

Acrilan.

12 xl3'4". Earth Beige.

<f M

£
ft
»» «'»* ™ »°
$140
"HERITAGE" BY MONARCH
Acrilan. 15' x22'6" . Honey Beige.
COCC
Refl $368 2° SALE PR,CE
*^w
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58 W. 3rd St.

c

f

' Phone
" 8-3389

,

*

"* '*
Winona

